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WHITWORTH 
COLLEGE 
BULLETIN 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 
Announcements for 19.5-1946 
DIRECTORY OF CORRESPONDENCE 
Dr. Frank F. Warren, President , should be add ressed on all correspond-
ence relating to the following: 
a. General School Policy 
b. Instructional Staff 
c. Living Endowment 
d. Life Annuity Bonds 
e. Field Representation 
f. Request for Bulletins 
Dr. Merton D. Munn, Dean, should be addressed on all correspondence 
relating to the following: 
a. Educational Program of the College 
b. General Welfare of Students 
c. Guidance Progrom 
d. Withdrawa l of Students 
e. Summer School 
f. Work Toward the Master's Degree 
g. S ~ arships 
Mr. J. L. Oakes, Business Manager , should be addressed on all correspo r-
nence relating to the following: 
a. Business Interest of the College 
b. Payments of Accounts 
c. College Work Program and Grants-in-Aid 
Miss Esteila Baldwin, Registrar, should be addressed on all correspondence 
relating to the following: 
a. Scholastic Requiremenis, Including Entrance , Classification, 
and Graduation 
b. Admission of Students 
c. Evaluation of and Requests for Transcripts 
d. Scholastic Progress 
e. Certification and Placement of Teachers 
f Reouest for Catalog 
Miss Marion Jenkins, Dean of Women should be addressed on a 
correspondence relating to the following: 
a. Room reservations for women 
b. Opportunities for women to work for board and room 
c. Permission to live off campus other than with parents 
d. Questions relating to women's activities 
Address Rev. Mark Koehler, Whitworth College , on all corrcsponde'lc 
relating to the Alumni Associat ior. 
Vol. 15 
Whitworth College 
BULLETIN 
Spokane, Washington 
A COLLEGE OF 
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Catalog Number 
A11no1111ceme,its fol' 194,''i-1946 
APRIL 1945 
April, 1945 No. 3 
P"bt"shed monthly bt W~ two,th Colle11e, Spohne, Washington. Enetered '" second class matter 
Aug,sl 5, 1,)0. el the Post 011,ce, Spokone, Waihinglon, "nder the act of AuglHI 24, 1912. 
WHITWO RTH CO LLEGE 
CALENDAR FOR 1945-1946 
SUMMER QUARTER 
June 18, Monday .................................................................. Registrat ion Date 
June 19, Tuesday ....................... ................................. .. C lass instruct ion begins 
July 4, Wednesda y ·································-···--····························----········ Holiday 
July 26-27 ................................................................. Mid-quarter examinat ions 
July 30, Monday ............... ......................... ............... . O pening of second term 
July 28, Saturda y ....... .................. ....................... .......... Mid-term g rades due 
September 6-7 .......... ............................................................. Final examinat ions 
FALL QUARTER 
October 1-2, Monday-Tuesday .......................... ....................... Freshman Days 
October 3, Wedne sday ....................................... Upper classmen registration 
October 4, Thursday .......... .......................................... Class inst ruction beg ins 
October 5, Friday .................................. ...................... ..... Formal Convocation 
October 5, Friday . . ............................................................. Faculty Rece ption 
October 19-21 ............................................................. Women's Conference 
October 17, Wednesda y .................... Last day to withdra w from a class and 
receive a "W" without grade. 
November 15, Thursday ......................................... ....... Mid-term grades due 
November 16-17 ................................... .................... Annual "H ome Coming" 
November 21, Wedne sday , 12:30 P. M . ............ Thanksgiving vacation begins 
November 26, Monday 8: 10 A. M ....................... Thanksgiving vacation ends 
December 18-19-20 ............................................................... Final Examinat ions 
December 20, Thursday, 4: IO P. M . ........................ Chr istmas vacat ion begins 
December 22, ........................................................ .............. Final grades due 
WINTER QUARTER 
December 11-20 ................................ ............................ ... Pre-registratio n dates 
January 2, Wednesda y ........................................ Registrat ion of new students 
January 3, Thursday .................................................... Class instruct ion begins 
January 22, Tuesday .................. Last day to withdraw from a class and 
rece ive a "W" without grade 
February 11, Monday ................. ....................... .............. Mid-term grades due 
February 25-March 3 ................................................ Relig ious Emphasis Week 
March 20-21-22 .................................................................... Final Examinations 
March 25, Monday ............................................ ...................... Final grade s due 
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SPRING QUARTER 
March 11-22 ..... .... .......................................... Pre-registration dates 
March 25, Monday . ....................................... Registration of new students 
March 26 , Tuesday .... .... .. -···· ... Class instruction begins 
April 9, Tuesday .............. . . Lest day to withdraw from a class and 
receive a ''W ' without grade 
April 12, Friday ..... . ............................ Campus and Field Day 
April 18, Thursday, 4 : IO P. M .......•....... ........................ Easter vacation begins 
April 23, Tuesday, 8: IO A. M. .. .................................. .. Easter vacation ends 
May 7, Tuesday .. ... ........................................ Mid-term grades due 
May 10, Friday ............................................................. May Day Festival 
June I, Saturday ....................................................... Faculty-Senior breakfast 
June 8, Saturday .................................... ·······-··········· . . Alumni Banquet 
June 9, Sunday .. .......................... ... . . ..•. .. ...... Baccalaureate Sunday 
June I 0, Monday .. ··········-··· . Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
June 10, Monday .. ............... ......... ..... .......... ...... . .......... Commencement 
June I 1-12-13 ...................................................................... Final examinations 
June 17, Monday ...•................................................................ Final grades due 
Board of Trustees 
CLASS OF 1945 
Albert K. Are nd, Treasurer ·······················-······ ................. ................... Spokane 
Rev. Charles F. Koehler, D. D .......................................................... ....... Spokane 
George W . Sommer, Secretary ............................................................ Spokane 
Davis Weyerhaeuser . ·····················································-··· ···················· Tacoma 
Rev. Evert Top ...... . ................................................................ .............. Spokane 
Charles R. Mowery, M. D .. .................. ···········-······-······· ············· ········· Spokane 
CLASS OF 1946 
Arthur E. Symons ·······································-···· ········-··-······················· ··Seattle 
Alfred Carlson .................................................. ...................... ........... .... Spokane 
Rev. J. Renwick McCullough, D. D. ········ ···-··························-··············· Tacomo 
Otto R. Rabel ............................................................................. ............ ... Seattle 
Frederick G . Kennedy ...................................................... ··-··········· ..... Spokane 
~Clarence Black ·······························-··········· ·······························-····· ....... Seattle 
Dave Jones .. ·····-········································ ··············································· Seattle 
Grant Dixon ...... ..... ............................... ........... ....................................... Spokane 
Robert N. McLean, D. D. ................................................................. . .... Yakima 
F. Paul McConkey, D. D. ................................................•. .. . ................ Seattle 
•u. S. Navy 
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CLASS OF 1947 
William L. McEachran, Chairman _______________________________________ Spokane 
Rev. Poul C. Calhoun, D. D. __ -------------------------·-------····--···----·--······-····-----Spokane 
Frank R. Fursey, M. D. _____ ··--···-···-··-----····-·-·-···---------·-·····-·········-· -·-····-··· Spokane 
Jay P. Graves, LL. D. _ _ ____ -·······--···· . ______ ·-·······-···········-· ··--___ Spokane 
Mortimer M. Stocker .... ·-·-----·-----··· .. _ -----········· ···---··-··-···· ..... Seattle 
C. M. Hull ---······ --···-·- . ····--··············· ·······-·-·-······························-·---·-······Yakima 
John F. Reed ··-·····················-···-·······················-··-·········--·······-··---···-·---·-_Seattle 
Carl Boppell ......... --···-·-·---·-·····----·-··-·-··--·············-· -·-----·----····-·-····--_Seattle 
E:xecutive Committee 
William L. McEochran, Chairman -----·-···---------------·······---····-···------·----·-···-Spokane 
Jay P. Graves, LL. D. __ _ . _ .. ··-·-·· ·-······-·-·············-··-··-·-····-··· ... Spokane 
Frederick G. Kennedy ........ ----··-··-----------·---·-··-----------·····-----·--------·-----·-·Spokane 
Albert K. Arend --··--·--··· ··--·--······--------·-·-·---·-------------···-·----·-----·----·--·-----Spokane 
~lf;:d Rc:~l~si:· -~---~: __ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~t ~  
R6v. Charles F. Koehler, D. D. ·-·-----··-·····-··-·-·--·-··--··-··-·--·····-·-·--··-·-···--· __ Spokane 
Rev. Paul C. Calhoun, D. D. ----·--··--------·····-·····----------·---···-·-·-···-·-------------Spokane 
George W. Sommer, Secretary ··-------··-·--------------------···--··-··----·------···-···-Spokane 
Rev. Evert Top ···-·· ___ ·-····-------··-······---------············--------··-···----·-·-----------Spokane 
Grant Dixon ----···---·-·--·---·---------------·-·-·---··-----····-·--·---·-----·---·-----·---· ·· __ Spokane 
Faculty 
FRANK FURNISS WARREN, M. A., D. D. 
Pre.~ident 
B. A .. Seottle Pocifi c College. 1922; M.A., Drew University , 1924; D. D., Seattle Pocific 
College, 1941. Teacher in the Osoka Theological Seminory . Osoko, Jopon , 1925-1928. 
Dea n of Scho o l of Religion, Seottle P11c ific, 1934-1940. 
Whitworth College, 1940- Whitw orth College Campus 
MERTON D. MUNN, Ed. D. 
Dean 
B_ A., Greenville College; M.A., Unive rsit y of Michig11n; Ed. D., Univer!ity of Cin-
cinn11ti. 1938. 
Whitworth Co llege , 1941- Whi twort h College C11mpus 
MARION R. JENKINS, M. A. 
Dean of Women, Christian Education 
B. A., Whitworth College; M.A .. New York University; gr11duate S11n Jose Teacher's 
College, California; graduate work at University of Californ i11 and New York Biblical 
Serr ,nory. 
Whitworth College, 1931- McMillan Hall 
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ono G. BACHIMONT, M. A . 
Jloder,i Languages 
1-iermonnsburg. Germany; 8. A., Wartburg College. Clinton, lowe; B. A., Stole University 
of lowe; M. A., Stote University of lowe: greduete work towerd Ph. D .. Steto University of 
lowe ond University of Wisconsin : Gonzege University . 
Whitworth College, 193b- 4727 N. Post 
ESTELLA E. BALDWIN, M. A. 
Registrar, Bible 
8. A .. M.A., Whitworth College: Bible Institute of Los Angeles. Celifornio. 
Whitworth College, 1931- Home Economics Bldg. 
MARY BOPPELL, B. S. 
Home Economics 
B. ~ .. University of Woshington. 
Whitworth College, 1941-
JOHN ARVIO CARLSON, M. S. 
Mathematics and Ph ysics 
B. S., M. S .. University of Woshinglon 
Whitworth College 1935-
*ANNA JANE CARREL, M. M., A. A. G. 0. 
Home Economics Bldg. 
Country Homes Estotes 
Piano, Organ, and Assistant Dean of Women 
Mus. 8., Oberlin Coni ervetory of Music· Mus. M. Cincinnati Conservelo,y of Music: 
stuoent of Ernest Hutcheson ond Sigismund Stojowsk, in New York City; 8. /'I., Whitworth 
College. 
Whitworth College 1937- Bellard Hell 
JAMES W. COUNTERMINE, M.A., 0 .0 . 
Bible and Chris tian Education 
B. Th .. Princet on Seminory· M.A., Persons College: D. D., Bueno Vista College, 1910: 
Groduete work Universities of Princeton ond Howoii in Grecian philosophy, Europeon 
history ond Oriento! religions , 
Whitworth College, 1928- bl4 Pork Piece 
OSCAR KIRK DIZMANG , M.A . 
Economics and Btisiness Adm ,inistration 
B. S., Konses Stoia Colleg e of Agriculture ond Applied Science: M.A., University of 
Chicogo: more then two yeors work toword Ph. D. 
Whitwc-rth College, 1935- N. 5'411 Post 
JANE CLAIRE DIRKS EDMUNDS, Ph. 0. 
Biotogy 
8. A., Linfield College; Ph. D .• University of Illinois. 
Whitworth College. 1944-
·0n leove of obsance 1944-1945 
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ERNESTINE EVANS, M.A. 
Secretarial Science 
We•tern v./., h11 ~ n College 
Whitworlh c,.,lleqe, 1941-
,f Eclucot,on• B, A .. M.A., Washington Stole Col ege. 
HOITI• Economics Bldq 
RUTH GOULDIN, B. S. 
Physical Eduratio11 
S. S. i ·versify of WMh1n9 on; WI i'worth College 
Whitw 'I• College 1943-
ALICE GREEN, B. M. 
Country Hor1es Estates 
Orgon a11d Piano 
6. M .. Illinois Wesleyan University; Univers.ty of Rochester: Eastman School cf Music• 
M,nneapolis Coltege of Music. 
wh·+..,.-rth Co ... n., 1944- 4011 N. Stevens 
FRANCIS TILEY HARDWICK, Ph. D. 
Ecluration, Psychology ond Greek 
B. A .. London, England: M A .. Ph. 0., Un,versity of Washington; LL. D. Whitworth College; 
groduo e work, Univors··y , ' Wisconsin, Chicago, ond Colilcrnia. Acting Pres·denl Wh't. 
worth College, I 938- I 9'4u. 
wn·tworth Colleg11 1929- Bib Gord,:,n 
WINIFRED McNAIR HOPKINS, B. A. 
Voice 
Ii. A., Albony College: Voice D'plomo from American Conservotoire of Music, Fontoine-
b eou , Fronce, studi d ot Ur ,v ·s,ty of Southern Col,lorn,o, University of Oregon; special 
work under Yeomen Griffith, W. 0. Lymon, Cherles Stone Nelson, 
Whitworth College, 193+- 2709 N. Well 
ROBERT R. HUBACH, Ph. D. 
English L<wg11age and Literature; Journalism 
B. A., Univorsity of Kenses Cay: M. A., University of Colorado; Ph. D. lndieno University. 
Whitwnrlh College, 19H- Country Homes Estates 
MARK L KOEHLER, Th. M. 
Bible and CMistian Education 
B. /\., Whitworth College; M.A., B. D., Sen Francisco TheolO(Jical seminary: Th. M~ 
Princeton Theological Seminary. 
Whitworth Colleoe 19'43- Country Homes Estates 
JEROME KOPET, Ph. D. 
Biology 
B. S. M. A .. Ph. D .. University of Washington· University of Montono. 
Whitworth College , 19'4+-
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ELINE KRAABEL, 8. A., R. N. 
Sutsing 
8. I\., St. Olof College, R. N. E,..,,en1.1el Hcspitel School of Nursing, Portlond, Oregon· 
G·eduote wor\ Un"vers'ty of Ch'cogo. 
w~·+wnrth Co"enn 1944- S. bl8 Jefferson 
THERON 8. MAXSON, Ph. D. 
Phycholofl!J 
8. I\. YORK COLLEGE: M. I\., Ph. D .. Univers·ty c 1 Southern Coli'orni11 
Whitworth C<>ll tie 1940- Country Homes Estotes 
••BENJAMIN CONRAD NEUSTEL, M. S. 
Chemistry 
8. I\ .. Willomette University: M. S., W11shington Stote College: groduole work in chemistry 
botony, ond educolion, Univer5ity of W oshington: W eshinglon Stole College. 
Wh;twor+h Cnllege 1928- Cou~try Hom'5 
JOH N L OAKES, B. A. 
B11sinPss Manager 
8. I\., Colgete University, Homilton, New York: groduote of l\lbony Business College , 
l\lbony, New York 
Whl+wnrfh Colletie, 1942- Bollord Holl 
NICO LIN JANE PLANK, B. S. 
B,olon!I a,zd Chem:stry 
B. S .. University of Woshington, Groduote worl. University of Woshinglon. 
W 't -'L Cc-llngl" •944-- Country Homes Estates 
GUSTAV HERMAN SCHLAUCH , Ph. D. 
Sociology 
8.1\. Sr vkone Un1vers,ty: M. I\. , Ph.D., University of Woshinglon; Weshington Stole 
College. 
Whilwor•h College 1942- E. 1007 29th 
FELIX E. SHARTON , Ph. D . 
.ilfllBiC 
Ph. D. Univcrsi 1y of Vienno. l\codemy of Music ond Aris in Vienno: Teachers ' Univers it t 
of Vienna; Chicogo School of Music. 
Whitworth College 1944,1945 Molner Hote1 
RHEA J. STRAWN, B. A. 
Libmry S cience 
8. I\., Montane State University. 
Whitworth College, 1943-
··On leove, U.S. service 
3918½ N. W o I 
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CHARLES JOHNSON TILLEY, M.A. 
History o nd Political Science 
8. A .• Dui:e Unive,.,ty M. A .. U11,v•" ·y of Southern Colifornio· Groduole work tow.,,d, 
Ph. D .• University of Southern Colifornio. 
Whitworth College, 1943- Y. M. C. A. 
LOYD BENSON WALTZ, M. A. 
Sperc h c111d Dra111at1cs 
8. A W llomotlo University· M. A., Un,ver1ity of Southern Coliforrio. 
Wh • .i, C, lleg, 1944 
24)) Do ton 
MARY ELIZABETH WALTZ, B. A. 
Pio,w 
8. A Willometle Universoty· groduote work "t the Un,versity of Oregon; 0 egon S•ote 
College. 
Wh · ·n ege 1944 2423 Doi o 
LAWRENCE E. WIL KINS, Ph. D. 
Che111i1-dry 
8. A University of Col,forn o· M. A., Occid nlol College: Ph. D, Un vers,ty of Co lorn, 
Wh lworth Colleqe Whitworth Anne< Ho 
House Mothers 
MRS. VELMA GURNSEY 
MISS EVELYN SMITH, B. A. 
MRS. UNA TEETER 
College Nurse 
GLADYS LOGSDON. R. N. 
8 
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Student Assistants 
DOROTHY COMPHER 
Biology 
BETTY ANN DOUGLASS 
Secretary to the President 
ELIZABETH EV ANS 
Biology 
MARIE FRANZ 
Home Economics 
FLOYD GURNS EY 
Men s Physical Education 
MARY ITO 
Biology 
NAOMI LAWRIE 
B"ology 
BETIY MARCELLUS 
Home Economics 
DOROTHY MUNCE 
Biology 
TOKIKO SENDA 
Biology 
ELLEN ANN THARP 
Biology 
JEANNETIE STRONG 
Music 
Administration 
FRANK F. WARREN ............................................................................. President 
MERTON D. MUNN .••...•••..........•......... ....•........................................... ..... Dean 
MARION R. JENKINS ................................................................ Dean of Women 
JOHN L. OAKES .. . ................................................... Business Manager 
GUSTAV H. SCHLAUCH ............ . .. . . .... Director of Public Relations 
ESTELLA E. BALDWIN.. . .................................... .................. ............... Registrar 
J. A. SUTHERLAND .................. . .. ... .. Director of Extension Department 
WINIFRED FERGUSON ·······-········· -··· ······ .... Manager of the Dining Room 
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Faculty Standing Committees 
Administration-The President, the Deans, Schlauch, Oakes, Baldwin. 
Athletics-Gouldin, Koehler, Wilkins, Munn. 
Buildings and Grounds-Oakes, Bachimont, Carlson 
Academic Affairs-Baldwin , Munn, Hardwick, Jenkins, major and minor ad-
visers. 
Personnel and Guidance-Munn, Schlauch, Jenkins, Hardwick, Baldwin, 
Maxson. 
Library-Strawn, Hubach, Tilley, Evans. 
Publications-Hubach , Bachimont, Waltz. 
Post-War Planning-Schlauch, Munn, Carlson, Baldwin, Wilkins. 
Press, Publicity, and Radio-Schlauch , Waltz, Sharton, Warren. 
Nursing Program-Munn, Schlauch, Kraabel, Edmunds, Plank, Wilkins. 
Religious Life-Koehler, Countermine, Tilley, Jenkins, Plank. 
Social Functions-Jenkins, Boppell, Evans, Four Class Advisers. 
Student Council-Munn, Schlauch 
Scholarships-Munn, Baldwin, Jenkins, Oakes. 
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l-listory and Purpose 
W HITWORTH COLLEGE was founded in 1890 ot Sumner, Washington. 
In 1900 the College was moved to Tacoma, Washington, where it con-
tinued until 1913. In that year the Spokane Presbytery of the Presbyterian 
Church invited the College to move to its present location, and the follow-
ing year Whitworth was moved to its present favorable site. The Col-
lege is nomad in honor of one of the outstanding pioneers of the Northwest, 
Dr. George Whitworth. Following the trail of Whitman, Spaulding, Meeker, 
ond other pioneers this Christian minister come to the for West to build 
churches and to become an outstanding leader in the early life of Washington. 
Today after fifty-five years of splendid achievement Whitworth stands, a 
Christian College dedicated to the great task of Christian education. It con· 
tinues under the guidance of the Washington Synod of the Presbyterian 
Church and cooperates fully with the Board of Education of the denomi-
nation. For a long period of time it has succeeded in meeting the varied 
needs of discriminating young people of all denominations who wish to pur-
sue their studies in a Christian atmosphere. Its scholarship is recognized by 
the larger institutions, and its graduates have consistently maintained high 
records of scholarship as they have pursued their higher education. Whitworth 
is primarily o co-educational, liberal arts college, not o university, nor yet a 
professional school. Its primary purpose is to provide o brood education under 
conditions which develop Christion character and ot os low costs os possible. 
It offers opportunities for the best of culture, but does not neglect the fact 
that many students desire courses which will enable them to earn o living, or 
will give them pre-professional training . Opportunities ore provided for 
leisure-time activities and social amenities. Special supervision is given to 
freshmen in order tho+ through various tests and on orientation course in psy-
chology, they may discove r their possibilities and aptitudes. There ore pre-
professional courses in law, medicine, the ministry, social work, business ad-
ministration, nursing, etc. A five-year course is provided for the training 
of high school teachers. 
Its basic policy a, an institution of higher learning may be stated as fol-
lows: 
I. To insure by every means that the college life in teaching and living 
is decisively and uncompromisingly Christion. 
II. To provide a wholesome, friendly , cultural atmosphere to help in the 
expression of the Christion life in worship, in social attitudes, and in 
general behavior. 
Ill. Side by side with its positive Christian emphasis, to provide the best 
opportunities for good scholarship and high standa rds in all of its 
offerings. 
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IV. To provide this splendid combination of spiritual living and high cul-
tural training at the lowest possible cost to the student. 
Acknowledging the changes which have been made in every realm of 
life, Whitworth desires to be progressive in its method of teaching. The ad-
ministration is frank to admit that only those teachers are appointed who give 
clear evidence that they possess a genuine Christian faith and are actively 
related to some evangelical church. It believes also that its teachers must be 
leaders in their chosen fields of teaching. The College can adequa~ely serve 
the youth of America only to the degree that its f acuity is both scholarly and 
Christian. Education in the smaller institutions is more conducive to the well-
rounded education of youth-intellectual, spiritual, physical. and social. The 
undergraduate courses of the liberal arts college make the foundation upon 
which man may build the superstructure of his life. !n the small institution the 
student receives much individual attention from his instructor. On the ath-
letic field he has a greater opportunity to participate in body-building sports. 
DOCTRINAL ST A TEMENT 
Whitworth College accedes to the historic faith of Protestantism and 
stands unequivocally for its fundamental principles. We believe the Scrip-
tures of the Old and New Testaments to be the inspired Word of God and 
the only infallible rule of faith and practice. We belie ve in the sovereignty 
of God, in the deity of Jesus Christ our only Saviour and Lord, in His work 
of redemption on the cross, and in the Holy Spirit who dwells in every believer 
as the Spirit of Truth, of Holiness, and of Comfort. 
HOW TO REACH THE CAMPUS 
The Farragut Bus Company operates a bus line between down-town 
Spokane (Sprague Avenue and Monroe Street) and the Whitworth College 
campus. 
This provides a safe and insured method of transportation. Students 
who find transportation in private cars are taking avoidable risks, for which 
the College assumes no responsibility. 
CAMPUS ANO BUILDINGS 
The buildings of Whitworth nestle in a thickly wooded forty-acre campus 
surrounded by one hundred and fifty acres of beautiful, rolling forest, owned 
by the institution. This unusual campus was made possible by the generous 
gift of Mr. Jay P. Graves, senior member of the Board of Trustees. The main 
buildings on the campus consist of McMillan Hall, Ballard Hall, the Home 
Economics Building, J.P. Graves Hall, Whitworth Hall, Whitworth Hall Annex 
the Dining Hall, the president's home and residences of faculty families. 
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The present library of eighteen thousand books is housed in McMillan 
Hall. 
The administrative offices and the science laboratories are housed in 
Baliard Hall. 
The Chapel, which seats 350 students, is housed at present in the base-
ment of the Dining Hall. 
A natural amphitheater w;th its v:ew of high hills provides a turfed 
athletic ground of unique beauty. Two concrete tennis courts are available 
on the campus. The J. P. Graves Hall houses a large student commons 
room, concession student offices, music practice rooms , a large class-room, 
and auditorium-gymnas ium. 
The Home Economics Building is designed and equipped according to 
the most modern methods. It will accommodate one hundred young women, 
ENDOWMENT 
Whitworth College depends for its maintenance not only on tuitions and 
fees but upon the splendid support of the Washing ton Synod of the Presby -
terian Church, end gifts from its friends and alumni. The "Living Endowment" 
Campa"gn was launched three years ago. This plan is working very success-
fully in a large number of colleges and it is expected that it will prove to be 
a great success at Whitworth. 
ACCREDITATION 
Whitworth College is recognized as a standard four-year college of 
liberal arts and sciences by the Northwest Association of Secondary and 
Higher Schools with an unqualified membership in that Association. It is 
also a member of the American Association of Colleges, is on the approved 
list of the American Med'cal Association and ~he National Council on Church-
Related Colleges. 
The College is a lso accredited by the State Board of Education for giv-
·ng complete tra;ning for high school certification in the State of Washing-
ton. For a long period of time it has done outstanding work in training for 
high school teaching. All of its fifth year graduates have been successful in 
obtain'ng teaching posifons. 
COLLEGE EXPENSES 
The College year is divided into three academic quarters. All bills 
are payable in advance at the beginning of each quarter. A student is 
not considered registered and cannot be allowed to attend classes until 
satisfactory arrangements have been made with the Business Manager. 
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SCHEDULE OF COLLEGE FEES 
A summary of fixed charges for one quarter is as follows: 
Tuition, full-time enrollment, 12-16 hours ..................... ............................. $60.00 
Excess above 16 hours, per hour $3.50 
Part-time enrollment, 9-11 hours, per hour $4.00 
Part-t ime enro llment under 9 hours, per hour $4.50 
Associated Student Fee ............................................ ................................ 6.00 
Library Fee ......................... .................................... ................................... 2.50 
Health Fee, dormitory student s .................... ........................ .................... 1.50 
(Town student s, $ I .00) 
Board and Room ..................... ............................................ ............... . ... 124.00 
$194.00 
All students living on the campus at Whitworth have the privilege of 
working at least one hour per day to meet the additional cost of board and 
room which hos been added to the total cost. 
LABORATORY FEES 
In certain courses such as Biology, Chemistry, Art, Music, Home Eco· 
nomics, Secretarial Science, and Physics special fees are charged and the 
amount of such fees will be found following the course descr iption. 
MUSIC 
Class lessons in Voice or Instrument ................ .......................................... $ 6.50 
Chorus, Band and Orchestra (If taken for non-credit). ............................ . 1.50 
Private lessons in Piano, Voice and Violin: 
One period a week or two half periods .......................................... 25.00 
One thirty-minute lesson per week .................................................... 15.00 
Private lessons in Organ: 
One thirty minute lesson per week .................................................... 20.00 
Music: Rental 
Piano, one period a day per quarter ............................ ................... . 2.00 
Piano, two periods a day per quarter ..... ............................. ·- ········· 3.00 
Practice studio, one period a day per quarter (Voice, Violin)........ 1.50 
Practice studio, two periods a day per quarter (Voice, Violin)........ 2.00 
Organ, one period a day per quarter ........... ......................... ............ 4.00 
SPECIAL FEES 
Locker fee .................................... ........................................................ .. · .. $ .25 
Auditor's fee, per hour.................................................. .......................... 1.50 
Change of registration ofter one week................ ...... ...................... ........ 1.00 
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Groduotion fee ........ ............ ......... ............. ........ .......... ........ ............ ....... . 
Exominotion fee (for exominotions token out of schedule) ........ ............. . 
Fee for odditionol transcripts, eoch ........... .......... .. ......... ......... .............. . 
Infirmary service over three doys, per doy .. ...................... ....... ......... ... . 
Lote registration ($1.00 per doy, maximum $5.00) 
Motricu lotion fee (new students only) ........... ........... ..... ............ .... .......... .. . 
Room deposit (to be credited to totol amount of room expenditure) ... . 
Test fee (freshman entrance te~ts, one qu~:ter. only) ... ........................ . 
Text-book fee (where text-book 1s not spec1f1ed in doss) .............. ......... . 
; ~~/~; ss ··mach ine .fee ::: .. :::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cop ond gown rental ...... ................. ....... .. . ... ... . .. ........... ............. ...... ... . 
Towel fee (students toking Physical Education) ..... ....... ........ ................ ... . 
10 .00 
1.00 
1.00 
.50 
5.00 
3.00 
.50 
1.00 
3.00 
2.50 
2.50 
1.00 
For individual students the cost of books, stat ionery, laundry, loborotory 
fee s, private music lessons ond incidental expenses will vory according to 
the program and inclinations of the student. Economy is the rule of Whit-
worth College campus life ond is rendered possible because of the fortunate 
lccotion of the College outs ide of the city limits. In no circumstances need 
the pers onal expenses be more than I 5% in excess of the fixed charges. 
CONDI TIONS GOVERNING THE EXTENSION OF 
FINANCIAL CREDIT 
No cred it will be exte nded on boord ond room. These charges, how-
ever, moy be poid by the week or by the month in odvonce. 
In cose of students requiring o def e rred payments plan, one.third of 
the expenses should be paid in cosh ot the time of registration and the 
balance secured upon a six per cent promis sory note signed by parent or 
guardian. 
The administrators of Whitworth College desire to provide such help for 
deserv ing students by work opportunities and deferred payments on small 
portions of accounts as will make it possible for the student to secure the best 
advantage of a college education . The College is not in a position to extend 
credit for any considerable period of time and then only within rather definte 
limits. 
When credit is extended notes ore to be made payable du ring the cur-
rent quarter. Should such circumstances arise as to make the terms of the 
agreement impossible for the student, the student must report immediately 
to the Business Manager to apply for an extension of the terms or for a new 
note for the unpaid balance. Failure to meet contractual arrangements will 
seriou sly reflect upon finan cial standing and moy involve the can cellat ion of 
registration. 
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After April 30 in any given year a student with an unpaid balance must 
report in person to the Business Manager's office to arrange payment before 
permission will be granted to write examinations. 
Siudents are expected to show some appreciation of the credit privilege 
which the College extends by giving their educational obligation prior con-
s:deration over any subsequent commitments. 
Transcripts of grades and diplomas will not be issued until all college 
accounts are paid. The College must insist upon the satisfactory adjustment 
of financial obligations before any grades will be recorded. 
REBATES 
A fair pro rata rebate will be allowed on tuition and board and room ex-
pense in the case of students withdrawing du ring the first three weeks of the 
quarter. If a si udent withdraws thereafter a rebate of 75% of the unexpired 
board and room will be granted. If a student is unavoidably absent a full 
week or more 75% of the charge for board will be rebated . Students with-
drawing under discipline forfeit all claim to rebate. 
BOOK STORE 
A book store is maintained for the convenience of the students. All 
purchases of books and supplies are on a cash basis. No credit can be ex-
tended . 
SELF SUPPORT 
Whitworth makes every possible effort to assist young people in ob-
taining an education. Practically all of the work in caring for the grounds, 
buildings and secretarial work is done by the students who must obtain some 
>'!Ork in order to help with expenses. Money earned in this way is credited 
to the student account. Opportunities for work in town occur chiefly in do-
mestic and office assistance, personal service of various kinds, canvassing, 
'T'lanual labor, etc. Students who find it necessary to work during the regular 
college year will be expected to reduce their academic load as follows: 
Those working from: 
1-2 hours per day, may take 15-17 quarter hours. 
3-4 hours per day, may take 14 quarter hours. 
5-6 hours per day, may take 8-12 quarter hours. 
7-8 hours per day, may take 6-8 quarter hours. 
Any student desiring to enroll for more hours than the above schedule 
would permit must petition the faculty for permission. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
A limited number of scholarships are avai1able to needy students. By 
action of the Board of Trustees ten $ 100.00 scholarships are given to grad-
~ating seniors of high schools of the Northwest who are in the upper ten 
per cent of their classes. 
I. The Alaskan scholarship of $60.00 given to a young man who is a 
member of the Presbyterian Church. 
2. The James Silliman scholarship of $20.00 given to a worthy student. 
3. The Frank A. Magill scholarship of $150.00 available to any student 
from Tacoma, Washington, who can qualify. 
4. The Nellie Shepherd Millard scholarship of $60.00, appointment 
made by Rev. and Mrs. Elton F. Spicer. 
5. Athletic scholarship of $250.00 made available by friends of the Co l-
lege. 
6. The Whitworth Bible Class scholarship of First Presbyterian Church, 
Seattle, Washington, $150.00. 
7. Carrel Music Award-given to the outstanding senior music major. 
8. Newcomb Speech Scholarship, of $60.00 given to students who are 
majoring in speech or dramatics. 
LOAN FUNDS 
The Whitworth College Student Rotary Loan Fund is made up of the 
•ollowing: 
He<J ey A. Vicker Fund ············ ····· ·····-· ..... ........... ... . . 
Mrs. Gertrude Mather Fund ...... .... ········--· ················· 
Firs Presbyterian Church, Wenatchee ........ ............... . 
First Presbyterian Church, Northport ... .......... . ... . 
Rev. and Mrs. L. Livingston ............•........ .... ....... .......... 
Dr. and Mrs. C . W. Hays ·· ·-·· ·········· ········ ········ ··········· 
Doctor's Club . . ........................ .......... ............•........ 
Round Table ...... ...... ············-··· ···· ·················· 
Spokane Women's Relief Corps ..... ........ ...... ........ ...... . 
Scholarship Fund ....... ..... .... ...... ... ....... . . 
Stevens-Swanby Scholarship Fund . _ . . .... ....... ..... . 
Sarah A. Stewart Fund ..................... ............. ...... ... .... _ .. . 
George N. Beard Fund .......... .................... ..... . 
Elizabeth Hewitt Scholarship ..... .............. .................. . 
GRANTS-IN-AID 
1. Foi' M cm bers of Ministers' Fa milics. 
$1,515.44 
100.00 
91.53 
50.05 
40.00 
25.00 
50.00 
50.00 
250.00 
595.00 
359.39 
60.00 
60.00 
1,000.00 
A grant-in-aid on tuition of 25 per cent is available for sons and daugh-
ters of ordained Christian ministers. This grant-in-aid is continuous after the 
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first quarter only on condition that an average scholarship grade of at least 
C shall have been ea rned in the preceding quarte r. It is a lso understood that 
the scholarship will be continued on the basis of full cooperation by the stu-
de nts in the p rog ram of the College. This aid is grante d if formally requested 
in writing by the pa rent. 
2. For Upper-Division Stuxlents Occupying Churches. 
Aid is also given to students who are regularly engaged in supplying 
churc hes. The same conditions a pply here as those outlined above. 
DORMITORY REQUIREMENTS 
St udents not living in th eir own homes are requi red t o live in the college 
dormitories unless they obtain the permiss ion of the committee on personnel. 
Application for such permission must be made on forms secured from the 
Dean or the Dean of Women. No arrangements to live off the campus can 
be made until the application for such has had t he app roval of t he personne l 
committee. Off-campus students may live only in approved residences 
which must be properly supervised by mature women, and in no case will 
men and women students be permitted to live in the same building. 
Students working for Board and Room must have the consent of the 
Dean or the Dean of Women. 
Each dormitory student is expected to supply himself with the following: 
napkins, towels, linen and bedding for single beds, curtains, rugs, and a 
reading lamp. 
Each student is expected to care for his own personal laundry and linen. 
Limited laundry facilities are provided at the college, and a very inexpensive 
service for flat work is available through local laundries. All linen and cloth-
ing should be plainly marked with name tapes. 
Radios and other appliances using electricity must be registered with 
the dormitory director. The use of irons or hot plates is not permitted in 
dormito ry rooms . Provision is made for the use of these appliances in 
special rooms . The college reserves the right to restrict the number and 
size of electric lights in students' rooms. The use of inflammable cleaning 
materia ls is prohibited in all college buildings because of the fire hazard. 
Bedding should be sent several days in advance, by parcel post, ad-
dressed to the owner, at Whitworth College. The college cannot supply 
students with bedding . 
Overnight guests in the dormitories are to be entertained only on week-
ends and permission is to be secured from the dormitory director. Hosts are 
responsible for payment for their guests meals, for which arrangements must 
be made with the Dining Room Director. 
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Absolutely no food or ration points will be furnished from the dining 
room or kitchen to individuals or organizations for picnics or any other 
purposes . 
The college dining hall will be open for Sunday evening lunch, September 
30, and closed after luncheon on June 18, 1946. The dormitories and dining 
hall will be closed throughout the Christmas vacation. If students must re-
main in residence, special arrangements will have to be made with the Ad-
ministration as the charges made for Room and Board do not cover this va-
cation. Each dormitory has its own organization for the regulation of dor-
mitory life. 
Freshman women desiring to stay overnight off the campus are required 
to have written permission from parents for each occasion. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY REGULATIONS 
College property damaged by students must be replaced at the student's 
expense. Occupants of rooms are held responsible for breakage. 
The college is not responsible for jewelry money or other articles left 
in students' rooms , classrooms, or on the campus. 
Whitworth College or any of its officers or organizations are not responsible 
or liable in any way for damages done to property or persons in case of 
accidents in and around the college buildings or on trips representing the 
college in any activities. Students, faculty, and others participating in any 
college function, on or off the campus, do so at their own risk. 
HEAL TH SERVICE 
The college maintains a health service under the direction of a registered 
nurse. A small infirmary is provided for students who do not require hospital-
ization. Physical examinations are given at the beginning of each quarter 
and are required of all students yearly. Microfilm chest X-rays are also re-
quired and are made possible by the cooperation of the Spokane County 
Health Department. 
EXTRA-CLASS ACTIVITIES 
AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
The extra-curricular activities at Whitworth College are maintained for 
the purpose of giving the student opportunity for development of personality 
and leadership. These activities are considered important in the education 
of youth. Each student, therefore, is expected to become an active mem-
ber of at least two organizations. It is advisable for the student to restrict 
his activities to not more than four organizations. It is suggested that new 
students do not join clubs or organizations until the beginning of the third 
week of the quarter. 
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In order to be recognized as a Whitworth College organization, a group 
must have its constitution approved by the student executive board and the 
faculty. All constitutional amendments and by-laws of the organization must 
also receive the sanction of the student executive board and the faculty. No 
organization shall function or be recognized until official notice of approva l 
has been given to the applying organization by the college office. Each stu-
dent organization must have a faculty adviser with whom it counsels as to 
the programs and policies. The adviser is held responsible for reports on 
the character of the work of the organization and also the individual mem-
bership. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF WHITW O RTH COLLEGE 
The Students ' Association is the general organization of the student body. 
Voting members are those who have paid all their fees for the quarter and 
are regularly enrolled. Membership entitles the student to a subscription 
to "The Whitworthian" and "Natsihi," admission to games played on the 
home grounds, and a voice in the regulation and promotion of the studen t 
association activities. The president and the vice-president of this associa-
tion are chosen annually from the two upper classes of the college. 
OTHER STUDENT ORGA NIZATIO NS 
Sefelo is the organization of the women students living in the women's 
dormitories. Life in the Halls and much of the social life of the group is 
governed by this organization. 
Alpha Chi is the organization of the men students living in the men's 
dormitory. Life in the Hall is governed by this organization. 
Alpha Kappa Chi is Whitworth's official club for off-campus students. It 
exists to promote good fellowship among its members through various acti-
vities of the group. 
The Christian Activ1t1es Council is an organization of the student body 
to direct and coordinate the student religious life on t he campus and the 
service projects to the community at large. 
Whitworth Christian Endeavor is a society to promote fe llowship among 
resident students, conducting both a Sunday evening and a mid-week service. 
It is organized under the rules of the United Society of Christ ian Endeavor 
and functions as a student body organization. 
The Life Service Club is composed of women students who are preparing 
for full-time Christian service. The purpose of the club is to sponsor prayer 
meetings among the students, to promote Christian fellowship among the 
members, and to investigate fields of full-time service open to women. 
The Philadelphians comprise an association of men preparing for full-
t•me Christian vocations . It sponsors various religious activities on the 
camp us and provides spiritual and social fellowship for its members. 
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The Pre-Med Club g·ves those interested in the medical professions a'l 
opportunity to · •ve t ga and answer problems peculiar to their group. Be-
s,des the usual meetings, the club sponsors trips and lectures, and keeps an 
organized file of professional school requirements, scliolarships, and othe• 
p rt· n, information. 
Alpha Beta, "The Best in Life," is a Home Economics group offering to 
Vv we: th College women opportunities to promote the best ideals of the 
home. The art and science of living in its cultural and social aspects ore 
emphasized. 
The Modern Language Club supplements the work done in the classroom 
in o more informal way and stimulates interest in the language , culture, and 
life of the French, Germon, and Spanish-speaking peoples. Students enrolled 
·n the language deportment should be active members: others interested may 
become members. 
The Band and the Orchestra contribute to the life of the college by 
providing mus·c for games and for many other functions. 
The Writer's Club is an informal group of those interested in creative 
v. 'n-3 which meets monthly. 
Whitworth Players is the dramatic organization of the college and is 
open to o who are registered. Its purpose is to give o opportunity to 
participate in the production of plays, and to furnish entertainment for the 
students and their friends. 
The International Relations Club is for the purpose of stimulating interest 
in World Affo·rs and of holding informal discussions on current problems. 
The "W" Club is mode up of the letter-men in athletics. Its chief in-
terests ore the promotion of the athletic interests of the institution. 
The Women's Athl etic Association is an organization of the women of 
the college who are interested in hiking, indoor baseball, basketball, volley 
boll, tennis, badminton, and archery. This is carried on in conjunction with 
the work outlined and supervised by the Director of Physical Education. 
HONORARY GROUPS 
The Pirette Club is mode up of women students who hove high scholar 
sh:p and hove mode outstanding contribution to the extra-curricular program 
of ·he coilege. They are selected for m, mbership by the Student Counc·I. 
Phi Alpha is the honorary scholastic organization of the college. Seniors 
who hove attended Whitworth College for one year and hove mointo ned 
high scholarship may be elected to active membership, while juniors may be 
elected to associate membership. 
Alpha Psi Omega is the first notional fraternity on the campus as well 
as the first cost of Alpha Psi Omega in the State of Washington. Its mem-
bership is mode up of the students who have the distinction of becoming 
members of the Theta Rho cast of Alpha Psi Omega, National Dramatic 
Honorary Fraternity. 
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RELIGIOUS LIFE 
It is the purpose and desire of the Administration to give such leader-
ship to the religious life on the campus that it shall be helpful, inspirational 
and thoroughly Christian. Certain factors must be present if training for 
Christian leadership is given. Among these are: a Christian approach to all 
subjects studied; the proper insistence that each and every student be re-
quired to take some courses in the study of the English Bible and Religious 
Education ; chapel services with attendance required and other religious ser-
vices held on the campus; a "Religious Emphasis Week" under specialized 
guidance; and definitely Christian student organizations through which the 
student may exercise and grow. 
Many of the students worship in down-town Churches, teach in Sunday 
Schools or assist in the religious program of various churches. The Whit-
worth community, however, supports a Church with a pastor on the college 
c.ampus. Students who are not engaged elsewhere are expected to attend 
these services. The local Christian Endeavor organization sponsors a vesper 
service each Sunday night and a well-attended mid-week service on each 
Wednesday these assist the student in building Christian character. 
INVESTITURE 
Every year just before Commencement arrangements are made for in-
vestiture services at which all graduating seniors are required to wear the 
academic dress denoting their academic status. These occasions, together 
with the Fall Convocation, Baccalaureate and Commencement services, con-
stitute the formal ceremonies for the year. 
SOCIAL LIFE 
The social life on the campus is under the general direction of the ASWC 
Social Committee made up of a representative from each class with the stu-
dent body vice-president as chairman. A great many social events are held 
during the year, including Freshman Week, Home Coming, Christmas Party, 
Snow Frolic, Costume Party, Spring Awards Banquet , Beefsteak Breakfast, 
and the May Festival. Many other affairs are held by the classes and other 
organizations. Social dancing and playing cards are not permitted at Whit-
worth. 
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO 
The college considers the use of alcoholic beverages at complete vari-
ance with the accepted standards of Christianity and so detrimental as to 
prohibit the user from being connected with the institution. The use of tobac-
co by American youth is deprecated and the college takes a positive stand 
against its use by students. Smoking is not allowed on the campus at Whit-
worth. It is understood that the campus extends wherever the name Whit-
worth is used. 
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GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
The College hos the desire to give to eoch student who comes, o defin-
ite pion of guidonce. Vorious tests ore given, counsellors ore oppointed ond 
vorious remediol methods ore used. It is the Fort of the Christion College to 
give to every student individuol core. Specio ottention is given to the fresh-
mon closs and orientation is made as thorough os possible. 
ATIENDANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Regular attendance is required in all closses and at all college convo-
cations. Class attendance is kept by the individual instructors and obsences 
sholl be reported to the Dean's office. 
Voluntary absence from closs or laboratory is a distinct loss to the stu-
dent and will be considered in the preparing of grodes. A student may not 
withdraw from o class or change his registration from one class to another 
without written permission. Such chonges must be filed with the Registrar. 
An absence fee of $1 is charged for each class 1nissed two days be-
fore and two days after the Thanksgiving holiday and the Christ-
111as and spring recess. 
The Deon of the College may at any time dismiss a student from o 
course if in his judgment the student has neglected the work of thot course. 
It is understood also that students moy be relieved of campus responsibilities 
if at any time they fail to discharge their duties . 
The Administration of Whitworth College reserves the right to exclude 
at any time students whose conduct or academic standing it regards as un-
desirable, and without assigning any further reason therefor; in such cases 
the fees due or which may have been paid in advance to the College will 
not be refunded or remitted in whole or in part, and neither the College nor 
any of its officers shall be under any liability whatsoever for such exclusion. 
SUMMER SESSION 
The summer session extends over a period of twelve weeks , divided into 
two terms. during the months of June, July, and August. It is designed to 
meet the needs of the following groups: . 
I. Those wishing to accelerate their program in order to complete a 
college course in less than the customary four years. 
2. Regular college students wishing to remove deficiencies. 
3. High school graduates who wish to begin their college work at once. 
· 4. Members of the United States Cadet Nurse Corps, and others who 
wish to begin training for nursing. 
5. Discharged veterans under the "G. I. Bill of Rights." 
6. Public school teachers who wish to improve themselves profession-
ally. 
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7. College graduates and others who are desirous of further education. 
8. In some departments the work is especially arranged for those who 
are working for advanced degrees. 
A summer bulletin is prepared and will be sent to anyone upon request. 
GRADES AND POINTS 
A counts 3; B, 2; C, I; D, O; W, O; I, O; N, O; S, Satisfactory, and F,-1. 
The - i of the grade F is used only in preparing the honor list. 
An "Incomplete," must be made up within the first six weeks of the 
next college quarter if credit is to be received for the work. If not made up 
within that period, it becomes an "F." A "W" will be granted to a student 
who withdraws from class within four weeks after registration provided he 
is making a passing grade in that subject at the time of his withdrawal and 
hos written permission from the instructor and the Dean of the College. 
Otherwise he will be marked "F" in the subject. 
"N" is given following the number of hours in a hyphenated course. 
Hyphenated courses are those given over a period of more than one quarter 
and credit is withheld until the entire course is completed. This rule may be 
waived only with the consent of the Academic Affairs Committee. 
EXAMINATIONS 
It is absolutely essential that examinations be given at the scheduled 
"ima and students who fail to take scheduled examinations will be subject to 
a fee of $1.00 to be paid for the make-up examination. Before being per-
mitted to take a scheduled exa:nination other than at the appointed time , the 
student must secure permission from his instructor . Such permission will only 
be granted in case the instructor and Academic Committee feel that the 
absence from the scheduled examination was justified. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND REPORTS 
Parents or guardians of Freshmen or special students will be notified of 
unsatisfactory or failing work at the end of the first six weeks of each quarter. 
PROBATION . A student who is not doing satisfactory work at the close 
of any quarter is placed on probation according to the following plan: 
a. Any regular student classified as a freshman must poss successfully 
:n 10 of his registered quarter hours carrying 10 quality points or he must 
pass in all of his registered quarter hours. Failures leading to probationary 
status of part-time students shall be handled by the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee. 
b. Any regular student classified as a sophomore, junior, or senior 
must pass successfully in all of his registered quarter hours carrying an equal 
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number of quality points. Failure leading to probationary status of port-time 
students shall be handled by the Academic Affairs Committee. 
c. Probationary status applies for the two succeeding quarters ofter 
·+ is first placed upon o student. While on probation o freshman must earn 
10 quarter hours ond 10 quality points each quarter. Sophomores, juniors, 
end seniors must pass successfully oll of their quarter hours with on equal 
number of gr ode points. A student foiling to meet the above requirements 
is dismissed unless in the judgment of the Academic Affairs Committee his 
failure is due to circumstances beyond his control. 
HONORS 
Four classes of honors ore recognized at Whitworth College. 
I. QUARTER HONORS: Granted to students carrying fourteen quar-
ter hours of work ond making twenty-eig~t grade points. Students carrying 
more than fourteen quarter hours must make two additional points for each 
quarter hour, in order to win honors. 
2. CLASS HONORS: The class receiving the highest general overage 
for the quarter will be entitled to receive the W. L. McEachron Closs-Trophy 
to hold for the succeeding quarter. 
j_ YEAR HONORS: Granted to students making first, seco~d and 
third quarter hours, ond entitling such students to honorable mention ot com-
mencement exercises. 
4. GRADUATION HONORS: A student will be graduated cum laude 
if he hos earned on overage of two and three-tenths grade points; magna 
cum laude if he hos earned on average of two ond seven-tenths grade points; 
and summa cum laude if he has earned an average of two ond nine-tenths 
grade points. To secure graduating honors a student must have been in resi-
dence at Whitworth two of his four college years. The required points ore 
based on 186 quarter credit hours for graduation. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
Graduates of accredited high schools, who are in the upper three-fourths 
of the graduating class are admitted to full freshman standing. In special 
cases, students from the lower one-fourth of the class will be admitted on 
probation. Those not graduates of accredited high schools moy gain ad-
mission for full freshman standing by passing the College Entrance Board 
examination. 
On or before registration the student must present or hove sent to the 
Co11ege a testimonial of good character from his school principal or super-
intendent, or his church pastor, and a transcript of all subjects pursued in his 
high school course together with a statement or other evidence of graduation. 
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I. Beginning freshmen who have been graduated from an accredited high 
school must : . 
o. Submit an official applicatio n blank fo r admission. (Moy be ob -
tained from the Registrar.) 
b. Submit an official transc ript of high school record together with 
a statement of graduation . 
c. Have completed at least 16 acceptable units (or 15 units exclusive 
of activity credit in physical education, debate, etc.) with grades 
acceptable for college entrance. 
d. Have included in the required units, 3 units of English, and 6 
additional units in academic fields (English, mathematics, foreign 
languag6, social science, natural science.) The other seven units 
may consist of further academic study in the above fields or may be 
selected from the subjects ordinarily known as non-academic or vo-
cational (agriculture, art, music, shop, home economics, commercial, 
etc.) Less than a unit will not be considered in a foreign language. 
e. Students entering with a grade point average of less than 2, but 
who have satisfied the subject requirement will be admitted on pro-
bation. If at the end of the first quarter, the work of any enter-
ing student is not satisfactory he shall be subject to the action 
of the Academic Affairs Committee . 
2. Advanced undergradu ate stud ents must : 
a. Submit an official application for admission. 
b. Submit an official transcript of any college or university work com-
pleted or begun, together with a statement of honorable dismissal 
from the institution last attended. 
c. Evaluation of transferred credits: 
( 1.) Students who have taken three year's of college prior to en-
tering Whitworth may not apply for more than 144 quarter 
hours toward the bachelor's degree requiring four years of 
regular college study . The last year's work must be taken 
in residence at Whitworth in such cases. 
(2.) Credits transferred from institutions accredited for less than 
four years will not be accepted in excess of the accreditation 
of the individual institution concerned. Example: students 
transferring from a regular junior college may r.ot transfer 
more that a total of 90 quarter hours or (60 semester hours) 
of college credit. 
(3.J Students who present credits earned in unaccredited schools 
offering specialized instruction are permitted to appeal to the 
Academic Affairs Committee for the evaluation of such cred-
its . In cases of work having been done in institutions whose 
standing is unknown, or with private teachers, advanced cred-
it will be granted only after the student has been in attend-
ance at Whitworth at least one quarter and has presented 
a request for evaluation to the Academic Affairs Committee 
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which will be followed by an examination given by the de-
partment in which credit is being sought. 
3. Graduate Students: 
a. Fill our regular application form. 
b. Present to the registrar a complete transcript of all college or 
University work together with an honorable dismissal from the 
last institution attended. These records will not be returned to 
the student. 
c. See requirements under Master's Degree. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
The College year is divided into three quarters. A quarter hour con-
sists of one hour per week of lecture pursued for a quarter. Two or three 
hours of laboratory work is equivalent in credit to one hour of lecture. One 
hour of lecture presupposes at least two hours of preparation on the part 
of the student. 
Fifteen to sixteen hours is the usual load carried. Students may not 
corry more than seventeen hours without the approval of the Academic 
Affairs Committee, except in case of honor students, who may carry eighteen 
hours. 
in order to graduate, a student must earn at least 186 quarter hours 
cf college credit. He is required also to earn an equal number of grade 
points and must obtain a C average in his major field. 
No degree will be granted in absentia unless special arrangements are 
made and permission is granted by the Acodemic Affoirs Committee. 
Any student who is permitted to appear at groduation but hos some 
additionol work to complete before receiving his degree must ottend the 
next consecutive quorter, or summer school term as the case moy be, in 
residence ot Whitworth College. 
Students transferring from other institutions who wish to volidate certain 
courses must make application to the Acodemic Affoirs Committee for such 
validation during the first quarter of their ottendonce at Whitworth College 
and the courses must be volidoted within their first year of residence. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
I. English-9 hours, English Composition I, 2 and 3. Students who do 
excellent work in English I may substitute 22-23 or 32-33 for English 
2-3. 
2. Personal Hygiene-2 hours. 
3. Loboratory Science-IS hours of science is required, 10 of which 
must be in a laboratory science. 5 hours may be taken from the 
following fields: biology, chemistry, mathematics, or physics. 
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4. Sociai Science-8 hours of economics, history, political science, or 
sociology. 
5. Public Speaking-3 hours in speech fundamentals. In some cases 
the speech instructor may substitute an advanced course to meet 
this requirement. 
6. Foreign Language-The ability to pass a proficiency examination 
in one foreign language or to meet one of the following requirements. 
a. 21 hours or two years in one foreign language taken in college. 
b. 9 hours of any one language if the student presents two years 
of high school credit in the same language, or its equivalent. 
c. This requirement may be waived only upon the recommenda-
tion of the student's major advisor, and the approval of the 
Academic Affairs Committee. 
7. Bible and Christian Education-12 hours. Nine hours must be in 
Bible, three hours may be in the field of Christian Education. 
8. Orientation-I hour required of all entering freshmen. 
9. General Psychology-5 hours. 
10. Philosophy-4 hours unless waived by the Academic Affairs Com -
mittee upon request of the head of the department in which the 
students major is to be taken. 
11. Physical Education--6 hours of gymnasium work to be taken during 
the freshman and sophomore years. Required of all students who 
enter Whitworth College under twenty-one years of age. 
12. Upper Division Courses, at least 60 hours. 
RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS 
Transfer students must have earned at least 42 quarter hours in resi-
dence at Whitworth Colege. 
Students transferring in their senior year must complete at least 42 hours 
regardl ess of the total number already completed towards their degree. 
MAJORS AND MINORS 
The student must elect a major course not later than the close of the 
sophomore year. A major shall consist of not less than forty-two and not more 
than seventy-two quarter hours in any one department. The student must elect 
also at least one minor study which is to be approved by the head of the 
department in which the major is taken. A minor shall consist of not less than 
twenty-four hours. The requirements for majors and minors are set forth in 
the departments where the offerings are listed. 
In the case of transfer students. IO hours of their major field must be 
taken at Whitworth College, unless the requirement is waived by the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee. 
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Individual study may be undertaken only by students in the Senior student 
division who have demonstrated a capacity for work of high quality and for 
initiative and independence in study. Such work must be approved by the 
Instructor and by the Dean of the college. 
DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION 
I. DIVISION OF LETIERS AND FINE ARTS 
I. Department of Art 
2. Department of Dramatic Arts and Speech 
3. Department of English 
4. Department of Greek. 
5. Department of Library Science 
b. Department of Modern Languages 
7. Department of Music 
8. Department of Speech Education 
II. DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
I. Department of Biology 
2. Department of Chemistry 
J. Department of Home Economics 
4. Department of Mathematics, Physics, and Engineering 
5. Department of Pre-Medical Studies and Nursing 
Ill. DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
I. Department of Bible and Christion Education 
2. Department of Economics, Business Administration and Secretaria l 
Science 
3. Department of Education, Psychology and Philosophy 
4. Department of History and Political Science 
5. Department of Physical Education 
6. Deportment of Sociology 
REQUIREMENTS IN A DIVISION 
Each of the divisions constitutes a fie1d of concentration. A minimum 
of sixty quarter hours including the major requirements must be completed 
in the field of concentration containing the major subject. 
LOWER AND UPPER DIVISION 
The subjects offered at Whitworth College 11re divided into lower and 
upper divisions. The lower division subjects consist of foundation courses de-
signed primarily for freshmen and sophomores. Lower division students are 
not permitted to enroll in upper division courses without permission from the 
Dean and the Head of the Deportment in which the student is to be enrolled 
Upper division courses presume the satisfactory completion of founda-
tion courses and are intended for junior and senior students on!y. A minimum 
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of sixty upper division hours is required for groduotion. 
A sotisfoctory orrongement must be mode with the instructor before o 
senior will be enrolled in o lower division course. 
CLASSIFICATION 
Students credited with o minimum of the following quorter hours will 
be promoted to o higher clossification: 
Freshmon to Sophomore, 42 hours and 42 grode points. 
Sophomore to Junior, 90 hours and 90 grade points. 
Junior to Senior, 135 hours ond 135 grade points. 
DEGREES GRANTED 
The degrees of Bachelor of Arts ond Bachelor of Science are granted, 
according to the courses pursued. Three graduate degrees are offered, the 
Bochelor of Education, Master of Arts, and Master of Science. 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE 
Any student having completed the five-year teacher training course may 
receive a degree of Bachelor of Education if he has sotisfied the following 
conditions: 
I. Has received o Bochelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree from 
on accredited institution. 
2. Hos fulfilled the raquirements for the Three-yeor Secondary Cer-
tificate. 
3. Has forty-five quorter hours of residence work at Whitworth Col-
lege beyond the bachelor's degree. 
4. Has thirty-nine quorter hours in educotion, including the twenty-four 
required for certification, of which at least fifteen quorter hours hove been 
eorned at Whitworth College. 
5. Some work should be taken in the teoching mojor ond minor, the 
hours ond courses to be determined after consultation with the Heod of the 
Department of Education. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 
Students who hold a bachelor's degree from Whitworth College or from 
another accredited college or university may file on opplicotion with the 
Committee on Graduate Work. This application should be made before the 
opening of the first quarter of the college yeor so that arrongements may 
be made for suitable courses to be taken, ond before the first day of De-
cember in the same year, on outline of courses, and the subject of the thes is 
should be in the hands of the graduate committee of which the major ad-
visor shall be the choirman . 
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Undergraduate work can not be counted towards the Master's Degree 
unless permission is granted at the time it is taken, and this work must 
not be used towards the bachelor's degree. A proper foundation for the 
graduate major and minor must be laid in the undergraduate work. 
The work for the Master's Degree must be done in residence, and, if 
he expects to complete this work in one year, the candidate must be able 
to give his whole time to it. If the whole of his time can not be given, 
the period of preparation must be extended accordingly. All work, including 
the thesis, must be completed within a five-year period. 
Twenty-seven quarter hours must be completed in the major field, of 
which nine quarter hours are given to the thesis. With the approval of the 
committee in charge, the candidate may select one minor of eighteen quarter 
hours, or two minors of nine quarter hours each. The Master's Degree is offer-
ed only in those departments in which the staff and equipment make it pos-
sible. A transfer of not more than nine quarter hours from other institutions 
is allowed. Any candidate for the Master's degree enrolled in a course for 
undergraduates must do additional work for credit. 
Not later than three weeks before the commencement at which the can-
didate expects to receive a graduate degree, he must present three copies of 
his completed thesis and appear before the committee, which may be en-
larged by additional members for a comprehensive oral examination on his 
fields of study and his thesis. The work must be of either A or B standard. 
The Master's Degree will be conferred only at the end of the regular academic 
year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Departments are arranged in alphabetical order . The list of courses 
numbered from I to 20 are courses open primarily to Freshmen, and courses 
from 1-49 are open to Sophomores. These are designated as lower-division 
work. The courses listed as 50 or above are open in most cases only to Juniors 
and Seniors and constitute upper -division work. The courses listed as I 00 or 
above constitute graduate work. The term "hour" means a quarter hour of 
credit. Laboratory courses involve from two to three hours of laboratory 
work for one quarter hour of credit. The administration reserves the right to 
withdraw any course when the enrollment does not warrant its continuance. 
DIVISION OF LETTERS AND FINE ARTS 
Department of Art 
Department of English 
Department of Greek 
Department of Library Science 
Department of Modern Languages 
Department of Music 
Department of Speech Education 
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ART 
Mr. Koehler• 
The Art curriculum is organized to give a basic knowledge of the prin-
ciples of Art and their practica l applicat ion to expressions in art media and 
to every-day living. 
A major in art consists of 45 hours credit. 
A minor in art consists of 24 hours credit. 
A laboratory fee of $2.00 per quarter will be charged in certain courses. 
1-2-3. DRAWING AND PAINTING Two hours each quarter 
Introduction lo drawing, use of perspective, function of light ond shade ond colo r in 
the e•pression of form, development of techniques in rendering. Mediums: pencil, 
chorcol'I, water color. 
7-8-9. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN Two hours each quarter 
Study of the bos,c principles of design ond their procticol end funct,onol oppl cation s 
to mony phases of ort such os costume design, interior design, ta.til e design, etc. 
Mediums. pen . chorcool, water color, tempera. 
25. LETTERING Tu:o hours first quarter 
Principles of design applied to good letter form ond elphobet types. Emphesis is 
on techniques. Mediums: pen ond inks tempero, showcord etler;ng brushes. 
( Offered 1945- I 946 ond olternote years.) 
26-27. COMMERCIAL ART T1co hours second and third quarters 
A pi'co ,on ,f lettering and olphobet lo commercial edvertising. Posters, mogezine 
ond newspaper layouts, book 1edets, etc. Use of silk screen ond oir brush techniques. 
Mediums: Pen end ink, pencil , showcord brushes, tempera. Prerequisite: 1-25. 
( Offered 1945-1946 ond olternote years.) 
31. FIGURE SKETCHING Two hours second quarter 
Development of tkill in the rapid drawing of figure in many quick poses; suitable to 
foshion drawing ond illustration. Emphosis on the development of skill ond techniques. 
Mediums· pencil, chorcool, brush ond ink, cholk. 
32-33 FIGURE DRAWING Two hours second and third quarters 
A careful study ond development of the drowing of figure. Study of portrait draw-
ing ond group-figure compositions. Mediums: pencil, charcool. Prerequisite 1-31. 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote years.) 
35. CONTEMPORARY ART Two hours third quarter 
A survey of contemporory orls of architecture, sculpture, pointing, ond design, ond 
their significance to modern living. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond olternote yeers.) 
51-52-53. ADVANCED PAINTING Two hours each quarter 
Appl"co ion f advanced tee hniques 1n oil pointing end weter color. Mediu,.,s: oil 
points, water colors. Prerequisite 1-2-3. 
• Appointed Morch, 1945. 
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57-58-59 ADVANCED DESIGN T?<'o hours each quar ter 
Applicotion of odvonced tech niques in industriol ond commerciol design. Med iums: 
pen ond ink, te mper o. Prere q uisite 1-2-3; 7-8-9. 
61. ILLUSTRATION T wo hours firs t quarter 
Techniques of book ond other type illustrotions. Emphosis on linoleum blocks, wood 
engroving, lithogroph, etching, free hond pen ond ink, wosh drowing . Prerequisite: 1-2-
3; 7-8-9. 
Offered 1941>-1947 ond oltern ote yeors . ) 
67. COMPOSITION Two hours second quar ter 
Applying the principl es of d esign to pictori ol composition. Spoce relo tions hips, 
dynomics, lines ond plones of force within the frome of reference and their purposes 
in pictoriol art. Mediums: chorco ol, pencil. Pre requisite : 1-2-3 ; 7-8-9. 
( Offered 1946-1947 and alternate years.) 
71-72. ELEMENTARY CRAFTS Ttco hours first a,1d second quarters 
Various types of crofts suitoble for use 1n junior ond senior high school, vocot ion 
B,ble schools, youth comps. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end e lternete yeers.) 
75. HISTORY OF ART Two hours first quarter 
Survey of the eris of erchitecture, pointing, end sculpture. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end nlternote years .) 
77. SCULPTURE Tu:o hoiu-s third quarter 
An ,ntroduction o sculpture methods of working in cloy, costing, carving in various 
mediums , and the opplicotion of the principles of design to ort in the third dimension. 
(Offered 1941>-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
79. CERAM ICS Two hours third quarte1· 
In rodu, tion o ceromic ort. Methods of producing vorious types of pottery, fir-
ing and glozing. 
Offered I 9'41>-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
81. ART EDUCATION METHODS Two hours firs t quar tet· 
A study of good doss-room methods of orgonizotion, prep oretion end prese ntation 
of work in ort for junior and senio r high school levels ond p roblems suitoble to both. 
(Offered 1947-1948) 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE: JOURNALISM 
Dr. Hubach 
Mr. Walh 
The English Department endeavors to teach liberal arts students the 
essentials of English grammar, punctuation, spelling, diction, and writ ing, all 
of which are "mperative for the educated pe rson of today. It goes beyo nd 
this by attempting to for m a n appreciati on fo r cultural values wit hin t he 
students' minds ond by encouraging creative composition. 
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The English literature major or minor will gain a comprehensive view of 
our literary heritage and a rather detailed knowledge of the greatest think-
ers and authors of the Western world . The courses listed below will be help-
ful to those interested in mere enjoyment of the subject or to prospective 
writers and teachers, and will provide a strong background for people wish-
ing to continue graduate work in English. 
A major in English consists of at least forty-five quarter hours and a 
minor of at least twenty-four. English I, 2, 3 do not count toward a majcr 
or a minor. Required courses for a major are I, 2, 3; 21, 22, 23; 3 I, 32, 33; 
41, 42, 43; 51, 61, 91 and 99. Required courses for a minor are I, 2, 3; 21, 
22, 23 or 41, 42, 43; and 31, 32, 33. Work in speech history, languages, 
philosophy, music, and art will be particularly beneficial to all students in-
terested in English. 
0. ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS No Credit Two hours first quarter 
Drill i, the fundomentols of grammor, punctuation. spelling. and writing. Required 
of all students in the lower quartile of the freshman English placement test. 
I, 2, 3. ENGLISH COMPOSITION Three hours each quarter 
A rnview of the mech&nics of English with more advanced work in sentence structure, 
diction, description, logic in expression. ond the technique of research. Colloterol 
readings. The greotest emphasis will be placed upon preparing students to write 
adequately for the world in which they live. English I is required of oil students. 
Excellent students may substitute English 22-23 or 32-33 for English 2-3. 
15, !6, 17. INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM 
Two hours each quarter 
An explanation of what journalism is. The printing process; newspaper organization. 
The writing of news stories, headlines, feature articles, interviews, columns, editorials, 
ond other types of articles. Proofreading and copyreading. Practical experience by 
writing for the college new~paper, The Whitworthian. 
21, 22, 23. WORLD LITERATURE Three hours each quarter 
A survey of the great poetry, prose, and drama of the leading nations of the world. 
Required of English majors· required of English minors who do not elect English 41-42-43. 
(Offered 1945-1946 and alternate years.) 
25. CREATIVE WRITING Three hours first quarter 
A course devoted to the study and writing of description, norration, poetry, and 
other types of composition. Original writing of any type will be encouraged. 
31, 32, 33. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE 
Three hours each quarter 
The course, although giving the student a comprehensive view of the whole field of 
English literature ond acquainting him with literary types and movements, emphasizes 
the great writers. It traces the development of English literature from Beowulf to the 
end of the nineteenth century. Required of English majors and minors. 
(Offered 1946-1947 and alternate years.) 
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35. THE SPECIAL FEATURE ARTICLE Three hours first quarter 
Emphesis on studying the merket, in eddition to learning to gether, outline, end 
write ell types of newspeper end megezine erticles. Practice in writing special fee-
tures for The Whitworthian. 
( Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
36. EDITORIAL WRITING Three hours second quarter 
The history of the editoriel; the types end purposes of this form of journelism. 
Practice in writing editoriels for The Whitworthian. 
( Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
37. HISTORY OF JOURNALISM Three hours third quarter 
A study of the development of the printing press end the newspeper. Emphasis on 
the newspaper es the interpreter of events end idees to the populer eudience. 
(Offered 19-45-19-46 end elternete yeers.) 
41, 42, 43. AMERICAN LITERATURE Three hours each quarter 
A study of the growth of the litereture of the United Stetes from colonial origins 
to the beginning of the present century, with emphasis upon literery trends end major 
writers. Required of English mejors; required of English minors who do not elect 
English 21-22-23. 
(Offered 19-46-19-47 end eltemete yeers.) 
45, 46, 47. APPLIED JOURNALISM 
One or one-half hours each quarter 
The editors of The Whitworthian end The Natsihi will receive, if their work is sefo. 
factory , not more then one credit per querter in "Applied Journalism"; the essistent 
editor. ert editor, business meneger, feeture editor, reporters , end other members of 
the student newspaper end ennuel steff will receive one-half crdeit per quarter. Eech 
member of the steff must submit e screpbook of his published articles. No credit will 
be allowed to freshmen students end no more then two credits cen be earned in any 
one yeer; the maximum credit ellowed will be two quarter hours of lower division end 
two quarter hours of upper division credit. 
61. SHAKESPEARE Three hours first quarter 
A study of Shakespeare's life end important works, including the sonnets end et leest 
fifteen of the plays. Shekespeere in reletion to his ege end Elizabethan life end 
customs will be discussed. Required of English mejors. 
(Offered 19-45-19-46 end elternete yeers.) 
61. THE ROMANTIC POETS Three hours second quarter 
A detailed study of the times, lives, end works of Wordsworth, Shelley, Byron, end 
Keets. Each student will specialize on one of these poets. Required of English majors. 
(Offered 19-45-1946 end elternete years.) 
71. MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE 
Three hours first quarter 
Reeding of the best modem prose end poetry of Britain end the United Stetes. A 
study of litereture in relation to present -day life end of current literary tendencies. 
( Offered 19-45- 1946 end elternete yeers. 
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81. ELIZABETHAN NON-DRAMATIC LITERATURE 
Th•ree hours first quarter 
Reoding of the mojor ond minor poems ond prose works of the Elizabethon period. 
The writings of Morlowe, Shakespeare, Sidney, Spenser, Bocon Greene, Lyly, and 
Nashe will be stressed. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond alternote yeors.) 
82. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE Three hours second quarter 
Addison, Boswell, Burns, Defoe, Fielding, Goldsmith, Gray, Dr. Johnson, Richardson, 
Sheridan, end Steele will be emphasized. 
(Offered 1947-1948 end alternate years.) 
83. VICTORIAN POETRY Three hout·s third quarter 
The poetry of Tennyson, the Brownings, Arnold, Swinburne, the Rossettis, ond Hordy 
will be studied. Reports on the minor poets wlll be given. 
(Offered 1947-1948 and alternate yoors.) 
91. CHAUCER Three hours first semester 
A survey of the Middle English period and of Chaucer's life and works. The Canter-
bury Teles and Trail us and Cresside will be read. Required of English majors. 
{Offered 1946-1947 ond elternote yoors.) 
92. LITERARY CRITICISM Three hours second quarter 
The reading of the greot critics from Aristotle to T. S. Eliot. The function of criticism· 
proctice in writing criticol essoys. 
(Offered 1946-1947 and olternote yeors.) 
93. HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Three hom·s third quarte1· 
English morphology and phonology. The development of the languoge from Old 
English to modern times. 
(Offered 19'46-1947 and olternote yeors.) 
99. ENGLISH SEMINAR Three hours third quarte1' 
A course in directed reodings to eliminote deficiencies in the English mojor's back--
ground. Weekly meetings. Required of English mojors during the senior yeor. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Mrs. Strawn 
70. CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION 
Five hours second qunrter 
An introductory course with speciol opplicotion to the high school librory. The 
laborotory work providss for procticol experience in cotologing o wide voriety of 
books. ( For seniors ond fifth yeor students.) 
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7 1. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
Thr ee hours third quarter 
I\ co urse designed lo give o thorough :Cnowledge of the orgonizohon ond odminis, 
trotion of the high school librory. It includes o study of the function of the high schooi 
libror y, cooperotion with deportments, business prectice, budgets , records, chorging 
mending, occessioning, equipment, librory stoff, ettendonce ond proqromming , circu-
lotion end pub licity. Loboretory work in the college librory . ( For seniors ond fifth yeor 
,tudents.) 
GREEK 
Dr. Hardwick 
The purpose of this deportment is to enoble the student to reod New 
T estoment Greek with some eose ond profit. 
1-2-3-. ELEMENTARY GREEK 
(O ffere d 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.) 
53-5-i-55. THE GOSPEL OF LUKE 
( Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
57-58-59. THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
Four hours each quarter 
Three howrs each quarter 
Three hou,rs each quarter 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Mr. Bachimont 
The courses in this department ore intended to serve two main purposes: 
(I) To enable the students of various deportments to read foreign :iter ature 
dealing with their major or minor subjects for purposes of scientific infor-
mation and research and for application in all walks of life; (2) To offord a 
purely literory troining and to create in the student an interest in the lan-
guage as a source of oesthetic pleasure and cultural as well os human volue . 
A major in a modern language consis ·s of at leas 36 hours. A minor 
requires at least 24 hours. The first year do es not cou nt toward either a 
major or a minor. 
Students who present two yeors of high school longuage for admission 
will continue their work in the intermediate course. 
French 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY FRENCH Four hours each quarter 
French phonetics, essentiols of grommor, ocquisition of vocobulory, elementory com-
position ond conversotion Reoding of groded texts ond colloterol moteriol w'th reports. 
4-5-6. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH Three hours each quarter 
An intensive study of severol works of modern outhors- col,oterol reoding ond r"· 
ports; review of the pri~c,ples of French syntox; composition 01,d convorsotion, 
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51-52-53. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE 
Three hours each quarter 
A survey tracing the development of the Frt1nch longuoge ond literature in connec-
tion with the history of French civilization from its earliest times up to the present. 
The spring quarter will be devoted to the study of modern literature ond reading of 
representative masterpieces. 
(Given on demand.) 
54. SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE 
Three hours one quarter 
History of the ideos of the French 17th century through prose writers ond o study 
of the classic dromo of Corneille, Racine, ond Moliere. Colloterol reading ond reports. 
(Given on demand.) 
61-62. ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION 
Three hours first and second quarters 
The course seeks to develop in the student the ability to express himself freely in 
l=rench both in conversation ond in written work. A thorough knowledge of French 
grommor is essential. Prerequisite: French 4-5-6 or equivalent. 
71-72-73. DIRECTED READING One to three hours each quarter 
Study of the French short story, novel. dromo, poetry. Especially adopted os sup-
plementary work for extro credit. 
(Given on demand.) 
92. INTRODUCTION TO ROMANCE PHILOLOGY 
Thr ee hours one quarter 
This course is intended to give the student o historical survey of the French lon-
guoge ond help him to acquire o more occurote knowledge of French gremmor ond 
syntax. Prerequisite: French +-5-6 or equivalent. 
(Given on demand.) 
German 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY GERMAN Four hours each quarter 
Pronunciation, essentials of grommor, acquisition of vocobulory, elementary com-
position ond conversation. Reeding of graded texts ond colloterol meteriol with reports. 
4-5-6. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN Three hours each quarter 
An intensive study of several works of modern authors; colloterol reading end re-
ports; review of the principles of Germon syntax; composition ond conversation. {Th" 
spring quarter will be devoted to on introduction to general scientific Germen.) 
51-52-53. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE 
Three hours each quarter 
A trllci~g of the Germon longuoge ond literature from the beginning to the present 
time in connection with Germany's history end civilization. The spring quarter will 
be devoted to the study of modern literature and the reading of representative master-
pieces. 
(Given on demand.) 
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54. GERMAN CLASSICISM Thr ee hours one quarter 
Intensive study of the works of Lessing, Goethe, end Schiller. Colleterel reeding 
end repons. 
(Given on demend.) 
61-62. ADVANCED GERMAN COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION 
Thre e hours first and second quarters 
Intensive gremmer review, composition end dictetion work, es well es vocebulery 
end conversetionel drills. Prerequisite. Germen '4-5-6 or equivelent. 
67-68. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN Thre e hottrs first and second quarters 
A course primerily for ~cience m111ors. Reading end study of selected texts with 
vocabulary end principles of gremmer peculier to scientific German. Prerequisite: 
Germon '4-5-6 or equivalent. 
(G,ven on demend.) 
71-72-73. DIRECTED READING 
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY SPANISH 
One to three hours each quarter 
Spanish 
Four hours each quarter 
Spanish phonetics, essentials of grommor, ocquis,tion of vocabulary, elementary com-
pos, "on end .onversotion. Reeding of groded tex•s end collateral moteriol with reports. 
4-5-b. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH Thr ee hours each quarter 
Reedings from Spanish writers· colleleral reeding and reports; review of the principles 
of S an f sy, lex compo :tion end converset,on. 
71-72-73. DIRECTED READING One to three hours each quarter 
Supplementary reod,ng course. Extensive r __ d ir g of Span's~ novel , dr, mo poetry. 
(G iven on demond.) 
MUSIC 
Dr. Sharton 
Mrs. Hopkins, Voice 
Mrs. Carrel, Piano and Organ 
Mrs. Waltz, Piano Miss Green, Organ 
Major work is offered in applied music (voice, piano, organ.) 
To be recommended for a music major a student must secure the 
minimum of thirty credits in applied music and forty-two credits in a theo-
retical music, including the following courses: 1-2-3 · 4-5-6; 7-8-9; 22-23-24; 
55-56-57. The credits in applied music must be approved at the end of 
each quarter by the instructor and the musical director. Their judgment 
will be based on the progress shown by the student in private lessons and in 
public appearances. The student will be expected to appear in recital at 
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times to be designated by the instructor. All who major in instrumental 
mu~ic are required to take orchestra each quarter. All voice majors are re-
quired to take chorus each quarter. 
To be recommended for a minor in theory, the student must secure a 
minimum of twenty-seven credits, including the following courses: 1-2-3; 4-5-6; 
7·8-9. Not more than twelve credits earned in band, orchestra, and chorus 
will be accepted in fulfillment of the requirements for graduation. 
Each senior seeking a degree with a major in applied music is required 
to give a senior recital. 
. A_n elementary knowledge of the piano is required of all who graduate 
in music. 
No credit for class work in piano, voice, or instruments will be given 
toward a bachelor's degree. 
DIPLOMA: Students planning to earn diplomas in piano, organ, voice, 
or violin must present the regular college entrance requirements. After 
compieting not less than two years of professional work they may receive 
a diploma from that course. 
They mu~+ complete at least six quarters of upper division work in 
applied music and theoretical work as outlined by the head of the depart-
ment. In addition, one year of English, public speaking, general psychology 
and six quarte r hours of Bible must be completed. Voice students must com-
plete two years or its equivalent of French or German. At the end of th is 
time the student must give recital appearances. 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM FOR MAJOR STUDENTS 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composition ·-· ·· 3 
Foreign Language ..... ..... 4 
Solfeggio and Theory .... 3 
Physical Education ........ I 
Applied Musi c ... ............. 2 
Chorus, Orchestra .......... I 
Orientation ................... ... I 
15 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composition ...... 3 
Fore ign Langua ge .......... 4 
Solfeggio and Theo ry .... 3 
Physical Educ 11ti o n ........ I 
Applied Music ........... ..... 2 
Chorus, Orchestra ....... ... I 
14 
40 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composition •..... 3 
Foreign Language ....... ... 4 
Solfeggio and Theory .... 3 
Bible ······ ·-··········-············· 3 
Phvsical Education ... ..... I 
Applied Music .............. 2 
Chorus, Orchestr11 I 
17 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Generol Psychology . . ...• 5 
Sight Singi ng ond 
Dictotion ··-·-· ·-· - 3 
Foreign Longu oge ......... 3 
Hormony ·······-····-··- --· ·· 3 
Applied Music -·-·· .•. I 
Physicol Educ otion ···-··· I 
Chorus, or Orchestr o •..•.. I 
17 
FALL QUARTER 
Ho urs 
Lobor otory Science •... 5 
Music History ond 
App reci otion ·····-··-····· 3 
Applied Music ···-···-·-- 2 
Personol Hygiene -·--·· 2 
Chorus, or Orchestr o ··- I 
Elective ..... ··-· _ .. 3 
lb 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Bible or 
Christion Educ otion •... 3 
Form ond Anolysis ·-·····- 3 
Applied Music ···--· ... 2 
Chorus , or Orchestr o _ I 
Electives ............ ···-··-···- b 
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SOPHOMO RE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Sight Singing ond 
Dictotion . ··-·· -··· 3 
Foreign Longuoge ·-·-··· 3 
Hormony .. ·······--····· 3 
Ap plied Music ................ 2 
Physicol Educotion ·-·-···· I 
Chorus, er Orchestro ·- I 
Bible .................................. 3 
lb 
JUNIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Loborolory Science ...• 5 
Music History ond 
Appreciotion ................ 3 
A pplied Music ···---- 2 
Bible ·····-·--· ·- ········ 3 
Chorus or Orchestro .... I 
Electives __ _ -- -·-· 2 
lb 
SENIOR YEAR 
W INTER QUARTER 
Hour• 
Form ond Anolysis .......• 3 
Applied Music ............... 2 
Sociol Science ···-··--··· b 
Chorus or Orchestro ...... I 
Electives ...... -········-········· 3 
15 
Course Outline 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Hymnology ..................... 3 
Foreign Long uoge .......... 3 
Hormony .......... 3 
Applied Music .. . ..... 2 
Physicol Educo t io n .......... I 
Chorus, or Orchestro ..•. I 
Electives .. -····-····· 2 
15 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Lobor otory Scie nc e .. 5 
Music History ond 
Ap pre ciot ion ................ 3 
Applied Music ................ 2 
Chor us o r Orchestr o -··· I 
Philosophy .. . ..•••........ '4 
15 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Mode rn I\Ausic ................ 3 
Recitol, senior ·--········-··· '4 
Socio! Science -·····--····· 2 
Chorus or Orchestro ...... I 
Electives .................. ·-···- 5 
15 
1-2-3. SOLFEGGIO AND EAR TRAINING Three kours each quart er 
The oim of this course is to teoch the student to think in tones, ond so to troin the 
feeling ond the eor thot he moy leorn to sing, nome, ploy, ond write whot he heors. 
This implies o knowledge of rhythmic, hormonic, ond formol elements of music. This 
is dore through dictotion ond sight-singing by letter in oll the clefs. The course is 
conducted on o loborotory bosis. For beginners. 
4-5-6. HARMONY Three hours each quart er 
Prerequisite: Music 1-2-3 or equivolant. 
Study of hormony, including tho hormonizotion of melodies , modulotions , chromotic 
oltorotions , ond tronspositions. Ono lecture ond two recitotions weekly. 
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7-8. DICTATION AND SIGHT SINGING 
Thr ee hours fir st and _second quar ters 
Prerequisite: Music 1-2-3 or equivalent. . 
Threa doss meetings weekly. An odvonced doss in eor troining , designed to follow 
the work given in theory 1-2-3. Proctice in melodic, rythmic and harmonic dic-
tation: sight singing in various clefs. Speciol emph asis on cultivation of pitch. 
9. HYMNOLOGY Thr ee hours third quarter 
Study of the history of ~cme of our great hymns, togethe r with the technique or 
hymn ploying and singing. Practic ol study will also be mad e for the directing of con-
g rego t ion ol singing and acco mpony ing. 
10-11-12. CHORAL STUDY One hour each quarter 
Two reheorsals weekly. Study and performances of some of the serio us ond lighter 
for ms of chora l co,n positions. Cl ossico l ond mode rn work. Public performances of 
standord numbers . Condidates must satisfy the cho rus conductor as to specificotion 
before registering for the cour se. 
See spe cial note reg ord ing non-c red it stud en ts. 
13-14-15. COLLEGE BAND One hour each quarte r 
Two reheorsols weekly. Open to students who are sufficiently proficient in the use 
..,f some instrument of the modern band. In oddition to the regulor reheorsols the 
bond is requir ed to ploy for speciol college functions. 
See speciol r.ote regarding non-credit students. 
16-17-18. ORCHESTRA One hour each quarter 
Two reheorsols weekly. This course offords quolified students on oppor-
tunity for the study of the better grodes of orchestrol compositions. Public performonces, 
end orchestral occo,nponiment of contotos ond operettas produced by the choral doss. 
Prior to registr 1'tion, oppli~onts must gat permission from the orchestral conductor. 
See special note regarding non-credit students. 
19-20-21. ELEMENTARY CONDUCTING One hour each quarter 
Two doss meetings weekly. This course is designed for those who hove hod no 
practical experience previously ond begins with the study of the technique of the boton. 
It includes supervised experience in conducting, vocal, ond instr umentol groups. Must 
be token three quo rters for credit . Prerequidte: Music 1-2-3 or t he equivolent. 
( Given 1945-1946 and olternote ye ors.) 
22-23-24. HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 
Thr ee howrs each quarter 
Three meetings weekly: Two recitotions ond one devoted to listening to music. 
This course is o gene rol survey of the greo t movements in the development of the 
ort of music from primitive man to the present time. Short papers will be required 
throughout the yeor. 
50-51-52. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC Three how:rs each qumrter 
A study of the methods ond moteriols used in teoching pub lic school music in the 
elementory ond secondory schoo ls. Includes problems of child ond odo lescent voice. 
oppreciotion, rhythmic ond creotive work, chorol singing, instrumentotion, operett o 
production, ond the psychology of music teoching. 
53. KEYBOARD HARMONY Three hours third quarter 
Procticol opplicotion ot the piono of the work done in Music 4-5-b. Ha rmonizotion 
of melodies, tronspos ition, with emp hosis upo n mod ulotion to a ll keys. 
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55-56. FORM AND ANALYSIS 
Two hours first and second quarters 
Prerequi iste: Music 4-5-b. 
Two doss meetings weekly. Anolysis of mony exomples of music forms. Homophonic 
forms. Study of the lorger forms of musicol composition. 
Two hours third quarter 
57. MODERN MUSIC 
Survey of the trends in musicol composition from ihe loto Romenticists through the 
Impressionists end including contemporory writers. St.idy of the hormonic structure of 
the modernists will be emphosi.:ed. 
58-59-60. COUNTERPOINT 
Two hours each qUXJ,rter 
Prerequisite: 1-2-3-4-5-b. 
Two doss meeting~ "'eeldy. The study of principles of contropuntol writing in two, 
three, end four voices in the vorious "species" known es "strict counterpoint" ond 
the writings of "inventions" in o free style. 
(Offered 1945-194b end olternote yeors.) 
61-62-63. ORCHESTRATION AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Two hours each quarter 
The purpose of this course is to femiliorize the student thoroughly with the instruments 
of the modern orchestro es regords their history, technicol limitotions, ond orchestrol 
use. Scores o; well es the vorious orchestrol clefs ond tronspositions will be studied in 
detoil. 
(Offered 1945-194b ond olternote yeors.) 
Three hours second quarter 
64. PIANO PEDAGOGY 
Three doss meetings weekly. A study of methods end survey of moteriols for teoch-
ing piono, including group instruction for children. Outlining of courses of study. 
Teoching of odvonced technique. Open to odvonced students. 
Special Note 
Regording courses 10-11-12; 13-14-15: 16-17-18: with the instructor's 
consent, students moy enroll for the work in these courses without receiv-
ing college credit. In this cose, the work is to be regarded as extra-curriculor 
(non-credit) ond will not be included in the totol of hours carried in deter-
mining student lood. All students wishing to participote must register 
regulorly, however. When one registers for ony of these courses on a non-
credit bosis, the letter "x" must be odded ofter the course number: Music I Ix. 
{chorus, without credit) . For o non-credit course the fee is two dollars. 
Applied Music 
Work is offered in the deportments of Piono (A); Voice (B): Violin (C); 
and other orchestrol instruments brass or woodwind (D); Orgon (E). When 
registering for these courses, the letter printed in porenthesis ofter the nome 
of the department indicotes the deportment in which the work is to be 
token. Music mojors who ore deficient in piano technique may be required 
to take from one to two years' work in piono os o part of the Applied Music 
requirement for a mojor. 
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Class Instruction 
68-78-88. BEGINNING VOCAL CLASS No credit given 
Two clots meetings weekly. A study of breathing, tone vocalized phrasing , recital 
song of a simple nature, enunciation and concert platform experience. Special fee. 
9C-IOC-I IC. BEGINNING INSTRUMENTAL CLASS No credit given 
Three class meetir.gs weekly. Solo and ensemble pl!lying of elementary exercises and 
pieces. For beginners in any orchestra or band instrument. Special fee. 
12A-13A-14A. BEGINNING PIANO CLASS No credit given 
Two class meetings weekly. Elementary instruction in notation, chords, simple studies, 
ond pieces. For students of voice and violin and those who are interested in reodinq 
simple musical scores. 
Regulations 
All music tuition fees are payable each quarter in advance at the Col-
lege office. Fees must be paid before students can be registered for course. 
Lessons lost through enforced absence may not be made up unless the in-
structor has been notified of the intended absence twelve hours in advance 
and is willing to accept the excuse for the absence. Tuition for lessons missed 
will not be refunded except in cases of extended illness, when the Music 
Department may share the loss equally with the student. 
16-17-18. A, B, C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Freshman) 
One to I our hom·s each quarter 
24-25-26. A, B, C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Sophomore) 
One to four hours each quarter 
50-51-52. A, B, C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Junior) 
One to four hours each quarter 
60-61-62. A, B, C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Senior) 
One to four hou,rs each quarter 
ORGAN 
SCOPE: The course of instruction in organ prepares the student for 
church playing, teaching, and concert work. The methods of presentation 
vary with the individual student, but the aim is for technical fluency and 
artistic interpretation. 
COURSE OF STUDY: Materials used range from the simplest to the 
extended forms. Beginners must have adequote piano training before toking 
organ lessons for credit. 
GRADE I (Freshman Year) 
Manual exercises: pedal studies; hymn tune playing; Bach Chorales and easier pre-
ludes and Fugues. Study of lone colors and the construction of the organ. Simple com-
positions for church use. 
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GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year) 
C nlinuat:on of Bach. Movements from ihe easier sonatas. Reading at sight. 
GRADE 3 (Junior Year) 
More difficult worh of Bach. including Preludes , Fugues and Toccatas. Compositions 
of Rheinberger . Guilmant and Fronek. 
GRADE 4 (Senior Year) 
Advanced organ works oi Bach, Guilmant and Widor. Transp osition and modulation . 
Senior recital. 
PIANO 
SCOPE: This deportment oims to develop not only pionists but mu-
sicians. Technique is emphasized, but only as means to an end. Fundamental 
defects are corrected by suitoble remedies bosed upon scientific principles. 
COURSE OF STUDY: lndividuol instruction is given in order thot stu-
dents of voried degrees of odvoncement may be enrolled. Students registered 
in any other department who wish to further their musical interest may enroll 
in the piano deportment also. 
The following is on outline of what a student must accomplish to meet 
the requirements of a piano major (Bachelor of Arts degree). 
GRADE I (Freshman Year) 
S, ales and arpeggios in moderote tempo. Studies such as: Heller Czerny , Preludes 
and two-part inventions by Boch. Haydn Sonatas. Pieces by Mendelssohn, Schubert, 
Schumann. Chopin, G ·ieg. Selections from the Classical and Romantic school of 
similar grade. 
GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year) 
Eludes by Cromer and Czerny Opus HO. Parts of the Bach French tuites and three-
par• inventi-M• Sonatas by Mozart and Beeth oven. Selections from Classical and Ro· 
manlic schools. 
GRADE 3 (Junior Year) 
l:tudes by Clements. Bach English suites. Well Temper ed Clavichord. Beeth oven 
Sonatas. Sele, ons lrom the Classical, Romentic, and Modern schools . 
GRADE 4 (Senior Year) 
Etude of Chopin Moszkowski. Well Temp ered Clavichord of Bach. Beethoven Sonatas 
from modern compositions. Compositions of Liszt. Mendelssohn, Brahms, Schubert, 
Schumann, and Chopin. Concerto for public performance. 
VIOLIN DEPARTMENT 
SCOPE: A broad field of study is opened to the ambitious student 
in this department . He may perfect himself as o solo performer, a teacher, 
or a participant in orchestral and ensemb le groups. 
COURSE OF STUDY: On the technical ~ide, a carefully graded and 
thorough cour e of study is indicated in the development of the technique 
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of the right as well as the left hand. On the interpretive side, equal care 
is taken to cultivate the student's taste and to de velop a sense of style , 
based largely on the compositions of the classic composers. 
Instruction in violin and viola are given in individual lessons, except 
for certain preparatory work which may be obtained through class lessons. 
(See Beginning Instrumental Class). Students are accepted in any degree 
of proficiency. 
1n order to maintain the minimum requirements of a violin or viola-
major , it is assumed that the student enters with sufficient previous training 
to meet the requiremen ts of Grade I. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN APPLIED MUSIC 
Violin 
(Bachelor of Arts Degree) 
GRADE I (FTeshman Year) 
Alternoting Kreutzer ond Fiorillo etudes (one eech wee~); Hondel 0-Mojor Sonoto ; 
Vivoldi Concerto in A Minor. Nordini Concerto in E Minor. 
GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year) 
Continue Kreu tzer ond Fiorillo etudes; Viotti Concerto No. 20; Boch-Movement 
from the si• solo Sonotos, selected solo,. Mozort G Mojor Con certo. 
GRADE 3 (Junior Year) 
Rode Etudes: Bruch G Minor Concerto, first, second, ond lost movements: o Mozort 
Sonoto: Shorter solo pieces. Bruch G Mino r Concerto. 
GRADE 4 (Senior Year) 
Continue Boch, Mendelssohn Concerto in E Minor. One Pogonini Coprice. A Boch 
l'ugue. Prepore progrom for public performonce. 
VOICE 
SCOPE: The aim of this department is to give training to those 
planning for public work; to college men and women wishing to prepare 
for the teaching of music classes, the directing of glee clubs, choruses, and 
choirs; and to those seeking purely cu ltura l ends. 
Instruction is given in individual lessons, and students of any degree 
of advancement may enroll. 
Course of Study 
GRADE I (Freshman Year) 
Clippinger Voice Closs Method. Breoth control, resononce, tone quolity , vowel-
formotion, melodic exercises, songs, ond their interpretotion. Stoge presence , solos, 
duets ond trios. 
GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year) 
Clippinger Voice Closs Method continued, Vocc oi ond Concone's Thirty Doily Ex-
ercises, duets and trios bv Americon composers, Lomperti's Daily Exercises, participation 
in student recitals, $picker's Masterpieces of Vocalization-Book I plus a continuation of 
the above. 
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GRADE 3 (Junior Year) 
Spider-Book 2, Lomperti's Studies in Brovuro, Sieber's School of Velocity, songs, 
duet s, end s mple orios from ope ro, end orotorio, Exercises con tinued , Junior Recitol, 
consisting of on orio from on opero in ltolion, French, or Germon, end group of o,otorio 
songs. 
GRADE 4 (Senior Year) 
Spider-Book 3-'4, especiol ottention to proorom moteriol. By the end of this yeor 
o repe rtoire of three operotic orios, in ot leost two foreign longuoges, three orotorio 
orios, twenty clossic end twenty stondord modern songs must hove been ocquired; olso 
o knowledge of Recitotive. The student must hove sufficient piono study to ploy oC· 
componiment of overoge difficulty. Recitol et the end of the yeor. 
SPEECH AND DRAMA 
Mr. Waltz 
AIM: The aim of this department is three-fold: First, to give the student 
practical training in public speaking that will help in any vocation; second, 
to give a cultural training in the appreciation of literature and in the power 
to interpret it; third, to prepare the student for graduate training in an edu-
cational career. 
A major in speech consists of at least forty-five quarter hours and a 
minor of at least twenty-four hours. 
I. FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH Three hours each quarter 
A •urse designed to give the student development in speoking personolity end 
powers of communicotion with the oim of moking the student o more effective unit in 
the sociol order. Required of ell freshmen unless excused by the instructor to toke 
other courses in speech. 
3-4. LITERARY INTERPRETATION 
Three hours second and third quarters 
The oims of th' s course ore to oid the student in comprehending the intellectuol end 
emotionol meaning es intended by the outh or end to give such techniques es to enoble 
him to give thet meoning to others. Prerequisite: Speech I. 
5-6. ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE 
Two hours first and second quarters 
.A. co urse for beginning deboters end orotors in the theory end proctice of debating, 
orotory ond public discussion. Proctice in finding materiel, construction of moin orgu-
ments, rebuttals, end delivery. Attention is given to the netionol debote question. 
7. PUBLIC DISCUSSION Two hours second quarter 
This course is designed to oid the student in becoming en effective perticipont in 
vorious forms of discussion. 
21. HISTORY OF THE DRAMA Three hours first qu,arter 
.A. study of the origin end development of dremo together with selected reodings 
from the field. 
32 or 52. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING Two hours third quarter 
.A. course in speech composition. .A. study in selection, orgonizotion, ond presento-
tion of speech moteriol. Proctice in prepored end extemporeneous speoking will be 
given in the class room . Upper division credit given for upper division students. Pre-
requisite: Speech I. 
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53-5'4. ADVANCED LITERARY INTERPRETATION 
Two hours fisrt and second quarters 
A study of more cdvcnced work in interpretation and development of repertoire for 
odvenced speech students. 
55-56. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE 
Two hours first quarte,· 
A course for students interested ir. in~ercollegiate debate and other speech contests. 
Prerequisite: Speech 5-6. 
57-58. THEORY OF ACTING 
Thr ee hours second and third quarters 
The aims of the course are to develop the individual through the interpretation of 
various roles; to guide students in interpreting the playwright's intent to the audience 
through the medium of acting; to direct students in making up chorocters so that the 
playwright's intent will be emphasized. 
59-60. PLAY PRODUCTION 
/', study of the procedure of producing and directing ploys designed for those who 
may be coiled on to toke charge of such work in school, church, or community. 
70. PROJECTS IN DRAMA 
For studets who ore majoring in speech. Students will be given opportuni ty to work 
on individual projects in which they hove especial interest. Hours and credits are to 
be arranged with the instructor. 
Individual instruction end interpretation or speech moy be arranged with the instructor. 
The fee for individual instruction is the some es for music. 
DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Department of Biology 
Department of Chemistry 
Department of Home Economics 
Department of Mathematics, Physics and Engineering 
Department of Nursing Science 
BASIC SCIENCE MAJOR 
In order to satisfy the requirements of many students who desire a 
broade r education than that allowed by departmental majors, the major in 
bosic sciences has been devised. This requires fifteen hours in eoch of the 
departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, with fifteen hours of upper 
division credit in one of those fields. Modern Languages and Math. I I, 12, 
and 13 are recommended. A minor must be chosen from some other division. 
CURRICULA OF PRE-MEDICAL STUDIES 
Three curriculo ore included in this deportment, allowing for preparotion 
for medical school, for dental school, and for a B.S. in nursing for graduate 
nurses from an accredited hospital. The courses as recommended will sotisfy 
the requ irements of most professional schools. Alterations of the course 
and electives should be established by conference with the advisor assigned 
to this group. 
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MEDICINE 
A four-year course is recommended, although some medical schools re-
quire only three years' preparation. The four-year plan allows more freedom 
in selection of electives of a cultural value as well as the basic science re-
quirements. 
The major selected by a pre-medical student is optional, depending on 
ihe interests of the student. The usual majors chosen are Biology, Chemistry, 
or Basic Sciences. Medical schools require as a minimum the courses starred 
below. They may be taken in the suggested order or changed by consul-
fation with the advisor . 
A student who, during his three years in the pre-medical curriculum, 
mGets all the institutional requirements for graduation except completion 
of a major and the fourth year of residence may meet the requirements for 
a B.S. in Pre-medical Studies in the first year at the medical school. 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
·chemistry ···········- ··-····· s 
• English Composition •.•• 3 
• Biology ···· ···-· ·-·-···--··· 5 
O rientation .... .............. .... I 
Physical Educat ion ........ I 
15 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
'Chemist ry . .................. 5 
(Organic or Analysis) 
• French or Germon ...•.... 4 
General Psychology ........ 5 
Physical Education ...... .. I 
Electives ............................ I 
lb 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
*Chemistry ··- ····-·-·-·· 4 
(Organic or Analysis) 
*Physics ............ ................ 5 
• Biolog y (Embryology) 5 
Electives ................ ........ .... 2 
lb 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
*Chemistry ···········-· --· ·· 5 
*English Composition •..• 3 
• Biology ·······-··············-··· 5 
Bible ······ ···················-······· 3 
Physical Educati on ........ I 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
•chemistry ·······-··· ····· ····· 5 
(Organic or Analysis) 
•French or Germon ........ 4 
Electives ........ ...... ..... ......... 3 
Physical Education ....... . I 
Bible ............ ...... ............ .... 3 
lb 
JUNIOR YEAR 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
•chemistry ......... .. ......... .. 4 
(Organic or Analysis) 
•Physi c s ................. .......... 5 
Bible ...... .............. ... ........... 3 
Electives .............. ....•........ 3 
15 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
*Chemistry ...................... 5 
*English Composition .... 3 
*Biology ···-··· ···············-·· · 5 
Electives ... ................ ........ 2 
Physical Education ........ I 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
*Chemistry .......... ............ 5 
(Organic or Ano!ysis) 
• French or Germon ........ 4 
Electives ..................... ..... 3 
Physical Educetion ........ I 
Public Speaking ...... ..... ... 3 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
·chemistry ·················· ... 4 
(Organic or Analysis} 
•Physics ....... ......... ............ 5 
Elect ives .. .. ····· ········- ... 2 
Philoso phy .......................... 4 
15 
Senior year as determined by consultation with the advisor. 
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DENTISTRY 
The following course is recommended for the pre-professional work 
,n dentistry: 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Biology ·················--········ 5 
Chemistry ··················-- 5 
English ··········-·--···-···--· 3 
Physicel Educetion ···-·· I 
Orientetion ·················-··· I 
15 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Chemistry (Orgenic) .... 4 
Physics ·······················-····· 5 
Electives ............................ 3 
Physicel Educetion ........ I 
Bible ··-···-·······-················ 3 
lb 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Biology .............................. 5 
Chemistry ··············-···-·· · 5 
English ···-·-·······-·-·-·· 3 
Bible ·······-··-··-·-··-·--- 3 
Physicel Educetion ····-·· I 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Chemistry (Orgenic) .... 4 
Physics ·····--····················· 5 
Electives ·······-··················· b 
Physicel Educetion .......... I 
lb 
NURSING 
UNITED STATES CADET NURSE CORPS 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Biology ·························-··· 5 
Chemistry ·······-······- ··-··· 5 
English -·····-·-·······-··· ······ 3 
Physicel Educetion ........ I 
Electives ·····-····················· 2 
lb 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Chemistry {Orgenic) •... 4 
Physics .............................. 5 
Electives ···········-··············· b 
Physicel Educetion .......... I 
lb 
Whitworth College, in cooperation with the Deaconess Hospital in 
Spokane and the Deaconess Hospital in Wenatchee, offers work of the Pre-
Cadet period of nine months to members of the United States Cadet Nurse 
Corps. During this period the United States Government pays the cost of 
board and room, tuition, textbooks, and special fees. It also furnishes duty 
uniforms and attractive out-door uniforms to be worn at the student's discre-
tion or when designated by the College. In addition, a monthly stipend is 
paid to each cadet nurse. 
DEGREE COURSE IN NURSING 
Through a carefully integrated program, Whitworth College offers a 
course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing. This course 
requires a minimum of two years of college work in addition to the usual 
three-year hospital training. 
In this curriculum the work for the major in Nursing Science would be 
taken at the hospital and a minor in Biological Science taken at the college. 
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It is urged that both college years be taken before entering the hospi-
ta l schoo l of nursing. However, the first year of work on the college campus 
largely satisfies the requirements of such hospitals as demand college 
courses as prerequisites for entrance. 
With the advantage of basic science work in college courses, many 
students find that the hospital curriculum provides more opportunity for 
specilization, and for advanced work in adm "nistrat ive problems. 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Gonorol Chem istry ........ 5 
General Zoology ·······- ·- 5 
English Composition ··~·· 3 
Physical Education ·····- I 
Electives -··-·--·-········ 3 
17 
FALL QUARTER 
Hour s 
Human Physiology ····-·-· ,4 
Nutrition ·-····-··-· ..... ..... 5 
General Psychology ........ 5 
P. E. .. ·-··-·· ·- ... ····-··· I 
Elect ives ·······-·-······· ····· :> 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
General C~omistry ·-··- 5 
Microbio logy - ·····- ······ ··· ,4 
English Composition ...... 3 
Physical Educat ion ···- I 
Bible -·-·····-·-········-· .. 3 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Bible . ·-···· ····-··-····· 3 
Social Science ···········-··· 3-5 
Public Spooking .......••..... 3 
Electives .. --··-·····-···· 6--4 
P. E ................ .................. I 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Organic Chemistry ·-- ··· 5 
Human Anatomy ... ......... ,4 
English Compos itio n -·- 3 
Physical Education ···-- I 
Elec tives ..••................ ........ 3 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Ad v. Physiology ·-······· .. 3 
Hist. of Nursing ······· -· ·· 3 
Philosophy ···-·-·······-······ 5 
Electives ···-··-·········· ····- ··· ,4 
P. E. ···-·- ················· .. ······ I 
17 16 16 
Graduate nurses can obtain a Bachelor of Science degree upon com-
pletion of the course herein outlined or its equivalent as decided by consul-
tation. 
BIOLOGY 
Or. Edmunds 
Miss Plank 
Or. Kopet 
The courses offered are designed to fulfill the needs of a Biology 
major as a preparation for teaching or for graduate school, as well as pre-
paratory work for various phases of Applied Science, such as Medical and 
Nursing careers. A major in Biology consists of 42 quarter hours, including 
Biology 11, 12, 13 and IO I or 102. A major also requir es at least 15 quarter 
hours of Chemistry and a read ing knowledge of at least one modern foreign 
language. Courses in Organic and Analytical Chem istry, General Physics, 
and General Mathematics are desirable. A minor consists of 24 quarter 
hours. 
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11. GENERAL ZOOLOGY Five hours first quarter 
This is a survey of the animal kingd om and zoological principles based on a selected 
series of invertebrates and the frog. Three lectures and two three-hour laboratory 
periods. laboratory fee four dollars. 
12. GENERAL BOTANY Five hours second quarter 
This course includes many of tho general principles of biology, especially the nature 
of protoplasm, cell structure, and cell division. Plant structure end a systematic survey 
of the plant kingdom will also be considered. Three lectures and two three-hour 
laboratory periods. Laboratory fee four dollars. 
13. FLORA OF THE REGION Five hours third quarter 
A study of the native wild flowers around Spokane, with collecting, mounting , and 
classifying methods. Much of the laboratory time will be spent in the field. Three 
one -hour lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods. Laboratory fee four dollars. 
20. HUMAN ANATOMY Four hours first and third quarters 
The study of the general structure of human bodies through mammalian dissection, 
charts, models, and human skeleton. Two lec tures and two three-hour laboratory periods. 
Laboratory fee four dollars. 
21. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY Four hours first and second quarters 
A general survey of human physiology with emphasis on nutritional phases, designed 
particularly to meet the needs of pre-nursing students. Prerequisites: Biology I I or 
Biology 20 and at least one quarter of Chemistry . Two lectures end two three-hour 
laboratory periods. Laboratory fee four dollars. 
22. MICROBIOLOGY (General Bacteriology) 
Four hours first and second qual'ters 
An introduction lo bacteria, yeasts, end molds , with especial emphasis on their re-
lation to health and disease. Standard methods of preparing media and of staining ore 
included. Two lectures end two three-hour laboratory periods. Laborat ory fee four 
dollars. 
50-51. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY 
Four hours first and second quartel's 
This is a detailed study of the anatomy of representative chordates , with most of the 
laboratory time spent on the anatomy of shark, amphibian, and mammal. Prerequisite : 
Biology 11. Two lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods. Lab orato ry fee three 
dollars each quarter. 
(Given 1945-1941, and alternate years.) 
52. VERTEBRATE MBRYOLOGY Four hou,rs third quartel' 
The development of certain vertebrates from fertilization of the egg to completion 
of organogenesis is considered. Most of the laboratory work is devoted to the 
examination of chick and pig embryos. Two lectures and two three-hour laboratory 
periods. Laboratory fee four dollars. 
(Offered 1945-1941, and alternate years.) 
55. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY Four lunurs second quarter 
A course intended to follow General Zoology end to supplement it by a detailed 
study of additional animal forms with emphasis on their environmental relationships. The 
subject of animal parasitology is introduced. Two lectures and two three-hour labora-
tory periods. Laborat ory fee four dollars. 
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60. MICRO-TECHNIQUE Three hours 
Theory end laboratory preparation of microscopic slides are especially emphasized, 
but some other laboratory techniques are included. Prerequisites: Biology 11 or Biology 
12. One lecture end two three-hour loboratory periods. Laboratory fee five dollors. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end alternote years.) 
61. HISTOLOGY Four hours 
This course consists of microscopic study of the anatomy of various organ systems of 
vertebrates. especially mammols. Prerequisite. Biology 11. Biology 60 is desiroble. 
Two lectures end two three-hour loborotory periods. Loborotory fee four dollars. 
{ Offered 1945-1946 end olternote years.) 
63. HEREDITY AND EUGENICS Three hotGrs 
A study of the present doy facts end theories regording inheritonce, with especial 
opplication to plonts, domestic onimols, end man. Three lectures. 
64. ADVANCED PHYSIOLOGY Three hours third quarter 
This course will include mony of the principles of general physiology in oddition to 
considering in detail the functions of the principal orgon systems of the human being. 
Prerequisites: Biology 11 end 12 or Biology 21, also one year of chemistry. Two lec-
tures end one laboratory section. Laboratory fee two dollars. 
IOI. ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS H ours to be arranged 
This course is designed to offer odvonced students on opportunity to strengthen their 
mojor. Assigned work on specie! topics moy receive credit under this course number; 
it m11y include 11dditionol reeding or 11dv11nced laboratory investigation in fields not 
covered by courses listed in this cetolog. Prerequisites: Biology 11, 12, 13 end one 
yeor of upper division courses in the deportment. Laboratory fee two dollars per 
loboretory hour. 
102. THESIS H 01,rs to be arranged 
Reviews of recent liter11ture on present doy problems in biology to be integrated 
with historical relationships by means of conferences end the prep11r11tion of II thesis. 
This course or Biology IO I required of ell senior students majoring in biology. One or 
two hours of cred'•. 
CHEMISTRY 
Dr. W ilkins 
Miss Plank 
*Mr. Ne uste l 
A major in Chemistry consists of 50 quarter hours, including courses 
1-2-3, 12-13, 53-54-55, 90-91-92. In addition to +he special requirements, 
majors are required to have a reading knowledge of German, Freshman 
Mathematics, and General Physics. Breakage deposit $4.00 per quarter 
for each course. No credit for hyphenated courses until entire course has 
been completed. 
•on le11ve, U. S. Army. 
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1-2. GENERAL CHEMISTRY Five hours first two quarters 
Tile fundamental principles of the science. The occurence, preparation, physical, and 
chemical properties, essential compounds, and the reactions of the most important 
elements are studied in the ll'boratory and lecture. Prerequisite: High school algebra. 
Three lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods per week. Laboratory fee $6.75 
per quarter. 
3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS Five howrs third quarter 
Continuation of Chemistry I and 2. Includes the elements of qualitative 11nalysis. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra and Chemistry I and 2. Three lectures and two 
three-hour laboratory periods per week. Laboratory fee $6.75. 
11. ADVANCED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS Five hours first quarter 
Systematic analysis of the metals and the acid radicals by semi-micro method. 
Students will be required to analyze fifteen unknowns. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2 and 
3. Two lectures and three laboratory periods per week. Laboratory fee $6.75. 
12-13. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Fiv e hours second and third quarters 
Gravimetric and volumetric analysis of standard laboratory compounds. Prerequi-
sites: Chemistry 1-2-3. Two lectures and three laboratory periods per week. Labora-
tory fee $6.75. 
30. SPECIAL ORGANIC Five howrs third quarter 
A special course intended for nursing, biology and home economics mojors. A study 
of the oliphatic and aromatic compounds of carbon with the laboratory preparation 
of typical group representatives. Laboratory fee $6.75. 
53-54-55. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY Four hours each quarter 
A study of the aliphatic and aromatic compounds of carbon with the laboratory 
preparation of typical group representotives. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2-3. Two 
lectures and two lab oratory perio ds. Laboratory fee $6.00 eoch quarter. 
56. ORGANIC PREPARATIONS Four hours third quarter 
A laboratory study and preparation of different types of organic compounds. Four 
laboratory periods. Laboratory fee $8.00. 
60. BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY Five howrs third quarter 
Chemistry of the proteins, corbohydrates, and lipins with special reference to their 
c1igestion and metabolism. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2-3 and 30 or 53-54-55. Labora-
tory fee $6.00. 
(Offered 1945-1946 and alternate years.) 
71-72. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Fow hours first two quarters 
A laboratory study of the more difficult methods of analysis. Prerequisites: Chem-
istry 12- 13. Four laboratory periods. Loboratory fee $6.00. 
( Offered 1946-1947 and alternate yeers.) 
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90-91-92. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY Four hours each quarter 
A course dealing with the elements of phys ical chemillry. Prerequisites: Chemistl"f 
1-2-3-12 ond 13; Physics; Colculus. Laborotory fee $b.OO. 
(Offered 19-46-1947 and alternate years.) 
101-102. ORGANIC ANALYSIS Fowr hours two quarters 
Qualitotive tests for the principal groups of orgonic compounds and quontitative 
onolysis of animol and vegetable substonces. Two lectures and two loborotory periods. 
(Offered 1945-19% and alternate years.) 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Miss Boppell 
Training in Home Economics pre pares young women for various profes-
sions, as well as for home-mak ing . Such training gives preparation which 
enables young women to formulate the standa rd s essential in making the 
choices necessary in modern living. 
The courses offered are planned primarily for those who desire a general 
knowledge of Home Economics, and for th ose who plan to teach Home 
Economics in secondary schools. They may well serve as a preparation for 
more specialized training in the various related professions. 
A major in Home Economics consists of forty-five quarter hours. A 
minor, at least twenty-four hours. Required courses for a major are: l-4-5-
6-11- 12-26-60-63; for a minor 4-5-6-11-12. 
For those majoring in Home Economics courses in Art, Chemistery, 
Biology, Physiology and Sociology are required. Courses in Bacteriology and 
Econom·cs are advised. 
It is well for the student to choose her minor subject as early as possible 
in her college career. In planning her course, th e student should check college 
graduation requirements, and plan her course so that any deficiencies will 
be corrected. 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Introduction to Home 
Economics . • .... ·-··· 2 
Clothing Selection ··-· 3 
English Composition ·- 3 
Genera l Chemistry -·-· · S 
Physical Education ·- I 
O rientotion ·····-·············· · I 
15 
HOME ECONOMICS 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Textiles end Clothing -·· -4 
General Chemistry ....... 5 
English Compositio n ···-· 3 
Physicol Educat ion ·- I 
Bible ·······················-······· 3 
lb 
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THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Textiles end Clothing ·- S 
Spec. Orgonic Chem. _ . 5 
English Composi tion ·-·- 3 
Physical Education ··-·· I 
Electives .......................... 2 
lb 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Food Preporotion ··········- 4 
Generol Psychology --··- 5 
Generol Biology ···--·-- 5 
Art Structure ............ •.•... 2 
Physicol Educotion .......... I 
17 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Consumer Problems .....• 3 
Sociology or History ··- 4 
Literoture or Foreign 
Languoge ...................• 4 
Personal Hygiene .......... 2 
Electives .. ...... . ............ 2 
15 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject H ours 
Nutrition ....................... 5 
Economics ... ............ . .. 5 
Upper Division 
Electives ...................... 3 
Literature and Foreign 
Longuage .................. .. 3 
16 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject H ours 
Advonced Food 
Prepor at ion ··············-- 5 
G eneral Physiology ······- 5 
Physicol Educotion ·····-·- I 
Public Speaking .............. 3 
Electives .......................... 2 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Home Furnishing ............ 5 
Sociology (The Fomily, 
preferred) ···-··-··-····· 4 
Literature or Foreign 
Longuoge ·················-· 4 
Electives .......................... 2 
15 
SENIOR YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hour s 
Christion Educotion 
or Bible ........................ 3 
Upper Division 
Electives .................... I 0 
literature and Foreign 
Languoge .................... 3 
16 
General 
1. INTRODUCTION TO HOME ECONOMICS 
THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hou1> 
Household Monoge-
ment ......................... 2 
Bocter iology .................... 5 
Physicol Education .......... I 
Electives .......................... 4 
Bible ............................... 3 
15 
THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
The House ..................... 3 
Dietetics ......................... 3 
Literoture or Foreign 
Language .................. 4 
Bible ···········-··················· 3 
Income Monogement ... 2 
15 
THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Child Development ........ 5 
Philosophy ............... ........ 4 
Upper Division 
Electives .... .................. 3 
Literature and Foreign 
Language .................... 3 
15 
Two hours first quarter 
lntr:,duces students to their work in this field and assists them in adjusting them-
selves to college life; opportunities in home economics, to oid students in choice of 
o mojor. History of home economics, function. 
Textiles and Clothing 
4. CLOTHING SELECTION Three howrs first quart er 
Selection of clothing, considering: design principles os opplied to clothing; the 
effect of figure, personality, personal coloring on clothing choices; t he clothing inven-
tory, the clothing budget ond wardrobe planning. 
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5. TEXTILES AND CLOTH ING Four hours second quxirter 
A study of clothing, construction of clcthing, the use of the commercial pattern, 
fitting of garments, the textile fibers, stondord ond new fabrics. Home Economics 
m111ors should hove Home Economics 4 before this course. Loborotory fee $1.50. 
6. TEXTILES AND CLOTHING Five hours third quarter 
A continuation of Textiles ond Clothing 5. Construction of garments requiring more 
odvonced methods then in the preceding course; tailoring techniques; textile testing. 
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Laboratory fee $1.00. 
20. WEAVING Two hours third quarter 
Hond weaving os II medium of artistic expression. Laboratory fee. 
(Offered 19%-19'47 end olternote yeors.) 
Foods and Nut rition 
11. FOOD PREPARATION Four hours first quart er 
Selection, prep11rat1on, and serving of foods· o study of the fundomentol principles 
involved. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2. Loborotory fee $5.00 
12. ADVA NCED FOOD PREPARATION Five hours second quarter 
A continuation of Foods 11; includes the planning , preporotion , ond serving of meols; 
food cosrs and morke ing. Prerequisi+e: Home Econ omics 11. Loborotory fee $5.00. 
19. NUTRITION FOR NURSES Three hours alternate quarters 
Special emphasis is given in this course to the principles of normol nutrition ond the 
principles ond procedures in the core ond preporotion of foods thot will be of greotest 
volue to the student os on individual, es o nurse ond es e teache r of heolth. 
61. DIETETICS Three hours third quarter 
A s udy of the principles of Nutrition oppl iod to the feeding of individuols ond the 
fomily group. Loborotory work includes the plonning 11nd preporotion of diets. Leb-
orotory fee $2.50. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end olternote yeors.) 
Home Adm inist rati on 
24. THE HOUSE Three hottrs third quarter 
Housing from the standpoint of fomily needs end interests; orchitecturol styles; floo r 
plons ond construction; building costs; voriotions emong households in needs ond in-
terests; housing stondords ond socio! regulation. 
26. HOME FURNISHING Five hours second quarter 
Principles involved in the decorating end furnishing of the home. 
(Offered 1946- 1947 end elternete yeors.) 
51. HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT Two hours third quarter 
The orgenizotion end menegement of time end lobor selection of equipment for 
the home. 
52. CONSUMER PROBLEMS Three howrs first quarter 
A study of the principles of consumption ond their opplicotion to the purchase of 
various classes of commodities used in the home. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end alternate years.) 
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54. INCOME MANAGEMENT Two hours third quarter 
Planning personal ond family spending; problems of choice-mo king; guides 11nd 
st11nd11rds for dividing the income and planning expenditures; consideration for the 
family's long-time savings and investment program. 
(Offered 1946-1947 11nd 11ltern11te years.) 
63. CHILD DEVELOPMENT Five hours third quarter 
Needs , core ond development of the child from infancy through pre-school years; 
includes II study of nutrition for children. 
70. METHODS OF TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS 
Three hours second quarter 
The problems involved in teaching Home Economics; objectives, org11niz11t,on of 
subject matter, equipment. 
MATHEMATICS 
Mr. Carlson 
A major in Mathematics consists of a minimum of 48 hours, including 
courses 3, 4, 5, 47-48-49, 97-98-99, and nine additional hours to be selected 
from courses in mathematics whose catalog numbers exceed 20. Majors are 
also required to take Physics I 1-12-13 and to meet the general college re-
quirements for graduation. 
Students expecting to prepare for secondary teaching should consider the 
advisability of a broad field of preparation in the sciences. Majors who 
aspire to become professional mathematicians should select a greater number 
of the advanced courses in the field of mathematics. 
The schedule suggested for the first two years in mathematics is present-
ed below. Juniors and Seniors should consult the head of the department 
before preparing their schedules . 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Bible ................................ 3 
Trigonometry .............••... 5 
English Comp ............... .. 3 
Physical Education ........ I 
Orientation ...................... I 
Engineering Drawing .... 3 
16 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
College Algebra ............ 5 
English Comp . ................ 3 
Descriptive Geometry .... 3 
Social Science ............... 4 
Physical Education ........ I 
16 
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THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Anolytic11I Geometry .... 5 
English Comp. ·· ·····-······· 3 
Plane Surveying .............. 5 
Bible ·······-······················· 3 
Physical Education ........ I 
17 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Co lcu lus ······· ····- ·-······ ·- - 5 
Physic s ·······-· ·-· ·-· -·-- 5 
Physicol Educotion -······ I 
Socio! Science ········ ······- 4 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Colculus ··- ·············-· ········ 5 
Physics ···-···· ··- ···-···· ······· 5 
Physicol Educotion ........ I 
Bible ·······-· ... ....... . 3 
8e ct ives ···--··-················ 2 
THIRD QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Colculus ..... ................. .... . 5 
Physics ........................ .... 5 
Physicol Educotion I 
Electives •.......... ........ 5 
IS 16 lb 
Junior ond Senior yeors os determined by consultotion with heod of Deportment. 
I . FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS Five hours first quarter 
This course is designed to meet the elementory needs of students in introductory 
scien c e courses , business odministrotion , secretoriol science , sto t istics, ond other fields 
in which o thorough knowledge of the fundomentols of the mothemoticol processes is 
required or desiroble. Lineor equotions, quodrotic equotions, logorithms, theory of 
the slide rule , ond trigonometry of the right triongle ore included. 
3. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY Five hours first quarter 
A systemotic study of the trigonometry of right ond oblique triongles, trigonometric 
equot ions ond identities , end inverse functions . Applicotions will be mode to the fields 
of plone surveying , neviget ion, ond physics . This course is o prerequisite to Physics 
11 ond Methemotics 5. 
-4. COLLEGE ALGEBRA Five hours second quarter 
Study of quodrotic equations, systems of equations, determinants, cubic equations , 
logarithms, infinite series, methemotics of investment , probobility ond complex numbers. 
5. ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY Five hours third quarter 
Coordinote systems, geometry of the stroight line, conics, tronscendentol curves. 
porometric equotions, ond introduction to the geometry of three dimensions. Prere-
quisites: Mothemetics 3, 4. 
Five hourrs third quarter 21. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE 
A mothemoti c ol study of compound interest, annuities, sinking funds, voluotion of 
bonds, life insuronce, ond others. Prerequisite: Mothemoti c s I or its equivolent , or 
spe c:iol permission. 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote years.I 
47-48-49. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS 
Five howrs each quarter 
A first course in the elements of the infinitesimol calculus, including e study of 
time-rotes, moxime end minima, centroids, moments of inertio, multiple integrols ond 
elementory diff e rentiol equoti o ns. Prerequ isite: Mothe motics 3, 4, 5. Requ ired of 
mojors in mothemotics , physi cs, chemistry, ond engineering . 
61-52. THEORY OF EQUATIONS 
Three hours first and second quarters 
A s•udy of the properties of higher equotions, grophs ond complex numbers. Solu-
tion of equations by Newton's ond Horner's methods, determinonts, systems of lineor 
equotions, symmetric functions ond discriminonts. Prerequisite: Moth. 49. 
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53. MODERN GEOMETRY Three hours third quarter 
An introductory course including o study of the properties of the triangle ond the 
circle. Prerequisite: Moth. 49. Recommended to those students who ore preparing 
to teoch. 
63. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
A generol survey of the historical development of the science of mothemotics. 
Emphasis on librory work ond preporotion of individual popers. Prerequisite: A minor 
in mothemotics. Required of students who ore preparing to teoch mothemotics. 
Three hours th ird quarter 
71-72. ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
Three kours first and second quarters 
Includes introductions to the theories of matrices, continued fractions, groups, num-
ber concepts. Prerequisite: Moth. 49. 
91-92-93. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A yeor course including ordin ary ond portiol differential equations with epplice-
tions to geometry end physics. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond olternete yeors.) 
Th1·ee kowrs each qU<Urter 
97-98-99. ADVANCED CALCULUS Three howrs each quart er 
A yeor course embracing on introductory study of explicit ond implicit functions , 
Beto, Gommo ond Bessel +unctions, vectors, line, surfoce ond spoce integrals, elliptic 
integrals, ordinary end portiol differential equations, functions of o complex vorieble. 
Prerequisite: Moth. 49. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end olternete yeers.) 
141-142-143. VECTOR ANALYSES AND TENSORS 
Three howrs each qU<Urter 
This course includes e thorough study of vectors with opplicot ions to geomet ry end 
physics. The spring quorter will be devoted to en elementary study of tensors with 
rnme epplicotion to the geometry of Riemenn. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end olternote yeors.) 
PHYSICS 
11-12-13. GENERAL PHYSICS Five hours each quart er 
A generol introduction to the fects, methods ond principles of physical science. 
Four closs meetings ond one leboretory period per week. Prerequisite: Trigonometry. 
Required of oll pre-engineering students, physics end chemistry mejors. Leborefory 
fee $3.50 eech querter. 
15W. METEOROLOGY AND NAVIGATION Five hours third quarter 
An elementary course designed primarily to meet the needs of candidates for 
service in the air corps, the e rmy, ond the navy. The presen tation will be such as to 
be of interest to the general liberal arts student and will appeol to both men end 
women students. 
53-54-55. MODERN PHYSICS Three hours each quarter 
An introductory study of the recent advances in etomic physics, the neture of the 
etom, rodiont energy , redioectivity, weve mechanics, relativity end similar top ics. Pre-
requisites: Meth. 49, Phys. 13. 
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57-58. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 
Five hours first and second quarters 
A theoretical study of the lews of e1ectric1ty end megneFsm end their epplicetions 
in the field of electricol engineering. Prerequisites: Meth. -49, Phys. 13. Leboretory 
fee of $3.00 eech quarter. 
59. OPTICS Five howrs third quarter 
A theoretical study of the general laws end principles of physical optics· elementary 
spectrometry. Prerequisites: Meth. -49, Phys. 13. Laboratory fee of $3.00. 
91-92-93. THEORETICAL MECHANICS Two hours each quarter 
A study of the dynamics end statics of particles end rigid budies. kinetic theory . 
elasticity, wave motion end the behavior of fluids. Prerequisites: Moth. -49, Phys. 13. 
(Offered 19-46-19-47 end elternete years.) 
PRE-ENGINEERING CURRICULUM 
The following subjects are recommended for Pre-Engineering. Students 
making a better than average grade in Pre-Engineering work will be able 
to complete their eng ineering degree in some of the best enineer ing schools 
with two years of add itional work. Other schools may req uire three more 
years of engineering work for the degree. 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
rrigonometry ··········-····· 5 
General Chemistry __ S 
Engineering Drewing •..... 3 
Physical Educotion ··-·- I 
Oriente.tion ··--· ·····- I 
15 
FIRST QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
Differentiol ond Int. 
Calculus ·--·-··-·-- 5 
Genero' Physics ___ 5 
Shop ········-····-··-··-···- I 
English Composition ··-··- 3 
Physical Education ____ I 
Bible --·-····-······-········· 3 
18 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject Hours 
College Algebra ....... 5 
General Chemistry - ····- S 
Descriptive Geometry .... 3 
Physical Education ...... • I 
Bible .. 3 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
SECOND QUARTER 
Subject H urs 
Differential end Int. 
Colculus ·····--······-·· 5 
General Physics • __ 5 
Shop . ······-··-....... I 
English Composition . 3 
Physice1 EduC"etic n ... I 
Engineering Problems .... 3 
18 
ENGINEERING 
THIRD QUARTR 
Subject Hours 
Analytical Geometry 5 
Que litet ive Analysis ........ 5 
Pion• Surveying ···- ........ 5 
Physical Education ··-·· · I 
16 
THIRD QUARTER 
Sub1ect Hours 
Oifferentiel end Int. 
Colculus ··-· · ··- ··-·- ... 5 
Gener111 Phy,ics ···-···· 5 
Shop ..... ·-·· ······-···· .. · I 
English Composition ...... 3 
Physical Educotion ···--- I 
15 
3. ENGINEERING DRAWING Three hours fir st quarter 
Fundomenta ls of eng ineering drowing, lettering, orthograph ic end isom&tric pro-
ject ion, cobinet ond wcrking drawings. Required of ell pre -engineering studenh. 
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4. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY Three lwwrs second quarter 
A continu at ion of Engineering 3. A study of points, lines, ruled surfaces, e nd curved 
surfocas in spoce. It involves problems in orchitecture ond construct:on such os find-
ing true lengths, true oreos, true cross sections, lines or plones of intersection . Re. 
quired of oll pre-engineering students. 
5. PLANE SURVEYING Five houtrs third quarter 
Study of methods in fielci ond office, use ond core of instruments , simple surveying 
problems including troverses, levels, meridon determinotions, latitudes ond departures, 
elementary topogrephic surveying. Prerequisites: Moth. I 1-12 end Engineering 3. Re-
quired of ell pra-engineering students. Loborotory fee of $4.00. 
6. ENGINEERING PROBLEMS Three hours first quarter 
A study of statics and dynamics with a liberol application of grophic methods of 
solving mechonicel problems. 
7•8-9. SHOP One hour each qumrter 
Lothe end shop tools, glass blowing , instrument building ond celibroting. Laboratory 
fH of $4.00 each quarter. 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Department of Bible and Christian Education 
Department of Economics and Business Administration 
Deportment of Education, Psychology and Philosophy 
Deportment of History and Political Science 
Department of Physical Education and Hygiene 
Department of Sociology 
SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR 
*Option I 
Economics ......... ......... ....... ........................ .............. ...... ................. ................ .... . 
History end politico! Science ........................... ............................................. . 
Sociology ........................................................................................................... . 
18 quarter hours 
18 querier hours 
18 quarter hours 
Total. ... ....•............... ................. ....... .............. .... ·-··············· ·· 54 
*Option II 
Twenty-three quarter hours in each of two fields end eight quarter hours in the third. 
•Must include Fundamentals of Statistics. Majors in either option should 
consult with the professors of 011 three deportments represented, 
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BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Mr. Koehler 
Dr. Countermine 
Miss Jenkins 
Miss Baldwin 
I. To oid the student in unde rstonding the Bible ond its unfoldin g of God's 
redemptive pion. 
2. To prepore the student for courogeous Christion living bosed on con-
victions ond knowledge. 
3. To inst ruct ond p repo re students in t he field of Christi on service. 
4. To meet requirements of the Boord of Christion Educotion of the 
Presbyterion Chu rch, U. S. A. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION : 
Twelve quorter hours are required for groduotion with six hours com-
pleted by the end of the sophomore yeor. Three hours may be Ch ristion 
Educotion. Freshmen ore required to toke course 21, 22, or 30 during thei r 
first yeor. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND MINORS : 
A major in Bible Literature consists of forty-five quorter hours, including 
courses 21, 30, 42, 57, 60, 85, 87. Courses will be determined in consulto-
tion with the Head of the Bible Deportment. Nine hou rs of Christion Educo-
tion moy be ollowed on o Bible mojor. 
A major in Chr ist ian Educa tion offers troining for professionol or non-
professional service in Churches, schools ond on notionol or foreign mission 
fields. 
This mojor consists of forty-five quorter hours including twenty-four in 
Christion Educotion and twenty-one in Bible Literoture. Required courses 
ore: Christian Educotion, 40, 61 or 63, 71, 76, 77, ond 80; ond Bible Literature, 
21, 30, 42, or 47, 60, ond 87. Other requi red courses ore: Psychology 56 or 
65; Music, I, 2, 3, ond 9; one yeor of lite ratu re, secreto riol science I, 2, 3, 
ond 7, 8, 9 (or equivolent determined by o proficiency test.) 
Minors in Bible Literotu re or Christion Educotion require twenty-fou r q uor-
ter hours. Six quo rter-ho urs moy be interc honge d in t hese two fields . 
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THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARTS IN 
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
This degree is award ed to students completing a minimum of forty-five 
quarter hours of graduate work with a " B'' grade or better . The cou rse con-
sists of a major of twenty-seven quarter hours including a n acceptable thesis, 
and a minor of eighteen quarter hours or two minors of nine hours each. A 
read ing knowledge of a foreig n language is required. Undergraduate de-
ficiencies must be made up after consultation with the Department Head. 
PART I, BIBLE LITERATURE 
10. INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIAN LIVING 
Thr ee hours fir st and third q'UJ{Lrte s 
A study in introductory Christianity divided into th ree units. Unit I. Historical and 
foctuol study of Biblical literature. Unit 2. A brief history of t he life and times of 
Christ. Unit 3. Introductory Christion Ethics or the application of Christian principles 
to morol behavior. 
21. SURVEY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE 
Thr ee hours f irst and third quart ers 
A panoramic view of the entire Scriptures. Deols with origins, history, facts ond 
figures, structure, purpose, and the messoge of this revelation of God and His Word. 
22. LIFE OF CHRIST ACCORDING TO MARK 
Thr ee hours second quarter 
This study is bosed upon the Gospel of lviark, presenting Jesus Christ os the Servont 
of God. The shortest Gospel, direct, full of power ond oction. 
30. OLD TEST AMENT HISTORY I. Thr ee hours first quarter 
A systematic study of God's chosen people from the Gorden of Eden to the Gates 
of the Promised Land, os given in the Pentateuch. It is bosic to Biblical knowledge. 
31. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY 2. Thr ee hours second quarter 
A continuation of cou rse 30, deoling with the Ch ildren of lsroel from their entrance 
into Co noon to their return from Bobylonion captivity. a period of neorly I 000 yeors. 
From J oshuo to Esther. 
38. THE SOCIAL TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Thr ee hours summer quarter 
This course is designed to show the relationship of the teachings of Jesus to the 
problems of the social order. It is topical in its approach, answering the question, 
"What did Jesus teoch concerning the fomily, lobor, copital, war," etc. 
42. GOSPEL AND EPISTLES OF JOHN Thre e hours second quarter 
A study of Johannine literature which presents the evidence for the bases of Christ-
ienity. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond alternate years.) 
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47. NEW TESTAMENT LITERATURE (LUKE AND ACTS) 
Three hours first quarter 
The presentotion of Jesus Christ os the Son of mon ond the rise ond grow t h of His 
church os presented by Luke the Physicion. 
48. N EW TESTAMENT LETTERS Three hours third quarter 
A study of the following letters: Golotions, I ond 2 Thessolonions, Jomes, I ond 2 
Peter, ond Jude. These letters serve os o guide to Christion living. 
49. PRISON EPISTLES Three hours second quar ter 
Four letters, Ephesions, Philippions, Colossions, ond Ph.lemon written by Poul while 
in prison in Rome. The student will be expected to moster these letters ond the 
historicol circumstonces surrounding them os well os their opplicotion to present-doy 
Christion living. 
50. EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS Three hours second quarter 
The bridge between the Old ond the New Testoment. Christ's complete superiority 
to off the provisions of the Old Testoment is shown. A study is mode of teoching plons 
for book. Prerequisite: course 30. 
(Offered 19-46-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
55. PAUL TO THE CORINTH IA NS Three hou,·s third quarter 
An expositionol study of Poul's letters to Corinth concerning questions of conduct 
relolive to the life, ministry ond messoge of the Church. 
(Offered 19-46-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
56. PAUL TO THE ROMA NS Three lwurs third quarter 
An exp ,:+ionol study of this door summery of the Christion foith bringing from its 
depth ond difficulties light ond 1nspirotion upon the problems ond perplexities of 
modern thought. 
(Offered 945-1940 ond ollernote yeors.) 
57. MINO R PROPHETS Three hours third qiuuter 
An introduction to, ond on onolyticol study of eoch of the twelve beginning with 
Hoseo ond ending with Molochi; with the oim ond purpose of leorning the messoge 
of eoch, ond ih oppli otion to Christion living. Prerequisite: Course 30. 
58. HEBREW POETRY Three hours second quarter 
A criticol ond devotionol study of the mojestic poeticol books of the Old Testoment, 
including Job, Psolms Proverbs, Ecdesiostes, ond Song of Solomon. 
60. TEACHI NG S OF JESUS Three hours second quarter 
This course is designed to onswer the question, "Whot did Jesus octuolly soy?" 
The study will foll into two ports: "The Sermon on the Mount ond the Porobles of our 
Lord. 
66. JEREMIAH * 
• offered on demond. 
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85. HEBREW PROPHECY (Major Prophets} Three hours first quarter 
A study of the five "mejor" prophetic books of the Old Testament including the 
history, life end times of the euthor, the construction end messege of eech book, with 
its epplication to the life of man . Emphesis will be placed upon the Messianic strein 
of the prophecies. 
87. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH 
Three hours third quarter 
A syste matic study of what the Bible teaches about God, man, sin, salvation, etc. 
I Offered 1945-1946 and eltern<'lte yeers.) 
PART 11, CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
40. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Three hours first quarter 
A study of the principles, objectives, ond modern methods of this field of educe-
tion. A general introduction to the enti re subject of Christien Educe tion. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
6 1. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN 
Three hours third quarter 
The problems of childhood studied from the Christien point of view, with the methods 
end techniques needed to give proper guidance end instruction to them. 
( Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
62. YOUTH AND THE CHURCH Three hours second quarter 
The interests, development, end religious needs of edolescents, end the progrem of 
the church which is essent iel to meet their needs. 
( Offered I 945-1946 and e ltern ete years.) 
63. CHR !STIAN EDUCATIO N OF ADULTS Three hours third quarter 
The need of edult educetion in our churches todey is studied, with consideretion of 
the problems, plens, end methods, of cerrying on the importent work of Christion 
educetion. 
( Offered 1945-1946 and elternete yeers.) 
71. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
Three hours first quarter 
A study of the verious progrems for Christien Educetion, includ ing the Sundey church 
school, vecetion school, young people's orgenizetions, end generel religious work. 
lndividuel projects will be developed, end clinicel work promoted. 
I Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
73. RELIGIOUS AMERICA Three hours third quarter 
A two-fold purpose: first, to study the history of religious development in America, 
end second, to meke e survey of modern religious movements, "isms" end "cults." 
(Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
74. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS Three hours third quarter 
( Offered 1945 - 1946 end elternete yeers.) 
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76. GEOGRAPHY AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
Three hou:rs second qwi,rter 
The first port of this course is devoted to Biblical geogrophy ond the rest to "The 
voice of the spode in Bible lends." Stondord text books will be used in both subjects, 
together with mops, cherts, slides, end diogroms. A knowledge of both ports of t his 
course is essentiol to on understanding of Bible history. 
( Offered I 945-1946 end olternote yeors.) 
77. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION Three hours first quart er 
A systematic investigation of religion end the application of psychologico l phenomena 
to Christion experiences. Includes root and nature of religion, conversion, proyer, etc. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end olternote yeors.) 
80. FIELD PROBLEMS IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Three hours second quarter 
A course especiolly designed for students who ore plonning to carry on octive leoder-
ship in Christion Educotio n. A study will be mode of specific problems in this field, 
and supervised work in the student's chosen field will be o requirement. A seminar 
course . 
83. WORSHIP IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Three hours second quart er 
This course will deol with the meoning, history, the development and the 
psychology of worship. Speciol lectures on oids to worship. Supervised field trip , 
included. 
( Offered 1946-1947 and olternote years.) 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
ECONOMICS AND SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
Mr. Dizmang 
Miss Evans 
The courses offered here are designed ! I) to acquaint the stud ent with 
the general field of business and industry, (2) to give him an understanding of 
economics (3) to provide training in a social science of a cultural nature to 
help fit the student for the art of living. 
A major in Business Administration consists of fifty quarters, including 
courses I, 2, I 5, 20, 21, 23*, 55, 64, and 68. 
A major in Eocnomics consists of fifty quarter hours, including course I, 2, 
13, 5 I, 64, 65, 68, and 92. 
A major in Secretarial Science consists of fifty quarter hours , including 
•This requirement con be waived for students who hove hod o satisfactory training i, 
mot~emoti cs esscntiol to business. 
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Secretarial Science courses I, 2, 3;t5, 6, 7; 8, 9; tlO, 11, 12; 20 and Econom-
ics I, 16, 20, 21. If satisfactory preparation has been made in Secretarial 
Science I, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, and these courses are waived, Economics 9 and 15 
should be taken so that a minimum of forty-five hours shall be completed for 
a Secretarial Science major. Mathematics I is recommended. 
A minor in either Economics or Business Administration consists of twenty-
four hours. It should include courses I and 2 which are prerequisites for most 
advanced courses. It is recommended that the remaining courses be select-
ed after conference with the head of the department. A major in Secretarial 
Science shall consist of twenty-four hours of work. These courses should be 
selected after conference with the head of the department. 
In planning his schedule the student should bear in mind that some of 
the courses are given in alternate years. 
See also Art 55-56, Home Economics 52 and Mathematics 41. 
Graduate and summer courses can usually be arranged to meet the 
individual needs of the students, either from listed courses or others. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Principles of 
Economics -·····-·········- 5 
English Composition ··-·· 3 
Leboretory Science ........ 5 
Physical Education ···- ··-· I 
•Typewriting ··········· -·····- I 
Orientation -·····-············· I 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Accounting ·······-············· 5 
General Psychology ···- ··· 5 
Sociology ...................... 4 
Physical Ed ucotion ·-··-··· I 
Elective .. - ····· - ···· ···· ... I 
16 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Principles of 
Economics ···-··············· 5 
English Composition ...... 3 
Leboretory Science ···-··· 5 
Physical Education ···-····· I 
•Typewriting ................•... I 
IS 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Business English ............. . 5 
Accounting ····-·······-··-··· 5 
Applied Psychology ........ 5 
Physicel Educetion .......... I 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Introduction to 
Business ---······-··-··· 5 
English Composition ...... 3 
Leboretory Science ···-·· · 5 
Bible ···············-················· 3 
•Typewriting .................... I 
17 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Bible ···-·········-··········-·-- 3 
Business Mathematics .... 5 
Business Low .................... 5 
Pub lic Speaking ·········-··· 3 
Physical Education ......... I 
17 
tCourses can be waived if satisfactory preparation hos been mode in elementory type· 
writing and shorthand. 
*This will be waived for students who demonstrate that they have a 
good mastery of the typewriter. 
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FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Foreig n Language ·····-··· 4 
Argu me ntation 
a nd Debate ·· ····-······ ·· 4 
Bible ···- ··---·- ····· ··-·- 3 
Electives ···-····---- 4 
Physical Education .........• I 
15 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Business Finance ............ 5 
Foreign Language ·- ··- ··· 3 
Marketing ·······-·········· .... 5 
Bible .................................. 3 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Princip les of 
Eco nomics .................. .. 5 
English Composition ...... 3 
Laborat o ry Science ........ 5 
Physica l Educati o n -···-··· I 
Ori e ntation ........ ......... ..... I 
17 
FALL QUARTER 
Hou rs 
Eco nomic Geography •..• 5 
Foreign Language ·-··· ···· 4 
General Psychology .. .... . 5 
Physical Educotion ....... ... I 
Electi ve •................. ...... I 
16 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
JUNIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Fo reig n Language ·-·--·· 4 
Philosophy -·-····· ·-·· ·· · 4 
Electives ···---···---· 7 
15 
SENIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
International Trade ... ..... 3 
Foreign Language ....... ... 3 
Insurance ....... ................. .. 3 
Electives ...... ..................... 3 
History of Economic 
Thought .......... .............. 3 
15 
ECONOMICS 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Princi ples of 
Ec onomics ... . ................ 5 
English Compositi on ...... 3 
Laboratory Science ···- ··· 5 
Physical Educati on ···-····· I 
Electives ... .. ............... ...... .. 2 
16 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Ho urs 
Eco nomic Hist ory 
of U. S. ···-·· ········ ······ ··· 5 
Forei g n Langua ge .......... 4 
Appl ied Psycholog y ·· ·-··· 5 
Physic al Educati on .......... I 
Elective ···········-· ... ........... I 
16 
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SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Foreign Language ·- ······· 4 
Statistics -·- ··- ···· ········· 5 
Electives ·-·· ··········· ········· 6 
15 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Advanced Economic 
Theory . ....... .. ..... ..... ... ... 3 
Foreign Longuege .. ... ..... 3 
Transportation ................ 5 
Electives ............................ 5 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Introductio n to 
Business ............. ......... .. 5 
English Comp osition ...... 3 
Laborat o ry Sc ien ce -····· · 5 
Physical Edu cati o n .......... I 
Bib le ........ ................ ......... 3 
17 
SPRING QUARTER 
H ours 
Bible ... ...................... ......... 3 
Foreig n Longuo ge .......... 4 
Publi c Spooking .............. 3 
Physical Edu cat ion ..•....... I 
Electives .... ..... . ............. 5 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Foreign l onguoge __________ 3 
Bible ---·---··-·--·---·· ·······-·····- 3 
Morketing ----··-··--····-··---·-5 
Sociology -·---·---·--------·- 4 
Elective -·--·-·-·-··--·-·-·---------I 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Business Fin11nce ·-···-·-- 5 
Electives ·······------··--··----··-· 7 
Bible ··-··-·-·······--·-··-·-··-······· 3 
15 
WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
JUNIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Foreign longuoge ···-·- ·-- 3 
Money ond Bonking ·······- 5 
Politico! Science ·······-···· 5 
Electives ···········-·-····-··-·-·-- 3 
16 
SENIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Adv11nced History 
of Economic Thought.. 3 
Philosophy --·············-······ 4 
Electives ···-··-·-·······-··-·-··· 8 
15 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Foreign l11ngu11ge ·····--·· 3 
St11tistics -----·--·········-···-··-· 5 
Politico! Science ······-····· 5 
Electives ·······-·---·----··········· 3 
lb 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Adv. Economic Theory .... 3 
Electives .................... .. 12 
15 
SECRET ARIAL SCIENCE 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composition -·-·-· 3 
Typing -·-··-·-·····--····---·-····-I 
Shorth11nd -··----·--·-----·-·---3 
Physic11I Educ11tion --···-··- I 
Accounting -·-···---·-·-·-·--··· 5 
Person11I Hyg iene -···· ···--- 2 
Orient11tion ...................... I 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Principles of Economics .. 5 
Shorth11nd ·-·····-------···· 3 
Typing ·······-··--- ·-- I 
Gener11I Psychology ........ 5 
Physic11I Educotion ...... ... I 
15 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composition ........ 3 
Typing ·····-·-······················ I 
Shorth11nd ........................ 3 
Physicol Educ11tion .......... I 
Accounting ...................... 5 
Electives ............................ 2 
15 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hour s 
Business English ............. 4 
Shorthond ···············-······· 3 
Typing ···················-········· I 
Bible .................................. 1 
Physic11I Educotion .......... I 
Elect ives ........................ 3 
15 
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SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
English Composit ion ...... 3 
Typing ·······-····················· I 
Shorth11nd ···-······· ············ 3 
Physic11I Educ11tio n .......... I 
Fundomentols 
of Speech .................... 3 
Bible ···-······- ······················ 3 
Electives .......................... 2 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Business lo w .................... 5 
Shorthond ·······-··············- 3 
Typing ............. ······-······· I 
Introduct ion to 
Business ........................ 5 
Physic11I Educotion .......... I 
15 
__ _______J 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Laboratory Science ........ 5 
Foreign u,nguoge -··· 4 
Introduction to Soc ..•.... 4 
Electives .............•....• ....... 3 
lb 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Business Finonc e or 
Morleting ·-· -· ·---··· 5 
Foreign Language ___ 3 
Electivas ···-··-- .. --- 8 
lb 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
JUNIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Lab orotory Scianca -· · 5 
Foraign Languaga 4 
Bible ·-····--············ .. 3 
Elactives ··············--·- .... 3 
15 
SENIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Bible -···· .• 3 
Teoching Methods in 
Businass Subjects ..•.... 3 
Fore ign Longuog e .......... 3 
Electives ..•.• ···-· _ -·· 7 
lb 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Loborotory Science ........ 5 
Foreign Longuoge ·- 4 
Business Mothemotics 5 
Mochinas ..... ....... ... _ ....... 2 
lb 
s,RING QUARTER 
Hours 
Business Law or 
Statistics .• 5 
Philoso phy . 4 
Foreign Longuage ..... . 3 
Electives -·· . 3 
15 
PRE-LAW CURRICULUM 
A combination six-yeor liberal orts ond low course leading to o Bachelor 
of Ar~s ond Bachelor of Low degrees. 
This course hos been orronged so that the student moy toke the first 
three years of his college course ot Whitworth, and then enter a recognized 
,aw school ond be graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Whitworth 
College, afte r completing the first year of regular law work. This will make 
it possible for a student to complete both his Liberal Arts college work with 
o Bachelor's degree and his law course in six years. The courses are so ar-
ranged in the freshman and the sophomore years th at the stude nt may 
transfer at the end of th e second year of college work to o law schoo l 
which will admit him two years of Liberal Arts work. 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Principles of Economics .. 5 
Laborotory Science ........ 5 
English Composition -·· 3 
Physicol Education ........ I 
Orientation ·---········-- I 
15 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Principles of Economics.. 5 
Loborotory Science ·-····· 5 
Engl ish Composition .... 3 
Physical Education ._ ...... I 
Electives ...... ---······ · 2 
lb 
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SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Introduction to 
Business --· ·-···- ·· ..• 5 
Loborotory Science ... . 5 
English Composition .... 3 
Physical Education ···-···- I 
Bible -·-·········--····- .. 3 
17 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
Economic Geogrophy _ 5 
Accounting __________ 5 
Generol Psychology _ 5 
Physicol Educotion __ I 
16 
FALL QUARTER 
Hours 
BusineS$ Finonce ___ 5 
Foreign Longuoge ··-···- 4 
Morketing ......... ............... 5 
Electives ···················-···- 2 
16 
WHITWORTH COLLEGE 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Economi c History 
of U. S. ·-··-··-··-··- 5 Accounting _____________ 5 
Europeon History ... _____ 5 
Physicol Educotion .......... I 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
WINTER QUARTER 
Hours 
Money ond Bonking ____ 5 
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4 
Politico! Science ···--·· 5 
Electives -----······-···- 2 
10 
1-2. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hours 
Public Spooking ............•. 3 
Bible ···-·---···············-··· 3 
Europeon History ······-···· 5 
Physicol Educotion ···-····· I 
Sociology ·················--·-··· 4 
16 
SPRING QUARTER 
Hc-urs 
Public Finonce -····--· ~ 
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4 
Bible •.....•.•. ·--·-······· ····-···· 3 
Philosophy ······-··-·········· 4 
16 
Five hours first and second quarters 
This course loys o foundotion for future study in economics ond business. The 
conventionol treotment is followed, including: A considorotion of the severol foctors 
cf production, ond of money, credit, exchonge, volue, price, ond distribution. Con-
sidorobie emphosis is pieced on the opplicotion of economic theory to current business 
problems. 
9. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS Five hours third quarter 
A course intended to convey o generol knowledge of present-doy business life to 
students speciolizing in this fie!d, ond to students moinly interested in other fields but 
des=ring sufficient business troining to secure o better comprehension of mony importont 
sociol ond procticol problems orising out of our complex business structure. 
I Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
13. WORLD RESOURCES, ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
Five hours first quarter 
A funciionol oppraisol of the ovoilobility of ogriculturol ond industriol resources. An 
ottempt to develop on understonding of the culturol technologicol, institutionol-sociol 
os well os the noturol or physicol bosis of the modern economic system. The emphosis 
is on concepts rother then mere foctuol knowledge, olthough revelont dote will not be 
neglected. 
I Offered 1945- 1946 ond olternote years.} 
15. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION Five hours third quarter 
A consideration of tho lows effecting business tronsoctions. Numerous procticol prob-
lems serve to clarify ond exemplify the bosic principles presented. Emphasis is plocod 
upon the common low with frequent references to its modification through statutes. 
The subjects covered include the low relating to; Controcts, agency, negotiable instru-
ments, insurance, soles, business orgonizotion, security relationship, personal ond reel 
property, tort, employer-employee relationship, landlords ond tenants, ond business 
crimes. 
I Offered 1945-1946 ond olternote years.} 
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16. BUSINESS ENGLISH Four hours third quarter 
Prerequisite: English 1-2, or consent of instructor. Business letters in their verious 
forms. A course to give treining in business methods es epplied to office correspond-
ence. Open to ell students who desire e knowledge of business writing. 
22. COST ACCOUNTING Five hours first and second quarters 
A study of the eccounting principles end procedures used in the construction of the 
record of sole proprietorship, pertnership, end corporetion forms of business units in 
the enelysis of finenciel stetements. Some ettention is given elso to eccounting es e 
control device, i. e., veluetion cost problems, etc. Should precede business finence. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
20-21. ACCOUNTING Five hours third quarter 
Prerequisite 20-21. Source of cost dete; enelysis, clessificetion, end distribution of 
expenses; end the linking up of dete with the generel occounting records. 
( Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
40-41-42. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING Three hours each quarter 
23. 
51. 
A course designed to cerry the fundementels of eccounting into the edvenced field; 
(I) An intensive study of eccounting stetements end the items the+ comprise them, end 
(2) descriptions end technicel procedures found in generel eccounting prectice. 
( Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS Five hours third quarter 
The epplicetion of Methemetics to the problems of business end current effeirs. 
( Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Five hours second quarter 
This course covers the development of Americen industry from its beginning to the 
present. Verious specific industries ere considered in their historicel perspective end 
the resulting economicel sociel effects. 
( Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
52. LABOR PROBLEMS Five hours second quarter 
A treetment of the meny difficult lebor questions erising in our industriel society 
such es: Unemployment; superennuetion; industriel injury, end fatigue; collective bar-
geining; erbitretion end employer-employee cooperetion. The recent federal enect-
ments effecting lebor will be included in e discussion of labor legisletion. Prerequisites: 
Economics I end 2; moy be counted on II Sociology mejor. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end olternete yeers.) 
54. INSURANCE (Risk and Risk Bearing) Three hours second quarter 
The principles end prectices of insurence: fire, merine ,end other types of property 
insurence; some ettention on hedging, contrecting out end other methods of hendling 
risks. 
55. BUSINESS FINANCE Five hours first quarter 
A study of the finencing problems of modern business in the promotion, operetion, 
reconstruction, end consolidetion of enterprises. Attention is given to the social ques -
tions involved. Prerequisites: Economics 1-2 end 20-21. 
( Offered 1944-1945 end elternete yeers.) 
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56. MONEY AND BANKING Five hours third quarter 
The topics treated in this cou rsa include: Tha natura, functions, and regulation of 
money and credit; foreign exchange; the nat ure, function, and regulation of banks and 
other financial institutions: the Federal Reserve System; and the agricultural credit 
agencies in the United States. Recent monetary, ba nking end credit legislation cover-
ed. Prerequisite: Economics 1-2. 
( Offered 1945-1946 and alternate yea rs. 
57. BUSINESS CONDiTIONS Three hours second quarter 
Attention to regional and national cond itions. Some analysis of the causes for 
change and particularly business cycles. Should be preceded by Economics 56 and M. 
61. PUBLIC FINANCE Three hours third quarter 
An examination of the theo ries and facts relating to the finances of local, state, and 
national gove rnments, with special reference to the United States. Public revenues 
from taxation, government-operated enterprises, and other sources; public expenditures; 
and public debts form most of the mate rial of the course. Some time will be devoted 
to the present finoncial position and problems of the City and County of Spokane, the 
State of Washington, and the United States. It is recommended that courses I and 2 
precede this course. 
( Offered 1944-1945 and alternate years. 
62. TRANSPORTATION Five hours thi rd quarter 
A general survey of the growth and present status of transportation facilities; the 
effects of improved transportation upon industrial society; routes connecting producing 
and consuming territories; competition and discrimination of carriers; the problems of 
valuation and rate-making; regulatory legislation, and its results; the period of Federal 
railroad operation in the United States; and operation problems and policies of trans• 
portation agencies. 
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate y.ears. 
64. ST A TISTICS Five hours first quarter 
Statistical methods and their application to economic and social problems, emphasis 
being placed on the use and interpretation of statistical results. 
65. ADVANCED ECONOMICS-HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 
Three hours second quarter 
A study of the development of economic theory from the earliest times to the present. 
The approach is largely theoretical. Consideration will be given to the validity of the 
ideas of the various schools of economic thought in the light of the conditions pre· 
vailing at the time those theories were developed as well as to the effect of thosa 
theories upon our present-day economic thought. Prerequisite: Economics 1-2. 
{ Offered I 945-1946 and alternate years.) 
67. WAR ECONOMICS Three to five hours summer quarter 
Designed especially for teachers and others interested in the present world conflict. 
68. MARKETING Five hours first quarter 
A general survey of the marketing process and functions, channels of distribution, 
commodity exchanges, wholesalers, retailers, department stores, mail order houses, chain 
stores, classes of commodities, with attention to the reduction of cost in distribution. 
Prerequisite: Economics I and 2. 
(Offered 1945-1946 and alternate years .) 
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69. SALESMANSHIP Three hours second quar ter 
Prerequisite: Economics 68. Advertising principles end proctices; mediums, com-
po1gns; the piece of odvertising in modern business. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end olternote yeors.) 
78. FOREIGN TRADE Three hours second quarte r 
Prerequi<tes: Econ<>m1cs 13 end 68. The development of world trode· theories, prin-
cipal molerio1s, trends. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end olternote yeors. 
90. TOMORROW IN THE MAKING 
Two to f our hours summe r quarte r 
An orientotion course in the socio! sciences with the mojor emphosis on economic 
problems ond their inler-relotionship with the other socio! sciences in planning for th e 
future. This course con 1:-e erronged so es to give two, three, or four hours of credit. 
91-110. ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS Ho1trs to be arranged 
Reseorch. lndividuol study. 
92. ADVANCED ECONOMIC THEORY Thr ee hours third quart er 
A review of the principles of economics in the light of the ideols of the leodin 1 
contemporary economists, o consideration largely theoretic ol of the vel,dity of th e 
theories of these economists, ond e n attempt to reconcil e their opp orent differenc es. 
Required of teoching majors. Prerequisite: Economics 1-2. It is re co mme nd ed th ot 
Economics 65 olso precede this course. 
(Offered 1945-1946 end olternote yee rs.) 
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
1-2-3. TYPEWRITING On6 hour each quarter 
Four doss periods oer week. Fundementols of typewriting, including technique of 
stroking, rhythm, occurocy, errengement of work, ecquointonce with the vorious ports 
of the typewriter ond how to use them. 
4-5-6. ADVANCED TYPEWRITING One hour each quart er 
Four doss periods per week. Conlinuotion of 1-2-3. 
7-8-9. SHORTHAND Three hours each quarter 
Four doss periods per week. Recommended Secretorio1 Science I or ·ts equivalent. 
Completion of Gregg Monnuol in first two quorters. T ranscriplion introduced third 
quorler with special emphasis given to the development of speed. 
10-11-12. ADVANCED SHORTHAND Th ree hours each quarter 
Thre doss periods per week. Continuot,on of Secretoriel Science 9 with special 
emphasis on the development of speed. 
20. SECRET ARIAL WORK Three hou.rs third quarter 
Pre ·equisite: ob iry to type. Office dictation, filing indexing, hondling of moil. 
office appointments, telephone, modern office methods, duties of stenographic end 
ollied deportments; secretoriol ethics, etc. 
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23. BUSINESS MACHINES Two hours third quarter 
A laboratory course which gives training in the use of various types of office ma-
chines, such as adding machine, calculator, dictaphone, mimeogreph, etc. 
65. TEACHING METHODS IN BUSINESS Two hours second quarter 
Open to students inrerested in teaching in the field of business. Special methods in 
teaching shorthand, typing, office practice, etc. 
( Offered 1946-1947 and alternate years.) 
EDUCATION 
Dr. Munn 
Dr. Hardwick 
Dr. Schlauch 
A major in Education consists of at least forty-five quarter hours; a 
minor, at least twenty-four hours. Psychology 21 does not count on a major 
or minor. Required courses for a major are: 52, 56, 57, 61, 62, 63, 65, 
and 68. Required courses for a minor are: 51, 56, 62, and 65. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHING CERTIFICATION 
Three-Year Secondary Certificates 
Applicants for the secondary certificate must have completed the fol-
lowing courses and requirements. 
I. A total of forty.five quarter hours beyond the bacceloureote degree. 
2. If not already completed in undergraduate work the following courses in educa-
tion must be included: Educetionel psychology, general methods, special methods, 
secondary education, cadet teaching. A total of twenty-four quarter hours in 
education 1s required. 
3. State manual must be taken either as e course in summer schoo l or by examina-
tion. In which case a grade of 85 mvst be obtained, and cannot count toward 
requirements I and 2. 
4. The applicant must have completed one teaching major of at least thirty-six 
quarter hours and two teaching minors of eighteen quarter hours . The mojon 
and minors must be in distinct teaching fields and in subjects regularly offered 
in the secondary schools of Washington. 
5. The applicant must have completed fifteen quarter hours of contemporary social 
problems. Such courses as : sociology, current history, economics , and polit ical 
science will satisfy this requirement. 
6. Grode overage in major and minor fields must be C or above . 
7. Course in Washington History and Geography is required. 
Preparation for teaching should begin in the junior year. A major and 
two minors with an additional minor in education are required. These should 
be chosen in consultation with the head of the education department as 
some subjects are mora desirable than others. It is possible for students to 
shape their courses so that this extra year's work will lead to the degree of 
Master of Arts or Master of Science as well as the Teaching Certificate. 
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21. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY Five hours first quarter 
(See course write-up under Psychology. This cour1e is required but does not 
count toword e mojor or minor in Educotion or Psychology.) 
25. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION Two hours first quarter 
A course designed to ocquoint students with the field of educotion by giving them 
o view of its oims end orgonizotion. Presents the opportunities end requirements of 
tee, hing with o view of help ng students moke e choice of their educo" iono w rk 
51. HISTORY OF EDUCATION Thr ee hours first quarter 
A study of the development of the ideels of oncient, medievol, end eerly Renois-
sonce educot1on . The systems of Groece, Rome, the Middle Ages. end the post-re -
formotion period ore considered with respe ct to their spirit ond content. 
(Offered 19-45-19-46 end olternete yeors.) 
52. SECONDARY EDUCATION Thr ee hours second quarter 
The content of this course is os follows: The Lotin Grommer School, the ocodemy, 
the origin end the deve!opment of the high school; o comporison of the secondory 
educotion of the United Stotes with thot of Englond, Fronce, end Germony: tho 
specie! functions of the high school end its orticulotion with the other port s of the 
school system; the curriculum end the extro curriculor octivities. 
53. THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Five h-Owrs ummer quarter 
Treots of the historical development, aims of the junior high school. the progr om 
of studies, the odministrotion, teoching stoff, end methods of teoching. 
55. STATE MANUAL Two hours third quarter 
A study of the Woshington State Monuel, supplemented by lecture end discussion 
of the generol field of secondery educetion in the Stole of Woshington. Required for 
secondory certification. (Credit not given for fifth-yeor students.) 
56. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY Five hours second quarter 
Th,s course consists of the following: The physicol bosis of men to I life, the 
stimulus-response concept, heredity ond environment, inherited tendencies, motive • 
tion of behovior, the higher intellectuol responses, sensori-motor, perceptuol, ossocio-
tive, end ideotionol leorning, economy end efficiency in leorning, differences in intolli 
gence end ochievement. mentol growth, tronsfer of troining, integrotion of personolity. 
57. EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
Three hours first quarter 
Aims end methods of educotionol i,nd voc oliona gu don ce. A lso e , udy of t 'P"I 
of occupotions. 
59. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION Thr ee hours second quarter 
A study of the problems of supervising end odministering public school instruction 
end directing pupil-school relationships. Also o study of the relo1ionships of the 
school to the community, school boord, end other higher school officers. 
60. FUNDAMENTALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
ST A TISTICS Five hours second quarter 
A bos1c course for students who ore mojors in the field of psy, ology of Edut.e ion. 
It includes studies end proctices in moking distributions, computing meosures of centra l 
tendency , voriotion end correlotion. Emphosis is pieced upon the use of stotistics. 
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61. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS Three hours second quarter 
This stu::ly includes individual ond group intelligence tests end their appl ication to 
the progress end the efficiency of the sch.:iols. A fee of fifty cents is necessery to cover 
the cost of meteriel. 
( Offered 1945-1946 ond elternete years.) 
62. GENERAL METHODS Three hours first quarter 
This includes leerning exercises ond teochers' objectives; motivotion, formation of 
specific hobits; the ocquisition of knowledge through experience, development, reed-
ing end use; the orgenizetion end expression of knowledge, generel patterns of con-
duct, doss monogement, individuel differences, projects, meosurement of achievement 
end lesson planning. 
63. SPECIAL METHODS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Three hours second quarter 
A study of the Morrison, Miller, Winnetka, ond other methods. A study of tech-
nique in subject motter ond biblio grephy will be mode in cooperation with the major 
ond minor departments reported by the students enrolled. The students will be re• 
quired to moke o study of methods used in their respective departments in the high 
schools of Spokane. Ob~ervetion ond reports will be required . 
65. CHILD STUDY AND ADOLESCENCE Five hours first quarter 
For course description see Pyschology . 
( Offered 1945-1946 o nd olternote yeors.) 
66. EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY Five hoUJrs third quarter 
The function of education in society, the noture end function of the school; the 
curriculum, the socio! objectives of education, democracy ond education, vocational 
guidance, other sociel agencies besides the school; socio I control ond education. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.) 
70. CADET TEACHING Five hours third quarter 
Nine weeks of doily observotion ond teaching of high school classes in the high 
schools of Spokane. Supervision by the regulor high school teachers to whom the 
codet is assigned. A one-hour conference period weekly is required of the doss, end 
individual conferences ore required et the appointed times. Open to seniors end grad· 
uote students with approved mojor ond minor teaching fields. Required for secondary 
certification. 
80. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION Five hours third quarte1 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. leading philosophies, concepts of the individual 
end society, civilization end the ploce of education in II democrocy will receive major 
emphasis. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Dr. Hardwick 
Dr. Maxson 
Dr. Munn 
A ma1or in Psychology consists of at least forty-five quarter hours of 
credit; a minor, at least twenty-four quarter hours. Psychology 21 does not 
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count on o major or minor. Required courses for o major ore 21, 30, 40, 52, 
55, 60, 63, 68 ond 75. 
21. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY Five hou,rs first quarter 
Psycholog1col preview, the sense orgens, the nervous system, the muscles end the 
glends. Emotions end emotionel conflict, hobits, ottention ond perception, memory ond 
leorning, thi~k ng intelligence, personolity ond its meosurement, personolity ond socio! 
living. 
30. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY Five hours second quarter 
Physicol development ond heolt h, development of obilities, interests ond emotionol 
life, socio! development of children ond odolescents, development of ottitudes, morol ond 
esthetic st11nd11rds. individuol differences, noture ond control of leorning, the direction 
of leorning, the outcome ond oppr eisol of leorni ng, tronsfer of treining. 
32. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Fowr hours firs t quarte r 
For course description see Sociology 32. 
40. APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY Five hours third quarter 
Humen motivetion, leorning ond memory humen efficiency, individuel end sex dif-
ferences, suggestion, psychology of personolity, edvertising, personnel odministr otion, 
psychology of music ond morale, psychology of speech, psychology of writing end ort, 
Psychiotry ond mental hygiene ond the professions. 
52. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY Three hours fi rst quarter 
A loborotory course 1n the fundamentals of general psychology. A requirement for 
psychology mojors. 
Sensotion, perception, color, color blindness , lens of the eye ond refraction, moze 
leerning , rote leerning, Golton whistle, discriminetion of distonce, techistoscope, ous-
soge experiment, mirror experiment, sonometer, reoction time, ond reesoning problems. 
55. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT Fou'r hours first quarter 
Origins of behavior, modificolion of behovior, motivetion ond adjustment, varieties 
of adjustive behavior, orgonic factors of personelity, development of personolity traits, 
guidonce of reodjustments, ond the epplicotion of mentel hygiene. 
56. MEASUREMENT OF PERSONALITY Three hours 
Laboratory exercises end practical work in the different fields of personelity, designed 
to provide procticel troin'ng in personnel work end counselling generally. Required for 
psychology mojors. 
58. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY Four hours second quarter 
The development of the individual from his beginning to odolescence. Designed to 
give on understonding of how to deol more effectively with children in every day 
s1tuetions ond to discover the principles in hormony with which wholesome development 
ond guidance may be promoted in normal children . 
5.9. PSYCHOLOGY OF ABNORMAL PEOPLE 
Five hours second quarte r 
Causes of mental disorders, disturbences of sensotion , perception ond essociotion; 
delusions, obnormelities of memory, emotional dist urbonces, motor disturbences, in-
telligence abnormalities. suggestion, hypnosis, regression psychoneuroses, compensation, 
episodic disorders, prophylactic measures ond mentol hygiene. 
(Offered 1946-1947 end elternete yeors.) 
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60. FUNDAMENTALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
STATISTICS Five hours second quart er 
For course description see Education 60. 
65. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE Five hours third quarter 
For course desc ription see Education 65. 
68. THEORY OF COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE 
Three hours second quarter 
The purpose of co unselling, complexity of stu dent prob lems, functions of the counsel-
lor, analytic and diogno stic tec hniq ues, use of ocodemic ochievement tests, personolity 
te sts ond questionnoires, specio l optitudes, treotment of perso nal and vocationol prob-
lems. 
73. THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOLOGY Five hours third quarte1· 
A course for ministerial students, religion counsellors, and majors in religious educo-
tion. The constitution of simple personal ity proble ms and moladjustment will be treoted 
in relationship to t he ropeutic techni qu es ond diagnosis ond cooperative treatment 
th rough ogencies of religion an d psychology. 
74. MEASUREMENT OF INTELLIGENCE Three hours 
A course in the t roining of students in the understonding ond use of the Binet Test. 
75. HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY Three hours 
A survey of the development of pyschology and o study of the different contemporory 
schools of psychology. Required for psychology majo rs. 
100. FOR SENIORS ONLY Limited to two hours 
Work to be done in consultotion with the Head of the Deportment of Psychology. 
PHILOSOPHY 
50. LOGIC 
Dr. Hardwick 
Dr. Maxson 
Four houtrs third quarte r 
A survey of t he process of reflection, t he scie ntifi c met hod , the notu re of form ol 
reo50ni ng ond the criterio of correct t hinking. 
(Giv en 1945- 1946 a nd olternot e yeors.) 
51. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY Four hours first quarter 
An introduction to the method of criticol thinking. Some of t he moin problems 
in epistemology will be indicated and their answers considered. 
52. ETHICS Four hours first quarter 
A study of the ethical principles governing human conduct. Considerotion of the 
theories of ethical volues. Suggested solutions to contemporory personal and socio! 
p roble ms. 
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53. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY Fou,· hours second quarter 
II. survey of the mojor philosophicel syst&ms in their historicol development . The 
course wili i~clude (I} l'ncient philosophy: lonions, Eleotics, Pythogoreons, l'ltom-
1sts; Plato; Aristotle; Stoics end Epicureans. (b} Modern philosophy: DescrHtes, 
Spinoza, Leibniz: Locke, Berkeley, Hume; Kont end Germon Idealism. 
( Given 1945-1946 end olternete yeers .} 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Mr. Tilley 
The Department of History and Political Science offers a four-yea r 
course leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree with a major in History and 
Political Science. A major consists of forty-five qua rter hou rs and a minor 
twenty-four hours. Economics 51, Education 51, Political Science 25, 59, 63, 
ond 70 will count toward a history major. Majors or minors in History and 
Political Science, majors or minors in History and minors in Political Science 
may be taken. 
I. 
HISTORY 
MAN AND CIVILIZATION Five hours first quarter 
II. survey of world history from pre-literary times to the Reforme•,on. This cours e 
will consist of e historicel study of the oncient end medievol world, with ettention to 
Indio, Chine, the Moslem world, Greece ond Rome; medievol Europe end the oge of 
the Reformetion. 
2. MAN AND CIVILIZATION Five hours second quarter 
II. ,urvey of ., -,rid history s,nce the T reoty of Westphe ,o. Altention will be given to 
the exponsion of Europe into the New World end the culture! developments of the 
world since the Reformotion. Much stress will be given to internetionel effoirs in the 
nineteet~ end twen eth centur:es. 
9. SURVEY OF UNITED STATES HISTORY Five ho1trs third quarteT 
II. generel survey course 1n Un,ted Stetes history . Highlights of the development of 
the 11.mericen Republic from 1492 to the present. 
10. HISTORY OF NURSING Three hours first and third quarters 
Nursing history es e phese of culturel history. Nursing given in its histori col setting . 
(This course is primerily for students of Nursing, but the course gives credit in reguler 
history.) 
52. COLONIAL AMERICA Three hours first quarter 
II. course on the colonizetion of North 11.merice. Struggles of the Spenish, Fren ch, 
English, Dutch end Swedes on the North 11.mericen Continent from 1492 to 1783. 
( Offered 19%-1947 end elternete yeers.) 
55. THE PACIFIC AREA Three hours first quarter 
This will be e study of the rim of the Pocific. Attention will be given to the con-
temporery Pecific eree; the Fer Eest, Southern Asie, lslends of the Pecific end 
11.ustrelie. 
( Offered 1945-1946 end elternete yeers.) 
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63. MEDIEVAL EUROPE Thr ee hours second quarter 
A study of the history of Europe from the foll of the Romon Empire to the Renais-
sance. Feudalism, rise and decline of the Medieval Church ond the rise of European 
notions will be stressed. 
(Offered 1945-1946 and alternate years.) 
65. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND THE NAPOLEONIC ERA 
Thr ee hours second quarter 
Rise of absolutism in Europe. the Old Regime in Fronce and the conflict of 1789. A 
course on the French Revoluti on from the foll of the Bostile to the defeat of Napoleon 
at Waterloo. Creation of the First French Republic and rise of the French Empire 
under Napoleon and the collapse of the Empire. 
( Offered I 946- I 947 and alternate years.) 
67. EUROPE SINCE 1914 Thr ee hours third quarter 
Attention will be given to the history of Europe since 1914. The First World War, 
post-woe crisis, rise of totolitarionism; Soviet Russia, Fascist Italy, Nazi Germany, Span-
ish Civil War; rise of Hit lerism and the Second World War. Much stress will be 
given to the social, political, economic and religious developments of Europe since 1914. 
71. INTELLECTUAL AND RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
BEFORE 1865 Two hours second quarter 
Place of religion ond education in the shaping of American civilization. Attention 
will be given to the development of American thought as influenced by the schools 
and churches. Also instituti ons of the church and school os br ought by different in-
tellectual moveme nts. Emphasis will be upon the onte-bellum United States. 
( Offered I 945- I 946 and alternate years.) 
72. INTELLECTUAL AND RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
SINCE 1865 Two hours third quarter 
Place of education and religion in the moulding of American thought since the Civil 
Wor. Post-war revivalism , separation of education from the churches, the Fundamental-
ist-Modernist controversy, rise of the Social Gospel Movement, ond Christion education 
since 1865. 
(Offered 1945-1946 ond alternate years.) 
80. WASHINGTON HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
Three hours second qwrter 
History of the State of Washington. A required course for education majors plan-
ning to teach in Washington. 
90. INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY 
Two hours second quarter 
An introductory course on methods and opprooches in studying and teaching history. 
Such po;nts os "the historical perspective," why historians arrive ot conclusions; various 
points of view and schools of history. Counts toward Philosophy. 
(Offered 1946-1947 and alternate years.) 
103-104. HISTORICAL CRITICISM AND HISTORIOGRAPHY 
Three howrs two quarters 
A qroduote course required of oil students who major in history for the M. A. Degree. 
Recommended for M. A. majors in Church History. 
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161. SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM 
Two hours 
I\ groduoto sem,nor course dealing with mysticism ond the Med'eval Church. 
162. SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM 
Two hours 
/\ graduote course d;,oling with mysticism during the poriod of the Reformotion. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
II . INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
Five hours first quarter 
/\n executive-legislotive-judiciol study of /\mericon government. 
12. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES Three hours second quarte ,· 
The Political Parties as on instrument in the development of the /\merican democratic 
system. Emphasis will be ploced upon the history of the Political Parties and their 
place in the political history of the American Republic. 
(Offered 1945-1946 and alternote years.) 
59. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Three hours third quarter 
/\ diplomotic history of the United Stoles. Place of the United Stotes in world af-
foirs /\merican foreign policy history troced from the T reoty of Pori1 in 1783 to 
Second World Wor. 
( Offered 1945- 1946 and olternate years.) 
61. HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT Five hours third quarter 
/\ study of the development of politico! thought from oncient times to the present. 
Emphosis will be placed on primitive thought, Greek political thought, medieval ond 
modern politico! philosophy. 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternate yeors.) 
70. INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT 
Three hours second quarter 
/\ survey of the comporison between the democrocies ond the totolitarion stoles. /\ 
comparotive study of the European systems, the /\merican , and other political systems. 
(Offered 1946- 1947 and alternate years.) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Miss Gouldin 
Mr. Koehler 
The de partment of physical education strives to give well-rounde d 
inst ruction to each individ ual. 
All students are required to take six hours of physical educat;on (gym 
or its eq'uivalent) before being allowed to grad uate. If the individual has the 
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ability and desires to participate in intercollegiate competition on a varsity 
team, he will receive one hour's credit for each season he plays on a 
varsity squad. 
Each student is required to have a physical examination at the opening 
of the college year. All women are required to take the course in Personal 
Hygiene in addition to the required six hours of physical education. 
A minor of at least 24 hours in physical education may be taken.' The 
following courses are required of women: Numbers I 0, 50 or 58, 51, 52, 
53, 59, and four hours of the following: 54, 55, 56. The courses requ ired 
of men a re Numbers 15, 41, 42, 43, 50, 5 1, 52, and 53. Psychology 65, 
The Psychology of Adolescence, is required of both men and women for a 
minor in physical education. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES (Men) One hour each quartet 
Courses I, 2, )-Freshman Gym; 4, 5, 6-Sophomore Gym; 7-Football* ; 8-Basket 
Ball; 9- Tennis. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES (Women) One hour each quarter 
Course 11, soccer; 12, tennis; 13, volleyball; 14, badminton ; 15, basketball; lo , folk 
and national games; 17, swimming; 18, archery; 19, softball; 20 stunts and tumbling; 
21, advanced basketball· 22, advanced tennis; 23, advanced folk games ; 24, life saving. 
THEORY COURSES 
10. PERSONAL HYGIENE (Women) Two lwurs first quarter 
This course is required of all women before graduating. A lecture course cover-
ing practical problems of health. Special emphasis is placed on the checking of 
individual health accounts. Meet; twice II week, 
15. HYGIENE (Men) 
30. ATHLETIC INJURIES 
Two hours first quarter 
Two hours first quarter 
A study of the types, causes, and care given to injuries incu rred while participating 
on sports. 
41, 42, 43. THEORY OF COACHING (Men) Two hours each quarter 
This course is designed to supply young men who are expecting to become coaches 
with II knowledge of the method of teachir,g the fundamental techn iques, rules, and 
principles of football, basketball, baseball, end track . 
50. ADMINISTRATION OF PLAY AND RECREATION 
Three hours third qua1·ter 
General methods used in the selection, evaluation and adaptation of recreatio nal ac-
tivities for church, school and community. Appreciation of the need and place for 
play and recreation in our society . 
(Offered 1945-1940 and alternate years.) 
*Dropped for duration of the war. 
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51. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION Thr ee hours second quarter 
Class techniques; attendance, roll cell, pupi' ass ance on 1erge c asses hed ng out 
end in of equipment, showering, records, use of bulletin boards. Purchase of equip-
ment, budgeting equipment and oporative costs. Planning and organizing the use of 
buildings, grounds, end the recreational orees. 
(Offered 194b 1947 and alternate years.) 
52. SURVEY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION Three hours first quarter 
Survey of the history, objectives, methods and philosophy of physical education. Re-
lation ond contribution to general education. 
53. AMERICAN RED CROSS STANDARD FIRST AID 
Tw-0 Jumrs second quarter 
Study of first aid treatment of common injuries and emergencies. 
(Offered 194b-1947 and alternate years.) 
54, 55, 56. PHYSICAL EDUCATION TECHNIQUES (Women) 
Two hours each quarter 
Methods end moteriol in teaching teem sports , individual end duel sports, swimming 
end rhythmics. Four hours required for minor. 
57. METHODS AND MATERIAL IN HEALTH TEACHING (Women) 
Two hours second quarter 
Community health problems Designed for health teachers. Prerequisite: Physical 
Education 10. 
(Offered 194b-1947 and alternate years.) 
58. GAMES OF LOW ORGANIZATION Two hours second quarter 
Classification ond onolysis of physical activities odopted to vorious age groups. 
(0 'fared 1945-194b and alternate years.) 
59. COACHING (Women) One hour each quarter 
Coaching must be pra, ticed in three different types of activity under supervision. 
60. HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION Two hours third quarter 
/\ brief history of physical education wh,ch shows the trends in body training from 
ancient time to present day methods. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Dr. Schlauch 
Dr. Munn 
The courses in sociology are designed to provide: 
I. An understanding and appreciation of human relationships and social 
problems. 
2. A broad liberal background for later professional study in law, me-
dicine , and social work. 
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Students in sociology may prepare themselves for any one of the follow-
ing fields of work: 
Social resear ch 
Social service work 
Playground work 
Director of boy scouts or campfire girls 
Teacher of sociology 
Probation or parole officer of juvenile court 
Criminologist or staff assistant in a penal institution 
It is understood that for most of these positions graduate work must be 
done in sociology or social work. 
A major in sociology consists of forty-five hours of work, and a minor of 
twenty-four hours. The following courses are required for majors and minors, 
respectively: 
Ma jor 
Hours 
Introduction to Sociology ....................... ....................... .......... 4 
Social Problems ................................. .................................. ..... 4 
Population ....................... .................................... .............. ....... 3 
Social Psychology ................................................................... . 4 
The Family .................................................................. .............. 5 
Statistics .. ............. .............................................. ..................... 5 
Social Work .......................................................................... .... 3 
Social Theory ...... ....... ............................. .......... ....................... 5 
Minor 
Hours 
4 
4 
4 
5 
It is recommended that sociology majors take principles of economics , 
United States history, American government, logic, biology, speech, and con-
siderable psychology. 
I. SOCIOLOGY FOR NURSES Three lwurs summer quarter 
An introduction to the field of socio logy, with speciol study of the problems of the 
fmnily ond the community, os related to the profession of nursing. 
11. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY Four lwurs first quarter 
A survey of the fields of sociological study: culture and culture chonge; att itudes ; pre· 
liminary discussions of soc ial institutio ns. 
12. SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS Four hours second quarter 
An analysis of the fomily , the economi c, political, educational , rel ig ious , recreational, 
and scientifi c institutions, ond of minor institutional forms. 
13. SOCIAL PROBLEMS Fourr hours third quarter 
A study of the causes of our chief social problems , and their results; some suggested 
remedies . 
23. CRIMINOLOGY F owr hours third quarter 
A study of the nature and extent of c rime; causes of crime; cont rol of crime, and 
rehabilitation of the criminal. 
( Offered 1945- I 9+b and alternote years. J 
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24. YOUTH PROBLEMS Three hours su,mmer quarte r 
A study of tho problems that face youth, and an approach to their so1ution. 
( Offered 19-45-19"46 and alternate years.) 
31. CULTURAL A NTHROPOLOGY Three hours first quarter 
I\ study of comparative culture, both primitive ond modern. Prerequisite: course 11. 
(Offered 19-45-19"46 ond olternote yeors.) 
33. POPULATION Three hours third quarter 
A study of populotion composition, quolitotive ond quontitotive growth, dispersion, 
mobility , foctors influenc;ng populotion chonges, ond problems. 
(Offered 19"4b-19"47 ond olternote yoors.) 
4 I . SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Three hours summer quarter 
A study of tho relotionship between socio! orgonizotions ond the personolity ottributes 
of members of society. The social nature of ethnic, racial, class, and sex differences. 
The development of a socialized porsonolity. 
(Offered summer 19"45, ond olternote years.) 
42. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY F01.tr hours first quarter 
(Offered 19-45-19"41, ond alternote yeors.) 
43. RACE RELATIONS Three hours third quarter 
A study of roce s ond cultures: roce attitudes and conflicts; race problems 11nd roce 
relotions: special reference to problems in the United Stales. 
(Offered 19"45 -19"4b ond olternote yeors.) 
44. SOCIAL MORALITY Three hours summe r quarter 
A study of the development of morol codes; morol problems of the fomily, school, 
church, industry, government, roco relotions, ond intornotionol relations. 
(Offered summer, 19"45, ond olternole yoors.) 
45. TOMORROW IN THE MA KING Three hours summer quarter 
A study of the economic problems of the present time, and the opplicotion of the 
socio! sciences lo their solution. 
(Offered summer, 19-45, ond oltornote yeors.) 
46. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY Three hours summer quarter 
Causes, choracter, ond extent of juvenile delinquency; cose studies, diognosis, lreot-
ment, prevention. 
( Offered summer, I ~-45, ond olternate yeors.) 
52. LABOR PROBLEMS 
For course descriptions see Economics 52. 
(Offered 19"45· 19"4b ond oltornate years.} 
53. THE FAMILY 
Five hours second quarter 
Five hoitrs second quarter 
A study of the economic, psychological, and socio! opproaches to family functioning. 
Factors in moritol odjustment ond porent-child interaction. 
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61. RURAL SOCIOLOGY Tkree hours first quarter 
A study of the structure and institutions of the rurol commu nity; the sociol and 
economic problems of rurol oreos; comm unity orgonizotional opprooc h to rurol com-
munity functioning. 
( Offered I 946-1947 ond olternote years.) 
62. URBAN SOCIOLOGY Tkree hours second quarter 
A study of the growth of cities, ond of the problems of city life. 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors.J 
63. PUBLIC OPINION Thr ee hours third quarter 
A study of the various factors in the formation of public opinions: the press, the 
rodio, the public platform; censorship, propogondo, education; the technique in democ-
racies ond in dictatorships. 
(Offered 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors.) 
64. ST A TISTICS Five hours first quarter 
Stotisticol methods and their opplicotion to sociol problems, with emphasis on the 
use ond interpretation of stotisticol results. 
71. PRINCIPLES OF SOCIAL WORK Three hours first quarter 
A study of the bosic principles ond practices in modern cose work ond community 
orgonizotion. Study of the present governmental sociol work agencies, ond of the 
role ond functions of sociol workers ond odministrotors. 
( Given 1946-1947 ond olternote yeors. J 
82. SOCIAL THEORY Five hours second quarter 
A study of the contributions of sociological thinkers, from eorly times to the present. 
( Offered 1945-1946 and alternate years.) 
IOI. INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE AND RESEARCH 
Students ore allowed to follow their own particular interests in this field under 
guidance, ond will be held for detailed rep orts on their research. Credit given depends 
upon the omount of work done, and the results of the investigation. 
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TOTAL STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY CLASSES 
1944-1945 
Seniors 
Ausink, Muriel--S ociol Science ···- ··-·······-·· ·-····-········· ·-···· -··········-··-···-···· ·····-· ···· Selah 
Best, Kathryn-Nursing {Swedish Hospitol, Seottle) ·······-···· -·················-··· .. Montesano 
Blindauer , Marilyn-Nur sing iSt. Luke's Hospitol, Spokone) ................. Hamilton, Montana 
Bishop, Regina-Nurs ing ( St. Luke's Hospitol, Spokone} ... ···--····· ... ... .. ·-·· Garfield 
Boggs, Virginie- Pre-Medics {Women's Med ico! College, Pennsylvonio) .. White Salmon 
Brown, Albert-B usiness Administrotion ······-··········- ········--········· .. Corvallis, Montana 
Burkland, Mery-Soc iology ·-·-·· ·-·······-·-· · --·-············-··········· ........ ...... S.ettle 
Chapman, Cleranc-S ociol Science ···-· ····················--·················-········ Berkeley, California 
•Coats , Opel-Chr istion Education ··········································-························ ..... ..... Pateros 
•Douglan , Betty Ann-Music ..... ··-··---···--··· ······--··--·-·····--···-- ...... Ephrata 
•Esty, Shirley-Soci ology ....... -··-··-- _ ·-···· __ -··-· Berkeley, California 
Finlayson, Brue- Socio! Science ····-··---·-···--· ····---··-·-·- . Anacortes 
Frenz:, Meri-Home Economics . ···············································-····· ················· .............. Lind 
Gurnsey, Royd-Bible . .•. ............. . ...................................................... Heyward , California 
•Hensen, Melvin-C hemistry ...... -··········-··- ··-······ ······- ·-·-··-···· ··· ..... Spokane 
Heussler, Gertrud-Nursing { Portland Sonitorium ond Hospitol) ········- - -·-·--· - Millwood 
•Henderson , Jeenn- Home Economics .. .. - ·- ...... ----···-·-·- ...... Chelan 
Hendricksen, John- History -·-···- --·-···-···-·-··-·-··-····-·-·······-·-- ··-··· .... Spokane 
Horikewe, Heidi-B osic Science ·······-······················-······· ························-········· ..... Spokane 
Johnson, Marjori-B iology ···- ············································-·· ···-······· ·················· Kellogg, Idaho 
Klein, Marjori-Mus ic -··········-·---····-·-···--········-·-·-······-··· ······- ··-·· Edwell 
*Leu, Alic-B iology ··-- --·-····--·- ··-· ·-·-·----·-···---·-··-··· Honolulu, Hawaii 
Leisher, Quentin-S ocial Science ---·-······--·--·····--·-···-···········--····· Spokane 
Logsdon, Gledys--Nur sing ( Deoconess Hospitol, Spokone) ·······························-···· ·· Spokane 
Mcinturff , Donald- Business Administration ··············--· ····························· __ .... Spokane 
McNeely , Isabell-H ome Economics ---·······--··········--··-·-·- . . Cowiche 
Marcellus, Betty- Home Economics -·-··-·····-··-·-- ·······--- _ .. Duluth, Minnesote 
Mise, Isabel-Music --- ·········--·--···· ·····-·- ·-····--··- ·-··-····- ········· ... Spokane 
Moldenhauer, Hens--Mus ic - ·········-·-·····-·-··-··--··········-···· ······-·-· ·· .... . .. Spokane 
Morrow, Helen-Ch ristion Educotion ···············- ··-······················-·····-··· .. Modesto, California 
Myers, Lyman-Bible ·······-··········-········ ·························-··· ··········-······ ·'"···· ·····- ······· ...... Rearden 
Nishomoto, Tomiy-H ome Economics ···-·-····· ·--- ···········-····-·-········-- .... Seattle 
•Richardson, Meliu.--So ciol Science ···-··-·-·····--··-······---·-··-··-··---····· Spokane 
Sanders, Robart--B ible --····· ·············-··-·---·····- ··················-······-·····-·· ······-· .. . ... Spokane 
*Sanford, Arthul'-Psych ology ···-····················· ············-··············· ········.................. . ..... Spokane 
Schwab, Richard-Chemistry ·······--······-······ ········-·-···-······---··-· ·-·· .. Corvallis, Montane 
Sterrett, Jeck-Pr e-Medics (St. Louis University School of Medicine) ........... . ....... Seattle 
Yen Leuven, Georg-S ocio! Science ·--·········-··-················· ·-··········· ···-·· ·--······· .. Meed 
Warren , Joye-Biology . ········--····-·-·-····· ·········-············-·-·-·····-·········- .. Spokane 
Wimer, Florene-Nursing {Portlond Sonitorium ond Hospital) ·--····· ·······-·· ... Millwood 
Wood, Delbert-B ible ···-········· ······· ·- -········ ··········--·-- ······················-·· ····- ····--······· Spokane 
•senior s but not groduoting in 19-45 doss 
Juniors 
Aldrich, Jean -- ·········· .. . ..... Dear Park 
Bainard, Ava Mee ....... -·· .... Malaga 
Bernes, Ruth ···-·-······ · Stockton, California 
Bleck, Dolly ···--··· ·-·· Nach es 
Boe, Virginia ·······- ··-··· ·· Outlook, Montone 
Chalmers, William .• N. Vancouver, B. C . 
Christ, Gertrude ...• ___ Portland , Oregon 
Coah , Dorton ........ Ponca City, Oklahoma 
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Collins, C4therine ....•........... Weukon, lowe 
OeArmend, Milton ............................ Spoken• 
Duncen, Jean ............ Roseville, Celifornie 
Felk, Geraldine ················-·············· St. John 
Frenz, Alvin ............................................ Lind 
Greene, Yvonne ................................ Spokene 
Helbert, Jemes ········-· Lynwood, Celifornie 
Hell, Leel ···············-···············-·········· Peteros 
Hendrick, George ................................ Omek 
Hill, Feye ............................................ Melege 
Hathaway, Frences ............................ Spokene 
Holder , Laurette .............................. Spokane 
Hunt, Virginie .................................... Spokene 
Klebe , Louise ...................................... Seattle 
Kneutz, Eugene ................................ Spokene 
Kuroiwe, Heruko ···········-··················· Spokane 
Kuroiwe, Sedeo ·······-················ ······· Spokene 
Lencester, Mee ................................ Spoken• 
lewrie, Naomi ................................ Yakime 
long, Emely~e ............ Stockton , Celif ornie 
McDowell, Eugene ......... .................. Spoken, 
Mebee, Audrey ···-··············-··········· Spoken, 
May , Edne ........................................ Creston 
Munce, Dorothy ............ Two Dot, Montana 
Munn , lie ···················-···············-···· Spoken• 
Nekeno, Sumiko ···········-··············-··· Spokane 
Nies , V. Dee ···········-··············-··········· Seett l, 
Nix, Deyne ........................................ St. J ohn 
Risley, Cleta ...................................... Spokane 
Russell, Cerolyn ................................ Yekima 
Schauble , Marjorie ........................ St. J ohn 
Scofield , Marien ···-··········· Portland , O regon 
$pecker, Delle ............................ Wenatchee 
Stokes, Glorie .................................... Spokane 
Strong , Jeannette ·························-··· Seattle 
Thompson, Mergery ........ Spirit leke, Idaho 
To ney, Maxine .................................. Spokane 
Webster, John .................................. Spokane 
Wilson, Lu Alice ............................. Spokane 
Wright , David ................................ Perklend 
Sophomores 
A lbrecht, Arre Marie ···-··· Hevre , Montana 
Alexender, Kath erine .................... Vancouver 
Anderson, Virginie ........................ Vancouver 
Andrews, lee .................................... Colbe rt 
Beeuchemp, Vere ·············-··· Ke llogg , Idaho 
Blevins, Mervin ............................ Deer Perk 
Bline, Shirley .................................... Spokane 
Borhauer, Harold ............................. Sp okane 
Bronick, Jayne ................................ Longview 
Burmester, Donne Jeon ................ Centralia 
Carlson, Jean ................................ Deer Park 
Castrets , Mar jori e ........................ Springdale 
Chambers , Cerol ...... Sen Mat eo, California 
Clerk , Jackie .................................... Newport 
Clausen , Leone ···-··············· Lewiston , Idaho 
Cline, Rose ························-············ Spokane 
Compher, Dorothy ............................ Spokane 
• Crandall, Shirley ............................ Ve ncouver 
Cro~. Crystal ............................ Walla Walle 
Cromer, Peggy .................................. Spokene 
Cuplin, Gree• .................................. Spokene 
DeFoe, Barbara ···············-············-··· Neches 
Dowdy, Merilouise .......•........................ Selah 
Dowke, Edne ·······················-··············· Quincy 
Earl, Thelma ·······-··························· Garfi eld 
Edson , Ruth ...................................... Spokane 
Elliott , Alice ···-·· ················-··········· Spokane 
Evans, Elizebeth .................. Post Falls, Idaho 
Fiddler , Bernice ···-··························· Sequim 
Frick, Lorra ine ················ ····-······-· ····· Marlin 
Garner, Helen ·······-··························· Spokane 
Garrison, Edith ·······-·- ···-············· Devenport 
Garwood, Dorothy ..... ....•••...............• Outlook 
Gibson , Caroline ........ Junct ion C ity , Ore . 
Goins, Ellen ...................................... Spokane 
Goins, W illiem ·······-························· Spokane 
Guhlke , Ruth ................................ Davenport 
Hell, J oyce ........................................ C olville 
Hall , Verne ................ White Pine, Montana 
Harri s, Sue ........................................ Spo kane 
He er, Arl ene ·························-··········· Ephrata 
Helstrom , Dorothy ·······-··················· Ephrata 
H irate , Michi ...............•.................... Spokane 
Hoffmen , Betty ................................ Spokane 
H oibakk, Ralph ................................ Spokane 
Inman , Ruth .............................• Med ical Lake 
Ishibashi , Yuriko ................................ Spoken, 
Ito, Mery ........................... ................. Spokane 
Jentzen , Ruth ........ Paso Robles, Ca lifornia 
Johnson , Mae Norin e .............. Gerne r, Iowa 
Johnson, Maxine E. ...•.......• Lewiston , Idaho 
Kessing e r, H elen .................... Newmen Lake 
Kilby, Ellen ···········-························· W inthrop 
Kimure, Bert .................... Ketchikan, Alaska 
Klee, Betty Ann ............................ Weshtucne 
Klei n, Mervin ·······-··········-··········· ········ Edwell 
Kra~ , Edne .............. Sante Cruz, Ca lifornia 
Lalor, Shirley ···-······························· Spokane 
Lehn, Alvide .............................. ...... Espanola 
McHenry, Ruth ............ .................... Spokane 
McNair , Mercedes ···············-··········· Spokane 
Means, Ruth .................. Hermiston , Or egon 
Mullen, Berbere ........ Hollywood , Califor nia 
Nekewege , Happy .......................... Spokane 
Neff , Marian ................ Les Vege s, Nevada 
Nichols , Dorothy ..................•..•....•... Espanol, 
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Nothweng , Kathryn ···--······· Bremerton 
O 'Brien, Rowan ··-·····-············ ·- · Spokane 
Oss, Paul -··-· --··-- ... Spokane 
Pinner, Deloris -··-·· •. _ Vancouver 
Polson, Emily __ ·- W atarville 
Pentecost , Margaret Brock .. Kin2ua, Ore. 
Pruitt , Wanda .........• .•.••. Spokane 
Pruter , Irene ....•• ·-···· Mullan, Idaho 
Rieckers , Arlene • Addy 
Ruby, Donna Jean ···--· Freeweter, Oregon 
Schuler, John Spokane 
Seiter, Helen Post Falls, Idaho 
Sanda, Tokiko . Seattle 
Sivil, Norma ····---·-- Mullan, Idaho 
Smith, Frankie ........••••....... Buena 
Smith, Marjorie ____ ···-· Mexico, Maine 
Southward, Barbara Ann __ Merced, Calif. 
Spelman, Patricia ... Spokane 
Summerson, Tom .. ····-··- . ·-·· . Spokane 
Talbott, Dorothy .. ____ .. Dayton 
Terao, Tome ···-·- ·-····· Spokane 
Tharp, Ellen Ann ·····-·············· . .. Spokane 
Tisdell , Velda Biggs, Idaho 
Tuarke, Dorothy Spokane 
Veldet, Jessie Barstow, California 
Weckor, Elnore Portland, Oregon 
Walker, Vila Soap Lake 
Wall, Arnold ... Dallas, Oregon 
Wallace, Lee .. Athol, ldeho 
Whitford, Shirley Tacoma 
Wilcox, Betty Lou Moscow, Idaho 
Williams, Marian Spokane 
Wingo, Barbare .. Missoula, Montan• 
Wright, Catherine Polson, Montena 
Yamamoto, George Spoken• 
Z.nier, Verna -··- Sendpoint, ldeho 
Freshmen 
Alderson, Beulah ·-
Asbridge, Hnel ······-
Avery, Hnel 
Colville 
Somers, Montana 
Sunnyside 
. Spokane 
Stockton, California 
Weippe, Idaho 
.. Spokane 
Colbert 
A2worthy, Gordon . 
Barnes, David 
Battles, Irene 
Bauer, Donald 
Beach, Esther 
Berg, Carole 
Berry, Eleanor 
Bishop, Patricia 
Bloomquist, Hilda 
Bouch, Laura 
Duluth, Minnesota 
San Jose, California 
Garfield 
.. Spokane 
Bovee, Mary Lois ... -·-··········· 
Brassard , LeVern 
Spokane 
Seattle 
Spokane 
Clarkston 
Spokane 
. Spokane 
.. South Fork, California 
. . Spokane 
Brown, Clarence ···--··-
Carlson, Eirena 
Carlson, Hannah 
Cech, Ester 
Cherry, Dorothy 
Childers, Elda MH 
Christman, Mary Louise 
Click, Elmer 
Alicel, Oregon 
Colville 
Spokane 
Chicago, Illinois 
Tooele, Utah 
Concord, California 
.. Chewelah 
Spokane 
Wapato 
Croker, John .•••• 
Crook, Annie 
Davies, Shirley 
Davis, Donna Rae 
Davis, Rose 
Day, Marian 
Decker, Carter Nespelem 
Did, Norma Jean ···-····· 
Dinnison, Eva Jeannette 
Dodge, Phyllis _ 
Soap Lake 
Weippe, Idaho 
Sunset 
. Watsonville, California 
Spokane 
Dong, Lorene 
Dors, Gweneth _ 
Doty , Kathlean . Spoken• 
Doughtery, Ninabelle Connell 
Drake, Betty Wells, Nevede 
Driggs, Betty Jean ··-··· ·· Moses Lake 
Egbert, LaRue ... ···-· ..•• ..•.• Leavenworth 
Ellis, Betty Thornton 
Ent, Edith ............... ... Spokane 
Estes, Burl ... ...•• . .. Merced, Californie 
Farrell, Kathryn Kootenai, ldeho 
Feldman, Jo Ann ··-··-···· Spoken• 
Felts, Edithmae Wenatchee 
Fruier, Velme -· -·· •.....•. Vencouvar 
Fulton , Virginia Spokane 
Funk, Dorothy .... ... Harreh 
Gracia , Elvir• Los Angeles, Californi• 
Goodale, Viola . Seattle 
Granger, Hazel .. .. ..•.... •. . .... Spokane 
Grandy, Alice .. ·- ~ -· · Chelan 
GrHne, Verdelle Spokane 
Griffith, Raymond Spoke ne 
Grumman, Margaret Spokane 
Gurnsey, Velma . Hayward, California 
Guthrie, Betty Grandview 
Haas, Marjorie Grandview 
Hall, Ellouise Seatle 
Hall, Lois Mullan, Idaho 
Hall, Shirley Steptoe 
Hanke, Betty Chicago, Illinois 
Hankinson, Ruth Rock Island 
Hanson, Phyllis .. Spokane 
Harding, Joyce _ Vancouver 
Huelbaker, Joyce Lewidon, ldah'> 
Ha2elbaker, Madge Lewiston, Idaho 
Heath, Huel Spokane 
Heideman, Elizabeth Connell 
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Heldmen, Martina ............................ Curlew 
Henrickson, Grace ............... . ........ Spokane 
Herhog, Louella .................... Leavenworth 
Herzog, Irma .... ... Miles City, Montana 
Hesler, Rita .. ...... ................. . Welle Walle 
Hop pell, Betty .. ·-· -·········· ........ Deer Park 
House, Louise .... ····· ··-··-··· Springdale 
Hovind, Virginie ... .... ... .. . ........... Spokane 
Hughes, Gwendolyn ....... ......... .. ........ Adrien 
Humphrey, Lois ................ Osseo, Wisconsin 
Ike, Ayame ........... ·-···· .... Spokane 
Ike, Joe _ ···-·· .. ..................... Spokane 
Jacobsen, Willis ............................. Spokane 
James, Marilyn .... ··-··· Centralia 
Jantzen, Ruby .... ..... .......... Moscow, Idaho 
Johnson , Dorothy . ............ ... ..... Almire 
Johnson, Maxine L. .........••........... Spokane 
Johnson , Sylvie .... ·-··· ···-··· Soap lake 
Kidder, June ....... . ............ Plummer, Idaho 
Kirkendorfer, Jeanne ......•.. . ......... Spokane 
Kjesbu, Orianna .......................... Centralia 
Kludas , Evalyn . ···············-·- Walla Walla 
Lamkin, Nadine .. -·········- ...... Centralia 
Landreth, Jean ............ .................... Espanola 
Lasater, Wanda ....... ............ ......... Spokane 
Leonard, Eleanor . ·-·············.. Yakima 
Lilly, Nita ··············- ......••... Bridgeport 
liere, Gertrude . Veradale 
Lipscomb, Patricia .. ··················-- Spokane 
Longbottom, Barbara .... Stevensville , Mont . 
lono, Mary Ruth .. ......... Parkland 
McCarty, Barbara ..•....... ... . ... Spokane 
McFerlene, Nancy Seattle 
Mclean, Elaine . .. Porthill, Idaho 
McNeely, Adeline ........................ Cowiche 
McNees, Grace .. .................. ... .. Carlton 
Mack , Jean ........... -·····- -···· ···· Spokane 
Marston, Helen ..... -········· ........... Spokane 
Martinson , Mae .... ..................... .. Garfield 
Matsumoto , Daniel .................... .. Spokane 
Mead, Betty ..... ·······-··-··········· Spokane 
Melville, John ·······-·············. Valley 
Miller, Elaine ...........• Connell 
Moe, Kenneth .. ... ... ... .. Spokane 
Moody, Ray ·-··············· Represa, California 
More, Kathleen ........ ·-··· .. . .... Spokane 
Morton, Lois ..... . ....... Craigmont, Idaho 
Moss, Mery Carol ......... Spokane 
Myhre, Claude .. ···-······· .. . .. Spokane 
Needham, Elaine .................. Kellogg , Idaho 
Nelson, Mildred . ...... .. ........ Seattle 
Nelson, Rachel ... .. Delco, Idaho 
Neustel, Caroline . -····················· Spokane 
Newton, Phyllis .. --·········-·········· Spokane 
Nolen , Neil ... . ---··· _ ...... Spo~ene 
Nyreen, Joan .... ······-·· ····················· Spokane 
Nystrom, Lois ......... ., ..................... Littlerock 
O'Brien, Patricia .... ············-·· .. Spokane 
Oleson, Jo Ella ·······-···· ···-···· .. Spokane 
Olinger, Katherine ............•........ .. Chelan 
Onoda, Fumiko ........•.. ......... .. . Spokane 
Olson, Betty ... ·············- ....... Clarkston 
Onchi, Yoshiko ··········-· . Ontario , Oregon 
Paeth, Jean ...............•............. Vancouver 
Parsons, Helen ...... .................... . .. Seattle 
Pflugrath, Eleanora ... ············-··· Leavenworth 
Pounder, June ............. ....... . .. Colbert 
Price, Frederick ........ . .............. Spokane 
Reirson, Amy ............. Harlowton, Montana 
Renkert, Eleanor .......... .... . ............ Spokane 
Rhoads, Myrna . ....... .. .......... .... . .. Colfax 
Rickard, Kathryn ···-··············· Sanders, Idaho 
Riter, Eleanor .. ............ Berkeley, California 
Roach, Joyce ......................... ....... Orofino 
Rohlinger , Ruth ........ ... . . ........ Moses lake 
Ross, Lillian .. .................................... Seattle 
Russell, Merjean ·········-········· ······ .. Spokane 
Sautter, Marjorie ····-······-······· Davenport 
Schiffner, Bob ··--·· ·- ........ Spokane 
Shew, Barbara . ·····················-··· . Spokane 
Sheldon , Eleanor ..........••............. .. Spokane 
Shiraga, George ........•••..••........... Spokane 
Short, Jean ..... .............. ......... .. Spokane 
Smith , Fay ... ............ ............... . Ephrata 
Smyth, Dorothy ........... Corvallis, Montana 
Snyder, Margaret ..... .... ......... . Seattle 
Soike, Virginia . ········ ·-················ Spokane 
Stannard, Dorothy ·······-········· ·· Opportunity 
Stark, Marilyn . ...........••........ .. .. Seattle 
Stevens, Daphne ........ . .... Seattle 
Stophilbeen, Ora Mae Spokane 
Strobel, Margaret ..... Spokane 
Summerson, Elizabeth Spokane 
Thomas, Lois . Davenport 
Trager, Erlarene .......... Corvallis , Oregon 
Tunnell, Jean . Winona, Idaho 
Waldron, Lois .. ---·· -·· ...... Walla Walla 
Waller, Betty .. ············-····· ..... .. Tacoma 
Walters, Lucille .......••••••.... Wenatchee 
Walther, Roger ·········-··-······ Spokane 
Weyer, David --·-· ....... ... Seattle 
Wheldon, Sylvia ·········--······- .... Greenacres 
Wilkins, Lucille . ... ............. . . Chelan 
Williamson, Evelyn Spokane 
Wilson, Vera Fay ..... Opportunity 
Williams, Patricia ..... Spokane 
Wong, Jecob . Duluth , Minnesota 
Wood, Wanda ........... . .. Spokane 
Woodhead, Bernice ........ Concord , Calif. 
Woods, Marie Ephrata 
Wright , Helen ··········-·-·········- .. Spokane 
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Graduate Students 
Andrews, Hugh ..... ················-······· Spokane 
Briggs, Johanna .. . ..................... Granger 
Deibler, Edwin ·························· ·-·· ··· Spokane 
Dien, Naomi ········---·- ··-····· ·········· Colville 
Evans, Ernestine .................................. Yakima 
Gouldin, Ruth ··············-··-·······-· -··· Yakima 
Hook, Eleanor .... . ................. . Spokane 
Kreyssler, Evelyn Morgan ···-········· Spokane 
Rice, Alice ... . ................. ............ Deer Par~ 
Scott , Frances . ···-···· -·· ..... ... Spokane 
Smith, Evelyn ... .......... Berkeley, California 
Talley, Charles ................................ Spokane 
Special Students 
Aasby , Olga-N .... Thief River Falls, Minn. 
Acock, Betty Jane-N ........ Irrigon, Oregon 
Am, Jeannette-N ···-····· ........ . .. Spokane 
Axworthy, Rev. Cecil ...... . ............. Spokane 
Barton, A. R. . ................................ Spokane 
Battles, Margaret-N ..... . Weippe, Idaho 
Bays, Frances-·-N ............................. Spokane 
Bell, Jocelyn-N ...................... Spokane 
Black, Wayne .............................. Spokane 
Blundell, Phyllis--N ...... ........... .... Spokane 
Bushman, lrene-N ......... . ... Bunn, Oregon 
Buttke, Evelyn-N ···- .... Pendleton, Oregon 
Catherman, Glee-N .......... Kooskia, Idaho 
Cheever, Muy-N .......... ....... . ... Spokane 
Coburn, A. P . ................................. Spokane 
Cole, Nelsen E. ···············-······-···· .. Spokane 
Colson , Elizabeth-N ···-····· ············ Spokane 
Covington, Clifford ......................... Spokane 
Darlene , Delcie-N . .... Quincy 
Davis, Estel-N . ··········-·······-· ... Spokane 
Doolittle, Walter . ....... .... ... .. Spokane 
Draper, Helen ..... ........ ...... . .. Spokane 
Enig, Gwen-N .. . ....... Portland, Oregon 
Epperson, Mauna-N ..... ........ ... Spokane 
Fisher, Charles . . .. . . .............. Spokan e 
Fort, Nita Sue-N .............. ..... Spokane 
Freeland, Martha ....................... .. Spokane 
Grant, Myrtle-N .... ··- .. Nampa, Idaho 
Gray, Lillian ..... . ............... Nampa, Idaho 
Hall, May Belle-N ............ Moscow, Idaho 
Hanson, Evelyn .... . ... Fargo , North Dakota 
Hisayasu, Betty-N ........ . ............ Spokane 
Hodge, Margaret-N ................. .. Rosalia 
Hollenbeck, June-N ......................... Tekoa 
Holmes, Lelia-N ............... .... . . ... Spokane 
Hubbard, Ray .... ....... . . Spokane 
Hughes , Eunice-N ...... Stanfield, Or egon 
Huntley, Ruth ......... ....... ........ . Spokane 
lmmer , Coralie-N ........ McMinnville , Ore . 
Kalinaiuski, Ernestine ............ ..... ... Spokane 
Kayser, Myrtle-N ..................... Wenatchee 
Kimball, Katherine-N . .. ........ Spokane 
Knight, Lola-N ..... ......... ........ Colfax 
Laird, Julia-N .......... Carlsbad , California 
Larson, Mary-N ................ Weippe , Idaho 
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Litch, Gwen-N ....... .... .............. Spokane 
Lofberg, Dorothy-N ...... Augusta, Mont. 
Lowblad, Viola-N ........ Deer Island, Ore. 
McConnell, Loui, .......... . Rathdrum, Idaho 
McDonald, June-N ................ Scis, Oregon 
McFadden, Mujorie-N ...... Portland, Ore. 
MacGawn, Paul .............................. Spokane 
McNahan, Rene . ... Spokane 
Markham, Lois--N ............. Irrigon, Oregon 
Marks, Florence-N . . . ...... lmaha, Oregon 
Meyer , Margaret-N ...... Cameron, Idaho 
Mooberry, J. W . ...... ..... .... . ....... Spokane 
Moody, Anita ......... . ... Represa, California 
Naylor, Carol-N ..... ··-···· Moscow, Idaho 
Neustel, Mildred ...... ... ....... . .... Spokane 
Nichols, Doris--N ...... .. Nashua, Montana 
Nielson, Marilyn-N ........ ............ Grandview 
Ostness, Alfred ......... ............. .... . Spokane 
Penny, Madelyn-N . Opportunity 
Peoples , Kathleen-N .......... . ...... Spokane 
Perchert, Shirley ........ El Cerito, California 
Peterson, Walter ....... . ...... Seattle 
Phillips, Kathryn-N ···-··········-- .... Wellpinit 
Pilcher, Howard ....................... .... Spokane 
Prudy, J. L. .. ... .. ....•..•.....• ... Spokane 
Rasco , Wilson .... -················ Millwood 
Rhoades, Mrs. M. J. .............. .. Spokane 
Roskam, Bonnie-N .. Boyds 
Saito , Tetsuo .. Portland , Or egon 
Sain, Laurence .. .. ...... . Spokane 
Scott, Adris-N Ellensburg 
Shelton, Glyde-N .. ............. .. Ellensburg 
Sleize r, Herman ······- ··· ··-·· Spokane 
Smith, Dale ..... . ........ Spokane 
Ste ele, Garth . ............... ... .. .... Spokane 
Stumpf , Milton Spokane 
Tabor, Lorna May-N Richland , Ore, 
Teal, Virginia-N ..... Colfax 
Thomas, Muirine-N ·········-···· .. Clarkston 
Toth, Esther-N .. .. .. ............ Spokane 
Toy, Mary Louise ....................... . .. Spokane 
Van Austene , Ethel Spokane 
Vaugh, Beverly-N ......... .. .. Tacoma 
Wallace, Mary E.-N .................. Spokane 
Weinmann, Kathleen-N .... Lewiston, Idaho 
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Weitensteiner, Bertha -N ............ Spokane 
Westenskow, Betty -N ............ Imbler, Ore. 
Wilder, Elizabeth .................... Vallejo, Calif. 
Wright, Ernest .................................. Spokane 
Wiker, Margaret-N ........................ Spokane Wydenes, Florence-N .................... Yakima 
"N" nursing students at the Deaconess Hospital not otherwise classified. 
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT 
1944-1945 
CLASSIFICATION MEN WOMEN 
Seniors .................................................................. 15 
Jun ion ......................... ............................................. 14 
Sophomores ................................... ......................... 15 
Freshman .................................................................. 23 
Nurses (not duplicated above) .............. ........... . 
Post Graduates, Special Students ...................... . 25 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT ................ 92 
GRADUATES, 1944 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
21 
35 
87 
157 
62 
21 
383 
TOTAL 
36 
49 
102 
180 
62 
46 
475 
Cook, Marquerite, Thelma-Ed ucation ............................................................................ Spokane 
Cook, Reuel Anderson-His tory ........................................................................................ Spokane 
Ghormley, Helen Dorothy- Christ ian Education ............................................................ Yakima 
Hodge, Virginia-So cial Science-Cum laude ......................... ................................... Vancouver 
Hook, Eleanor-Eng lish-Magna cum laudi, .............................................. ...................... Spokane 
McConnell, Louis Andrew- Sociology ...................................................................... ...... Rathdrum 
Merkle, Paul-H istory ............................................................................ ........................ ... Spokane 
Messex, Lewis-Mus ic ....................................... ........................................ ................... ... Spokane 
Monette, Kenneth LeRoy-S ocial Science-Cum laude .............. ........................... ...... Spokane 
Peterson, Lenore Trevitt-En glish .................. ........................... ........... . ..................... Republic 
Reese, Enos Robert-B ible .................................................................................... Post Falls, Idaho 
Saito, Tetsuo- Socia l Science ............................................................................ Portland, Oregon 
Scott, Francis Lucille-S ociology .......................................................... .............................. Spokane 
Wood, Merle Ellsworth- Christian Education ...................................... .......................... Orondo 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Beggs, Dorothy Helen-H ome Economics ....................................................................... Seattl e 
Briggs, Johanna Dekker-Hom e Economics .................................................................... Granger 
~~3ie~:i::: ii:;;:y :~;{~i~ ~·t. .~.-.·:·:::·:···::·:·:·:::~~·:··~.:~·:· ·:·:~.~~· ·:·: :·:·:·:·:·:-:·:-:~·:·:-:~~·:-:-:·:·:·:·:::.:.:·::~.: · ·:·:~: :·.:::·:·:·:·:·:·:·· 1; ~: 
Reynolds, Florence Ann-H ome Economics ·······-····························································· Tacoma 
Thorndike, David Mofatt-Mat hematics ........................................................ Monument , Oregon 
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HONORARY DEGREES 
Doctor of Literature 
Hordwid, Froncis Tiley ...... _ ••. 
Doctor of Divinity 
Spokone 
Schnucker , Colvin T. . ....•••.................. Dubuque, Iowa 
OFFICERS OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
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